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Proceedings of the ISWC Workshop
Introduction
Ontology matching1 is a key interoperability enabler for the semantic web, as well as a
useful tactic in some classical data integration tasks dealing with the semantic hetero-
geneity problem. It takes ontologies as input and determines as output an alignment,
that is, a set of correspondences between the semantically related entities of those on-
tologies. These correspondences can be used for various tasks, such as ontology merg-
ing, data translation, query answering or navigation on the web of data. Thus, matching
ontologies enables the knowledge and data expressed with the matched ontologies to
interoperate.
The workshop has three goals:
• To bring together leaders from academia, industry and user institutions to assess
how academic advances are addressing real-world requirements. The workshop
strives to improve academic awareness of industrial and final user needs, and
therefore, direct research towards those needs. Simultaneously, the workshop
serves to inform industry and user representatives about existing research efforts
that may meet their requirements. The workshop also investigated how the on-
tology matching technology is going to evolve.
• To conduct an extensive and rigorous evaluation of ontology matching and in-
stance matching (link discovery) approaches through the OAEI (Ontology Align-
ment Evaluation Initiative) 2017 campaign2. Besides real-world specific match-
ing tasks, such as the desease-phenotype track supported by the Pistoia Alliance,
IBM Research sponsored the instance matching related tracks this year. There-
fore, the ontology matching evaluation initiative itself provided a solid ground
for discussion of how well the current approaches are meeting business needs.
• To examine new uses, similarities and differences from database schema match-
ing, which has received decades of attention but is just beginning to transition to
mainstream tools, or the emerging process matching task.
The program committee selected 5 submissions for oral presentation and 10 sub-
missions for poster presentation. 21 matching systems participated in this year’s OAEI
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A High-Performance Approach to String
Similarity using Most Frequent K Characters
Andre Valdestilhas, Tommaso Soru, and Axel-Cyrille Ngonga Ngomo
AKSW/DICE, University of Leipzig, Germany
{valdestilhas,tsoru,ngonga}@informatik.uni-leipzig.de
Abstract. The amount of available data has been growing significantly
over the last decades. Thus, linking entries across heterogeneous data
sources such as databases or knowledge bases, becomes an increasingly
difficult problem, in particular w.r.t. the runtime of these tasks. Conse-
quently, it is of utmost importance to provide time-efficient approaches
for similarity joins in the Web of Data. While a number of scalable ap-
proaches have been developed for various measures, the Most Frequent
k Characters (MFKC) measure has not been tackled in previous works.
We hence present a sequence of filters that allow discarding comparisons
when executing bounded similarity computations without losing recall.
Therewith, we can reduce the runtime of bounded similarity computa-
tions by approximately 70%. Our experiments with a single-threaded,
a parallel and a GPU implementation of our filters suggest that our
approach scales well even when dealing with millions of potential com-
parisons.
Keywords: Similarity Search; Blocking; String Matching
1 Introduction
The problem of managing heterogeneity at both the semantic and syntactic levels
among various information resources [12,10] is one of the most difficult problems
on the information age. This is substantiated by most of the database research
self-assessment reports, which acknowledge that the hard question of semantic
heterogeneity, that is of handling variations in meaning or ambiguity in entity
interpretation, remains open [10]. In knowledge bases, Ontology Matching (OM)
solutions address the semantic heterogeneity problem in two steps: (1) matching
entities to determine an alignment, i.e., a set of correspondences, and (2) inter-
preting an alignment according to application needs, such as data translation
or query answering. Record Linkage (RL) and, more recently, Link Discovery1
(LD) solutions on the other hand aim to determine pairs of entries that abide
by a given relation R. In both cases, string similarities are used to compute
1 The expression "link discovery" in this paper means the discovery of typed relations
that link instances from knowledge bases on the Web of Data. We never use it in
the sense of graph theory.
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candidates for alignments. In addition to being central to RL and LD, these
similarities also play a key role in several other tasks such as data translation,
ontology merging and navigation on the Web of Data [10,2].
One of the core tasks when developing time-efficient RL and LD solutions
hence lies in the development of time-efficient string similarities. In this paper, we
study the MFKC similarity function [8] and present an approach for improving
the performance of similarity joins. To this end, we develop a series of filters
which guarantee that particular pairs of resources do not abide by their respective
similarity threshold by virtue of their properties.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We present two nested filters, (1) First Frequency Filter and (2) Hash Inter-
section filter, that allow to discard candidates before calculating the actual
similarity value, thus giving a considerable performance gain.
2. We present the k similarity filter that allows detecting whether two strings
s and t are similar in a fewer number of steps.
3. We evaluate our approach with respect to its runtime and its scalability with
several threshold settings and dataset sizes.
4. We present several parallel implementations of our approach and show that
they work well on problems where |Ds ×Dt| ≥ 105 pairs.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 related work is
presented, where we focus on approaches that aim to improve the time-efficiency
of the link discovery task. In Section 3, we present our nested filters, followed
by the Section 4 with the Correctness and Completeness. Section 5 with the
evaluation. In Section 6, we conclude.
2 State of the Art and related work
Our approach can be considered an extension of the state-of-the-art algorithm
introduced in [8], which describes a string-based distance function (SDF) based
on string hashing [9,7]. The naive approach of MFKC [8] is a metric for string
comparison built on a hash function, which gets a string and outputs the most
frequent two characters with their frequencies. This algorithm was used for text
mining operations. The approach can be divided into two parts: (1) The hashing
function is applied to both input strings, where the output is a string that
contains the two most frequent characters; the first and third elements keep the
characters and second and fourth elements keep the frequency of these characters.
(2) The hashes are compared, where will return a real number between 0 and
lim. By default lim = 10, since the probability of having ten occurrences of the
two most frequent characters in common between two strings is low. If the output
of the function is 10, this case indicates that there is no common character and
any value below 10 means there are some common characters shared among the
strings.
Our work is similar to the one presented in [13], which features a parallel
processing framework for string similarity using filters to avoid unnecessary com-
parisons. Among the several types of string similarity, emerging works have been
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done for measures such as Levenshtein-distance [6], which is a string distance
function that calculates the minimum number of edit operations (i.e., delete,
insert or update) to transform the first into the second string. The Jaccard In-
dex [5], also called Jaccard coefficient, works on the bitwise operators, where
the strings are treated at bit level. REEDED [11] was the first approach for the
time-efficient execution of weighted edit distances.
3 Approach
Let us call NaiveMFKC the function which computes the MFKC algorithm
as described in [8]. Such function works with three parameters, i.e. two strings
s and t and an integer lim and returns the sum of frequencies, where f(ci, s)
is a function that returns the frequency of the character ci in the string s and
s ⊇ {c1, ..., cn}, i.e f(a, ”andrea”) = 2, because the character a has been found
twice and the hash functions h(s) and h(t) containing the characters and their
frequencies. The output of function is always positive, as shown in Equation (1).
NaiveMFKC(s, t, lim) = lim−
2∑
ci∈h(s)∩h(t)
f(ci, s) + f(ci, t) (1)
Our work aims to reduce the runtime of computation of the MFKC similarity
function. Here, we use a sequence of filters, which allow discarding similarity
computations and imply in a reduction of runtime. As input, the algorithm
receives datasets Ds and Dt, an integer number representing the k most frequent
characters and a threshold θ ∈ [0, 1]. The similarity score of the pair of strings
from the Cartesian product from Ds and Dt must have a score greater or equal
the threshold θ to be considered a good pair, i.e. for a given threshold θ, if
the similarity function has a pair of strings with similarity score less than the
threshold, σ(s, t) < θ, we can discard the computation of the MFKC score for
this pair. Our final result is a set which contains the pairs having similarity score
greater than or equal to the threshold, i.e. σ(s, t) ≥ θ.
Our work studies the following problem: Given a threshold θ ∈ [0, 1] and two
sets of strings Ds and Dt, compute the set M ′ = {(s, t,σ(s, t)) ∈ Ds×Dt×R+ :
σ(s, t) ≥ θ}. Two categories of approaches can be considered to improve the
runtime of measures: Lossy approaches return a subset M ′′ of M ′ which can
be calculated efficiently but for which there are no guarantees that M ′′ = M ′.
Lossless approaches, on the other hand, ensure that their result setM ′′ is exactly
the same as M ′. In this paper, we present a lossless approach that targets the
MFKC algorithm. Equation (2) shows our definition for the string similarity
function σ for the MFKC.
σ(s, t) =
∑
ci∈h(s,k)∩h(t,k) f(ci, s) + f(ci, t)
|s|+ |t| (2)
where s and t are strings, such that s, t ∈∑∗, f(ci, s) is a function that returns
the frequency of the character ci in the string s, where s ⊇ {c1, ..., cn}, k repre-
sents the limitation of the elements that belongs to the hashes; set h(s, k)∩h(t, k)
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means the intersection between the keys of hashes h(s, k) and h(t, k) (i.e., the
most frequent K characters). We expect two steps to obtain the similarity score:
1. Firstly, we transform the strings s and t in two hashes using Most Frequent
Character Hashing [8], according to the following example with k = 3:
s = aabbbcc → h(s, k) = {b = 3, a = 2, c = 2}
t = bbccddee → h(t, k) = {b = 2, c = 2, d = 2}
2. We calculate the sum of the character frequencies of matching characters
on the hashes h(s, k) and h(t, k), then, we normalize dividing by the sum of
the length of |s| and |t| resulting in a similarity score from 0 to 1 according
to the Equation (3) and the resulting score should be greater or equals the
threshold θ.
σ(s, t, k, θ) =
∑
ci∈h(s,k)∩h(t,k) f(ci, s) + f(ci, t)
|s|+ |t| ≥ θ (3)
3.1 Improving the Runtime
In this section, the runtime of MFKC defined in Equation (2) is improved using
filters where N is the output of first frequency filter, L is the output of hash
intersection filter and A represents the output of the k similarity filter.
First Frequency Filter As specified in the definition of MFKC [8] this filter
assumes that the hashes are already sorted in an descending way according to
the frequencies of characters, therefore the first element of each hash has the
highest frequency.
Theorem 1. Showing that:
σ(s, t) =
∑
ci∈h(s,k)∩h(t,k) f(ci, s) + f(ci, t)
|s|+ |t| ≤
h1(s, k)k + |t|
|s|+ |t| (4)
implies that σ(s, t) < θ.
Proof (Theorem 1). Let the intersection between hashes h(t, k) and h(s, k) be a
set of characters from c1 to cn, such that Equation (5):
h(t, k) ∩ h(s, k) = {c1, ..., cn} (5)
According to the definition of the frequencies f(ci, t) we have Equation (6):
t ⊇ {c1, ..., c1, ..., cn, ...cn} (6)
where each ci appears f(ci, t) times, therefore:
f(c1, t) + ...+ f(cn, t) ≤ |t| (7)
Also, as n ≤ k, because t ⊇ {c1, ..., cn}, and f(ci, s) ≤ h1(s, k) ∀i=1,...,n, then:
f(c1, s) + ...+ f(cn, s) ≤ h1(s, k) + ...+ h1(s, k) = n(k) ≤ k(h1(s, k)) (8)
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Therefore, from Equation (7) and Equation (8), we obtain the Equation (9):
∑
ci∈h(s,k)∩h(t,k) f(ci, s) + f(ci, t)
|s|+ |t| =
∑n




h1(s, k)k + |t|
|s|+ |t|
(9)
Consequently, the rule which the filter relies on is the following.
〈s, t〉 /∈ N ⇒ 〈s, t〉 /∈ Ds ×Dt ∧
h1(s, k)k + |t|
|s|+ |t| ≤ θ (10)
Hash Intersection Filter In this filter, we check if the intersection between
two hashes is an empty set, then the MFKC, represented by σ, will return a
similarity score of 0 and we can avoid the computation of similarity in this case.
Consequently, the rule which the filter relies on is the following.
〈s, t〉 ∈ L ⇒ 〈s, t〉 ∈ Ds ×Dt ∧ |h(s) ∩ h(t)| > 0 (11)
we also can say that the Equation (12) represents a valid implication.
h(s) ∩ h(t) = ∅ ⇒ σ(s, t) = 0 (12)
The Equation (12) means that if the intersection between h(s, k) and h(t, k)
is a empty set, this implies that the similarity score will be 0. That means there
is no character matching, then there is no need to compute the similarity for
this pair of strings.
K Similarity filter For all the pairs left, the similarity score among them is
calculated. After that, the third filter selects the pairs whose similarity score is
greater or equal than a threshold θ.
〈s, t〉 ∈ A ⇔ 〈s, t〉 ∈ N ∧ σ(s, t) ≥ θ (13)
This filter provides a validation and we show that the score of previous k
similarity is always lower than the next k, according to the Equation (14) and in
some cases when the similarity score is been reached before compute all elements
∈ h(s, k) ∩ h(t, k), thus saving computation in these cases.
Here k is also used as a index of similarity function σk(s, t) in order to get
the similarity of all cases of k, from 1 to k, also to show the monotonicity.
Therefore we can say that the computation of similarity score occurs until
σk(s, t) ≥ θ.
We will demonstrate that the similarity score of previous k similarity is always
lower than the next k similarity, for all k ∈ Z∗ : k ≤ |s ∩ t|.
σk+1(s, t) ≥ σk(s, t) (14)
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We rewrote the equation for the first iteration, according to Equation (15)
σk(s, t) =
∑k
ci∈h(s,k)∩h(t,k),i=1 f(ci, s) + f(ci, t)
|s|+ |t| (15)




f(ci, s) + f(ci, t)
]
+ f(ck+1, s) + f(ck+1, t) ≥
k∑
ci∈h(s,k)∩h(t,k)
f(ci, s) + f(ci, t)
(16)
Therefore, we can notice that the sum of frequencies will be always greater
or equal 0, according to f(ck+1, s) + f(ck+1, t) ≥ 0. Thus, Equation (14) holds
true.
Filter sequence The sequence of the filters occurs basically in 4 steps, (1) We
starting to make the Cartesian product with the pairs of strings from the datasets
Ds and Dt, (2) Discarding pairs using the First Frequency F ilter(N ), (3) Dis-
carding pairs where there is no matching characters with theHash Intersection filter(L)
and (4) With the Most Frequent Character Filter (A) we will process only sim-
ilarities greater or equal the threshold θ, if the similarity function σ(s, t) ≥ θ in
the first k characters we can stop the computation of the similarity of this pair,
saving computation and add to our dataset with resulting pairs Dr, also shown
in the Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 MFKC Similarity Joins
1: GoodPairs = {s1; t1, ..., sn; tn}|〈s, t ∈∑∗〉
2: hs = {e1, e2, ..., en}|ei = 〈c, f(c, s)〉
3: ht = {e1, e2, ..., en}|ei = 〈c, f(c, t)〉
4: i, freq ∈ N∗
5: procedure MFKC(Ds, Dt, θ, k)
6: for all s ∈ Ds do (in parallel)
7: hs = h(s, k)
8: for all t ∈ Dt do (in parallel)
9: ht = h(t, k)
10: if hs1(k)+|t||s|+|t| < θ then
11: Next t ∈ Dt
12: end if
13: if |hs ∩ ht| = 0 then
14: Next t ∈ Dt
15: end if
16: for all cfreq ∈ hs ∩ ht do
17: if i ≥ k then
18: Next t ∈ Dt
19: end if
20: freq = freq + cfreq
21: σi = freq|s|+|t|
22: if σi ≥ θ then
23: GoodPairs.add(s, t)
24: Next t ∈ Dt
25: end if







4 Correctness and Completeness
In this section, we prove formally that our MFKC is both correct and complete.
– We say that an approach is correct if the output O it returns is such that
O ⊆ R(Ds, Dt,σ, θ).
– Approaches are said to be complete if their outputO is a superset ofR(Ds, Dt,σ, θ),
i.e., O ⊇ R(Ds, Dt,σ, θ).
Our MFKC consists of three nested filters, each of which creates a subset of
pairs, i.e. A ⊆ L ⊆ N ⊆ Ds ×Dt. For the purpose of clearness, we name each
filtering rule:
R1 ,
h1(s, k)k + |t|
|s|+ |t| < θ
R2 , |h(s, k) ∩ h(t, k)| 6= 0
R3 , σ(s, t) ≥ θ
Each subset of our MFKC can be redefined as N = {〈s, t〉 /∈ Ds ×Dt : R1,
L = {〈s, t〉 ∈ Ds × Dt : R1 ∧ R2, and A = {〈s, t〉 ∈ Ds × Dt : R1 ∧ R2 ∧ R3.
We then introduce A∗ as the set of pairs whose similarity score is more or equal
than the threshold θ.
A∗ = {〈s, t〉 ∈ Ds ×Dt : σ(s, t) ≥ θ} = {〈s, t〉 ∈ Ds ×Dt : R3} (17)
Theorem 2. Our MFKC filtering algorithm is correct and complete.
Proof (Theorem 2). Proving Theorem 2 is equivalent to showing that A = A∗.
Let us consider all the pairs in A. While our MFKC’s correctness follows directly
from the definition of A, it is complete iff none of pairs discarded by the filters
actually belongs to A∗. Assuming that the hashes are sorted in a descending way
according the frequencies of the characters, therefore the first element of each
hash has the highest frequency. Therefore, once we have
h1(s, k)k + |t|
|s|+ |t| < θ,
the pair of strings s and t can be discarded without calculating the entire simi-
larity. When rule R3 applies, we have σ(s, t) < θ, which leads to R3 ⇒ R1. Thus,
set A can be rewritten as:
A = {〈s, t〉 ∈ Ds ×Dt : R2 ∧R3} (18)
We are given two strings s and t and the respective hashes h(s, k) and h(t, k), the
intersection between the characters of these two hashes is a empty set. Therefore,
there is no character matching, which implies that s and t cannot be considered
to have a similarity score greater than or equal to threshold θ:
h(s, k) ∩ h(t, k) = ∅ ⇒ σ(s, t) = 0
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When the rule R3 applies, we have σ(s, t) < θ, which leads to R3 ⇒ R2. Thus,
set A can be rewritten as:
A = {〈s, t〉 ∈ Ds ×Dt : R3} (19)
which is the definition of A∗ in Equation (17). Therefore, A = A∗.
Time complexity In order to calculate the time complexity of our MFKC,
firstly we considered the most frequent K characters from a string. The first step
is to sort the string lexically. Then, we can reach a linear complexity after this
sort, because the input with highest occurrences can be achieved with a linear
time complexity. The first string can be sorted in O(nlogn) and second string in
O(mlogm) times, as some classical sorting algorithms such as merge sort [3] and
quick sort [4] that work in O(nlogn) complexity. Thus, the total complexity is
O(nlogn)+O(mlogm), resulting in O(nlogn) as upper bound in the worst case.
5 Evaluation
The aim of our evaluation is to show that our work outperforms the naive ap-
proach and the parallel implementation has a performance gain in large datasets
with size greater than 105 pairs. A considerable number of pairs reach the thresh-
old θ before reaching the last k most frequent character, that also is a demonstra-
tion about how much computation was avoided. Instead of all k’s we just need
k − n where n is the nth most frequent character necessary to reach the thresh-
old θ. An example to show the efficiency of each filter can be found at Figures 1
and 1(a), where 10,273,950 comparisons from DBpedia+LinkedGeoData were
performed and Performance Gain (PG) = Recall(N ) + Recall(L). The recall2
can be seen in Figure 2(c). This evaluation has the intention to show results
of experiments on data from DBpedia3 and LinkedGeoData4. We considered
pairs of labels in order to do the evaluation. We have two motivations to chose
these datasets: (1) they have been widely used in experiments pertaining to Link
Discovery (2) the distributions of string sizes between these datasets are signif-
icantly different [1]. All runtime and scalability experiments were performed on
a Intel Core i7 machine with 8GB RAM, a video card NVIDIA NVS4200 and
running Ms Windows 10.
5.1 Parallel implementation
Our algorithm contains parallel code snippets with which we perform a load and
balance of the data among CPU/GPU cores when available. To illustrate this
2 Depicting DBPedia-Yago results. The YAGO was added to bring a reinforcement to
our evaluations, due to the fact of this dataset have been widely used in experiments




































Fig. 1. Avoided pairs and recall.
part of our idea, we can state: Given a two datasets S, T , that contains all the
strings to be compared. Thus, make a Cartesian product of the strings S × T ,
where each pair is the processed separately in threads that are spread among
CPU/GPU cores. Thus, we process the each comparison in parallel. The parallel
implementation works better in large datasets with size more than 105, that was
more than one time faster than the approach without parallelism and two times
faster than the naive approach as shown in Figures 3(a) to 3(c).
5.2 Runtime Evaluation
The evaluation in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) shows that all filter setup outperform
the naive approach, and the parallel approach does not suffer significant changes
related to the runtime according to the size of the dataset, as show Figure 3(c).
The experiments related to the variance of k, also were considered, as show in
Figure 3(d), the runtime varies according the size of k, indicating the influence
of k with values from 1 to 120 with 1, 001, 642 comparisons. The performance
(run-time) was improved as shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) and according the
recall with a performance gain of 26.07% as shown in Figure 1(a). The time
complexity is based on two sort process O(n log n) + O(m log m) resulting in
O(n log n) as a upper bound in the worst case.
5.3 Scalability Evaluation
In the experiments (see Figures 3(c), 3(e) and 3(f)), we looked at the growth of
the runtime of our approach on datasets of growing sizes. The results show that
the combination of filters (N+L+A) is the best option for datasets of large sizes.
This result holds on both DBpedia and LinkedGeoData, so our approach can be
used on large datasets and achieves acceptable run-times. We also can realize
the quantity of avoided pairs in each combination of filters in Figure 1, that
consequently brings a performance gain. We looked at experiments with runtime
behavior on a large dataset with more than 106 labels as shown in Figure 3(b).






















(c) y axis = Recall.
MFKC Jaccard JaroWinkler
Fig. 2. Precision, Recall and F-Measure.
increment. Thus, one more point showing that our approach is useful on large
datasets, where can be used with high threshold values for link discovery area.
About our parallel implementation, Figure 3(c) shows that our GPU parallel
implementation works better on large datasets with size greater than 105.
5.4 Comparison with existing approaches
Our work overcomes the naive approach [8], thus, in order to show some im-
portant points we compare our work not only with the state of the art, but
with popular algorithms such as Jaccard Index [5]. As shown in Figures 3(c),
3(e) and 3(f), our approach outperforms not only the naive approach, but also
Jaccard Index. We show that the threshold θ and k have a significant influence
related to the runtime. The naive approach present some points to consider,
among them, even if the naive approach states that they did experiments with
k = 7, the naive algorithm was designed for only k = 2, there are some cases
where k = 2 is not enough to get the similarity level expected, i.e. s = mystring1
and t = mystring2 limiting k = 2, we will have σ2(s, t) = 0.2, showing that the
similarity is very low, but when k = 8, the similarity is σ8(s, t) = 0.8 showing
that sometimes we can lose a good similarity case limiting k = 2. Our work fix all
these problems and also has a better runtime, as show Figure 3(a), Figure 3(b)
and Figure 3(c).
An experiment with labels from DBpedia and Yago5 shows that the f-score
indicates a significant potential to be used with success as a string similarity
comparing with Jaccard Index and Jaro Winkler, as Figures 2(a) to 2(c) shows.
To summarize the key features that makes our approach outperform the naive
approach are the following: We use more than two K most frequent characters
in our evaluation, our run-time for more than 107 comparisons is shorter (27,594
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(c) The parallel approach improves
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(d) Runtime k most frequent characters,
with values of k from 1 to 120,
over 1, 001, 642 comparisons, θ = 0.95.














(e) CPU Speedup of algorithm
(1, 001, 642 comparisons).
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(f) CPU Speedup of algorithm(10, 273, 950 comparisons).
Fig. 3. Run-time experiments results.
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discard comparisons avoiding extra processing, and a parallel implementation,
making our approach scalable. Jaccard does not show significant changes varying
the threshold, MFKC and Jaro Winkler present a very similar increase of the
f-score varying the threshold.
6 Conclusion and Future work
We presented an approach to reduce the computation runtime of similarity joins
using the Most Frequent k Characters algorithm with a sequence of filters that
allow discarding pairs before computing their actual similarity, thus reducing the
runtime of computation. We proved that our approach is both correct and com-
plete. The evaluation shows that all filter setup outperform the naive approach.
Our parallel implementation works better in larger datasets with size greater
than 105 pairs. It is also the key to developing systems for Record Linkage and
Link Discovery in knowledge bases. As future work, we plan to integrate it in
link discovery applications for the validation of equivalence links. The source
code is free and available online6. Acknowledgments available on footnotes7.
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Abstract. Ontology Matching is the task of finding a set of entity cor-
respondences between a pair of ontologies, i.e. an alignment. It has been
receiving a lot of attention due to its broad applications. Many techniques
have been proposed, among which the ones applying interactive strate-
gies. An interactive ontology matching strategy uses expert knowledge
towards improving the quality of the final alignment. When these strate-
gies are based on the expert feedback to validate correspondences, it is
important to establish criteria for selecting the set of correspondences
to be shown to the expert. A bad definition of this set can prevent the
algorithm from finding the right alignment or it can delay convergence.
In this work we present techniques which, when used simultaneously, im-
prove the set of candidate correspondences. These techniques are incor-
porated in an interactive ontology matching approach, called ALINSyn.
Experiments successfully show the potential of our proposal.
Keywords: ontology matching, Wordnet, interactive ontology match-
ing, ontology alignment, interactive ontology alignment
1 Introduction
Ontology matching seeks to discover correspondences between entities of differ-
ent ontologies [1]. Ontology matching can be processed manually, semi-automatically
or automatically [1]. Among the semi-automatic approaches, the ones that follow
an interactive strategy stand out, considering the knowledge of domain experts
through their participation [2]. The involvement of a domain expert is not al-
ways possible, as it is an expensive, scarce and time-consuming resource. How-
ever, when possible, better results have been achieved compared with automatic
approaches.
An expert can be involved by giving his feedback to a correspondence, in-
dicating whether or not it belongs to the alignment. Therefore, defining the set
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of correspondences to show to the expert is one of the problems of these in-
teractive techniques. If this set is not well defined, the final alignment may be
imprecise or incomplete, or convergence to a good alignment can be delayed.
Therefore, the scientific problem addressed in this paper is how to improve the
set of correspondences to receive expert feedback.
This paper proposes ALINSyn, an approach that uses two techniques – a
semantic and a structural – for the improvement of a given set of candidate
correspondences. The semantic technique works by temporarily removing corre-
spondences from the set of candidate correspondences. The structural technique
interactively places part of the correspondences taken by the semantic technique
back in the set of candidate correspondences. ALINSyn uses techniques used in
the ALIN [13] system, that participated in OAEI 2016.
To evaluate ALINSyn, we defined ALINBasic, a basic ontology matching
algorithm that generates and use a set of candidate correspondences to do the
matching. Each of the two ALINSyn techniques was added to ALINBasic in order
to modify the set of candidate correspondences generated by it, and the obtained
alignments were compared. ALINSyn was also compared to state-of-the-art in-
teractive ontology matching systems, showing the potential of our proposal.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes interactive ontol-
ogy matching, Section 3 describes the ALINBasic algorithm, section 4 describes
ALINSyn approach, by explaining its two steps, in section 5 the evaluation of
the approach is made and the section 6 is the conclusion.
2 Interactive Ontology Matching
An ontology O is represented as a labeled graph G = (V, E, vlabel, elabel).
The set of vertices V contains ontology entities such as concepts and properties.
Edges in E (E ⊆ V × V ) represent structural relationships between entities.
The edge labeling function elabel, which maps an edge (v, v) ∈ E to a subset of
the set SL of structural labels, which in turn specify the nature of the structural
relationships between entities (e.g., subclassOf). Let LL denote the set of lexical
labels associated with entities (e.g., name, documentation). Finally, the vertex
labeling function, vlabel : V × LL → String, maps a pair (e, l) ∈ V × LL to
a string corresponding to the value of the lexical label l (e.g., name) associated
with the entity e [3].
Given two ontologies O and O’, an ontology matching is the process that
aims to finding a set of correspondences (e, e’), where e and e’ are entities in
O and O’, respectively. Interactive ontology matching takes advantage of user
feedback to perform ontology matching.
Within the set of all possible correspondences between the entities of two
ontologies, in the context of the interactive ontology matching, we distinguish
two types of correspondences:
– Candidate correspondences are those possible correspondences that have
been selected to be presented to the expert but have not yet received deci-
sion,
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– Classified correspondences are those possible correspondences that have been
selected to be presented to the expert and have received decision.
There are similarity measures, denoted sim, which map the possible corre-
spondence (e, e’) ∈ O×O’ to a real number in [0, 1].
According to Meilicke and Stuckenschmidt [4], ontology matching algorithms
that are based on the analysis of entity names usually have two phases:
– In the first phase, there is the creation of a set of candidate correspondences.
To reduce the need to classify all possible correspondences (all pairs of enti-
ties) between two ontologies as belonging or not to alignment, the algorithm
selects a subset called set of candidate correspondences;
– In the second phase, each correspondence in the set of candidate correspon-
dences is classified by the ontology matching algorithm. In an interactive
strategy, at least part of these correspondences is classified by the expert,
and the other part can be classified by some automatic technique.
3 ALINBasic Algorithm
When the ontology matching is done interactively, we have two quality measures
that are conflicting: the number of interactions with the expert and the qual-
ity of the generated alignment. It is interesting that a technique to be used in
an algorithm of ontology matching can improve one of these qualities without
worsening the other in an accentuated way. That is, to decrease the number of
interactions without decreasing proportionally the quality of the generated align-
ment, or to increase the quality of the generated alignment without increasing
proportionally the number of interactions with the expert.
In this paper two techniques will be presented, which used alone, cannot in-
crease one of the qualities without considerably worsening the other. The first
one, the semantic technique, decreases the number of interactions with the ex-
pert, but greatly decrease the quality of the generated alignment. The other,
structural technique, enhances the quality of the generated alignment, but in-
creasing a lot the number of interactions with the expert. But when used to-
gether, they can mitigate the disadvantages of each other, reducing the num-
ber of interactions without dramatically decreasing the quality of the generated
alignment.
To evaluate the results of the two proposed techniques, three algorithms will
be compared. An algorithm without the inclusion of any of the two techniques,
called ALINBasic, a second algorithm, with the inclusion of the semantic tech-
nique, called ALINSem, and a third one with the inclusion of both the semantic
and structural techniques, called ALINSyn. The two techniques are included in
the algorithms as steps of these algorithms, so ALINSem is equivalent to the
ALINBasic algorithm plus a semantic step that implements the semantic tech-
nique, and the ALINSyn algorithm is equivalent to the ALINSem algorithm plus
a structural step that implements the structural technique.
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The ALINBasic algorithm has two phases, as described by Meilicke and
Stuckenschmidt [4]. The first phase selects candidate correspondences to be pre-
sented to the user. The second phase presents the selected candidate correspon-
dence to the user and assigns them to the classified correspondences. Hence, in
the end there are no candidate correspondences left.
In the phase of generating the candidate correspondences, only class corre-
spondences, not property correspondences, are chosen, therefore, the ALINBasic
algorithm finds only class correspondences.
The first phase of ALINBasic (Algorithm 1) will use the stable marriage
algorithm with size list limited to 1 [5][6], where the pair will be formed by
classes of the two ontologies to be aligned. Correspondences will be ordered by
decreased similarity.
The stable marriage algorithm will be executed six times, each time with a
different similarity metric (Jaccard, Jaro-Winkler, n-Gram, Wu-Palmer, Jiang-
Conrath and Lin) and the result of the six executions will form a set of corre-
spondences by the union of the six formed sets (Steps 1 to 4 of Algorithm 1). The
process of selecting the similarity metrics was based on two criteria: available
implementations and the result of these metrics in assessments, such as those
carried out in [7] and [8]. Wu-Palmer, Jiang-Conrath and Lin are metrics that
require a taxonomy to be computed [7], this taxonomy being provided, in this
algorithm, by Wordnet.
From the set of correspondences formed by the union of the six sets all
correspondence whose classes have exactly the same name will be classified as
true (Step 5 of Algorithm 1). The correspondences selected by the running of
stable marriage algorithm and not automatically classified will be the candidate
correspondences (Step 6 of Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 Candidate correspondence generation
Input: Two ontologies to be aligned
Output: Candidate correspondences
1: for Each one of the similarity metrics: Jaccard, Jaro-Winkler, n-Gram, Wu-
Palmer, Jiang-Conrath and Lin do
2: Run stable Marriage Algorithm forming the set Asim (being sim the cor-
responding similarity metric)
3: end for
4: Let A = AJaccard ∪ AJaro-Winkler ∪ An-Gram ∪ AWu-Palmer ∪ AJiang-Conrath ∪
ALin
5: Let B = Correspondences, from A, automatically classified as true by the
fact that their entities have the same name
6: Set of candidate correspondences = A - B
Then begins the classification phase of the candidate correspondences of the
ALINBasic. At this phase all the candidate correspondences will be presented
to the expert to receive his feedback.
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For this, the concept of interaction with the expert will be used. An inter-
action with the expert corresponds to a question asked about at most three
correspondences, as long as they pair-wisely have at least one of the entities
in common. This is compliant with the OAEI definition [10]. For example, if
the following correspondences are shown to the expert at the same time (Con-
ferenceChair,Chair), (Chairman,Chair) and (Chairman,AssociatedChair), they
will be counted as only one interaction since each correspondence has at least
one entity of another correspondence. The number of interactions will be used
as a comparison criterion between the various executions shown in this paper.
The ALINBasic algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 ALINBasic
Input: Two ontologies to be aligned
Output: Alignment between the two ontologies
1: Run candidate correspondence generation (Algorithm 1)
2: for Each candidate correspondence do




4.1 Improving the Set of Candidate Correspondences
The objective of the ALINSyn algorithm is to decrease the number of interactions
with the expert without decreasing in the same proportion the quality of the
generated alignment. To achieve this objective, two steps, one semantic step and
one structural step, are added to the ALINBasic algorithm to improve the set
of candidate correspondences.
We first introduce another type of correspondence:
– Temporarily suspended correspondences are correspondences that are no
longer candidate correspondences because of the semantic step. These corre-
spondences can once again be candidate correspondences after the structural
step.
The semantic step transforms some candidate correspondences to temporarily
suspended correspondences. The structural step can transform some temporarily
suspended correspondences to candidate correspondences again.
At the end of the non-interactive phase, by the use of the semantic step, all
candidate correspondences that are not semantically equivalent will be trans-
formed to temporarily suspended correspondences. In the interactive phase, by
the use of the structural step, after each interaction with the expert, the expert’s
feedback can transform temporarily suspended correspondences in candidate cor-
respondences if they have a particular structural relationship with a candidate
correspondence that received positive feedback.
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4.2 Semantic Step
The action of this step is to transform all candidate correspondences with se-
mantically different entity names to temporarily suspended correspondences.
The step will be added to the ALINBasic algorithm at the end of the generation
phase.
The semantic step uses Wordnet. Wordnet consists of synonym sets called
synsets [9]. A synset denotes a group of terms with the same meaning. The same
term may appear in various synsets, as long as it has several meanings.
Comparison of entity names A head noun of a phrase is a noun to which
all other terms are dependent [11]. Only correspondences relating entities whose
name head nouns are in the same Wordnet synset will remain in the set of
candidate correspondences after the semantic step. Before comparing the two
entity names, a pre-processing step is necessary in order to extract the correct
terms to be compared. An entity name can be atomic or composed. In the latter
case, our approach searches for the head noun, and only this head noun will be
used to compare the two entities. The rule we used for detection of head noun
can be summarized as follows:
1. If the name contains a preposition (e.g. HeadOfDepartment) then the head
noun is the token before the preposition.
2. Otherwise the head noun is the last token in the name.
Algorithm 3 Semantic step
Input: Candidate correspondences
Output: Temporarily suspended correspondences (ex-candidate correspon-
dences)
1: for Each candidate correspondence do
2: Choose the head noun of each entity of the name of the correspondence
3: Put the head noun of each name in the canonical form
4: if The two head nouns are not in the same wordnet synset then




Example of the semantic step The semantic step can be seen in the Algo-
rithm 3. To illustrate the semantic step we assume that we have the candidate
correspondences selected by Algorithm 1 shown in Table 1. The first correspon-
dence to be analyzed will be (Author, Regular Author) (step 1 of Algorithm 3).
The head noun of Author is Author, since it has only one word. The head noun
for Regular Author is Author, because it does not have a preposition and the
last word is Author (step 2). The two head nouns are already in canonical form
(step 3) and as they are the same word they are in the same synset, so they are
not transformed to temporarily suspended correspondences.
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The second correspondence in the table is the correspondence (Chairman,Chair)
(step 1). Chairman is considered a word because a term is only divided into
words if it has hyphen, white space or is in camelcase (step 2). Since the two
are in the canonical form (step 3) of the word their synsets are compared in
Wordnet, and they are different. It is important to note that the most common
meanings of words are searched for in wordnet, so Chair is the object of sitting
and not Boss. Therefore this correspondence will be transformed to temporarily
suspended correspondences (step 5).
The result after following these steps for all correspondences is shown in
Table 1, in the column ’after the semantic step’.
Algorithm 4 ALINSyn
Input: Two ontologies to be aligned
Output: Alignment between the two ontologies
1: Run candidate correspondence generation (Algorithm 1)
2: Run semantic step (Algorithm 3)
3: for Each candidate correspondence do
4: Receive feedback (the candidate correspondence is transformed to clas-
sified correspondence)
5: Run structural Step (Algorithm 5 )
6: end for
With the inclusion of the semantic step, the algorithm will be called ALIN-
Sem. As an illustration, this algorithm is the same as the algorithm ALINSyn
(Algorithm 4) without the inclusion of step 5 (Run structural step). The results
of ALINSem will be compared to the results of ALINSyn with the objective
of verifying if the combined use of the semantic step and the structural step
improves the result achieved by the use of the semantic step alone.
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Algorithm 5 Structural Step
Input: Temporarily suspended Correspondences, Classified correspondences
Output: Candidate Correspondences (ex-temporarily suspended correspon-
dences)
1: for Each temporarily suspended correspondence do
2: if The two classes of the temporarily suspended correspondence are sub-
classes of classes of a correspondence classified as true then





When only the semantic step is applied, experiments showed that the number of
interactions with the expert were reduced, i.e. convergence was reached faster,
however the final alignment lost in quality. This is because some true correspon-
dences have been taken from the set of candidate correspondences because of
semantic step. The main goal of the structural step is to recover part of the
quality lost through the use of the semantic step by transforming some tem-
porarily suspended correspondences again to candidate correspondences.
At each iteration, all temporarily suspended correspondences that are formed
by subclasses of the classes of the correspondences that received positive feedback
from the expert are transformed again to candidate correspondences. Tests were
performed again using the two techniques, which showed that the use of both
techniques makes the number of interactions decrease considerably, but with a
much lower quality loss, in relation to the results obtained with the ALINBasic
algorithm. The structural step can be seen in Algorithm 5.
Fig. 1. Correspondences with classes that are subclasses of other correspondence classes
To illustrate the technique let us assume the situation described in Figure 1,
where Co author is a subclass of Person in the cmt ontology and Regular author
is a subclass of Person in the Conference ontology. Let us assume that the corre-
spondence A (Person, Person) is a candidate correspondence and correspondence
B (Co author, Regular author) is a temporarily suspended correspondence. If the
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correspondence A receive positive feedback, the correspondence B by having its
classes that are subclasses of the classes of A is transformed to candidate corre-
spondence. The result of the structural step can be seen in Table 1 in the column
’after the first run of the structural step’. With the inclusion of the structural
step in the interactive phase, the algorithm is called ALINSyn and can be seen
in the Algorithm 4.
5 Evaluation Overview and Designed Analysis
The goal of the ALINSyn approach is to reduce the number of interactions with
the expert without greatly diminishing the quality of the generated alignment.
Thus a first research question is:
RQ1: Does the semantic step allow the ontology matching strategy to de-
crease the number of interactions with the expert? This question is answered
with the use of the semantic step in the ALINBasic algorithm, as we see in the
section ”Analysis of the Results”, which shows that the number of interactions
with the expert has been reduced, but with a great drop in quality. That is why
it is important to address other research questions.
RQ2: Can the expert feedback reduce the quality loss by the use of the
semantic step?
RQ3: Does the use of both, semantic step and structural step together, gen-
erate an alignment with quality and number of interactions compatible with the
state of the art proposals?
5.1 Conference dataset
Results obtained in the interactive matching of OAEI 2016 using the conference
dataset were used to compare with the state of the art.
The OAEI interactive track is performed with percentages of expert correct-
ness, from 70% to 100%. This paper has taken into consideration, for the eval-
uation of the execution of the ALINSyn and of other tools, 100% of correctness
by the expert.
5.2 Analysis of the Results
After using the semantic step the results presented in Table 2 (ALINSem row)
were reached, which shows that the use of the semantic step decreases the number
of expert interactions, which responds to ’RQ1: Does the semantic step allow the
ontology matching strategy to decrease the number of iterations with the expert
?’, but there has been a sharp drop in quality, which shows the need to answer
the question ’RQ2: Can the expert feedback reduce the quality loss by using the
semantic step?’.
The recovery in the quality of the generated alignment was attempted by the
use of structural step. After the inclusion of this new step the results shown in
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Table 2 (ALINSyn row) were reached. That shows that the goal of the ALIN-
Syn was achieved using the two techniques. The number of interactions with the
expert decreased greatly, from 619 to 219, with the quality decreasing propor-
tionally much less, the f-measure was from 0.79 to 0.75, what responds to RQ2:
Can the expert feedback reduce the quality loss by the use of the semantic step
?. The result achieved is due to the combined effect of the joint use of the two
techniques.
If we use only the semantic step we have a good decrease in the number of
interactions with the expert, but with a sharp drop in quality. The subsequent
use of the structural step, interactively, causes some of the lost quality to be
recovered.
If we use only the structural step, without using the semantic step before,
with all possible correspondences, not only the temporarily suspended corre-
spondences, we would have an increase in quality, but a large number of cor-
respondences would be added to the set of candidate correspondences, which
would make the number of interactions with the expert too large (Table 2,
ALINStr row). The transformation of candidate correspondences into temporar-
ily suspended correspondences, through the semantic step, and the search, by
the structural step, only among the temporarily suspended correspondence re-
duces the search space, which means that the number of interactions with the
expert do not go up explosively.
The combined use of the two techniques results in a more balanced result,
with a reduction in the number of interactions without a big loss of quality (
Table 2, ALINSyn row ).
Table 2. Comparison between different matching executions
NI Precision F-measure Recall
ALINBasic 619 0.92 0.79 0.70
ALINSem 152 0.90 0.69 0.57
ALINStr 3539 0.93 0.84 0.78
ALINSyn 219 0.91 0.75 0.65
5.3 Comparison among Tools that Participated in the OAEI
Interactive Conference Track
OAEI provides a comparison among tool performance in the ontology matching
process each year, and one of the ontology groups used is the conference dataset
used in this paper [12].
Table 3 shows a comparison of some tools that participated in the OAEI
2016 interactive conference track. NI means number of interactions. In each
interaction there can be up to three questions. ”%” is the ratio of the number of
interactions to the number of possible correspondences among all the alignments
of the conference dataset.
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Table 3 compares the performance of ALINSyn with some interactive tools
that participated in OAEI 2016, with the expert hitting 100% of the answers
in relation to the conference dataset. The use of the techniques shown in this
work generates a high quality alignment, in cases where the expert does not make
errors, what responds to ’RQ3: Does the use of the two techniques, semantic step
and structural step together, generate an alignment with quality and number of
interactions compatible with the state of the art ?’. The use of the two techniques
combined puts ALINSyn among the best tools in the evaluation of OAEI 2016,
when the expert hits 100% of the interactions.
Table 3. Comparison between some OAEI 2016 conference dataset interactive tracking
tools and ALINSyn
Number of questions NI % Precision F-measure Recall
AML 270 271 0.215 0.912 0.799 0.711
ALINSyn 483 219 0.174 0.915 0.754 0.652
LogMap 142 142 0.113 0.886 0.723 0.610
XMap 4 4 0.003 0.837 0.681 0.574
6 Conclusion
Progress in information and communication technologies has made a large num-
ber of data repositories available, but with a great deal of semantic heterogeneity,
which makes it difficult to integrate. A process that has been used to solve this
problem is the ontology matching, which tries to discover the existing correspon-
dences between the entities of two distinct ontologies, which in turn structures
the concepts that define the data stored in each repository.
This work presented an interactive approach for ontology matching, based on
manipulation of the set of candidate correspondences with techniques to decrease
the number of interactions with the expert, without greatly reducing the quality
of the alignment.
Two techniques were combined, one semantic and the other structural. The
goal of the semantic technique was to decrease the number of interactions with
the expert. The structural technique came in support of the semantic technique,
and its objective was to decrease the quality loss resulting from the decrease in
the number of interactions with the expert.
In order to evaluate if the techniques generated a decrease in the number of
interactions without significantly lowering the quality, the executions of a basic
algorithm with and without the techniques were compared, which showed that
the techniques, when combined, reach their goal.
In addition, the quality of the alignment provided by the ALINSyn approach
was compared to state of the art tools that have participated in the track of
interactive ontology matching in OAEI 2016. The results obtained show that
ALINSyn generates an alignment with a good quality in comparison to other
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tools, with regard to precision, recall and f-measure, when the expert never
makes mistakes, keeping the number of interactions within the range achieved
by the other tools.
The third author was partially funding by project PQ-UNIRIO N01/2017 (”
Aprendendo, adaptando e alinhando ontologias:metodologias e algoritmos.”) and
CAPES/PROAP.
The fourth author was partially funding by ’CNPq Special visiting researcher
grant (314782/2014-1)’.
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Abstract. Researchers have long recognized the value trapped in natural lan-
guage publications and have continued to advance the development of ontologies 
that can help unleash this value.  Among these advances are efforts to apply NLP 
techniques to streamline the labor-intensive process of scientific literature cura-
tion, which encodes relevant information in a form that is accessible to both hu-
mans and computers.  In this paper, we report on our initial efforts to improve 
ontology alignment within the context of scientific literature curation by exploit-
ing value within a large corpus of annotated PubMed abstracts.  We employ an 
ensemble learning approach to augment a collection of publicly available ontol-
ogy matching systems with a matching technique that leverages the word embed-
dings learned from this corpus in order to more successfully match the concepts 
of two disease ontologies (MeSH and OMIM).  Our experiments show that word 
embedding-based similarity scores do contribute value beyond traditional match-
ing systems.  Our results show that the performance of an ensemble trained on a 
small number of manually reviewed mappings is improved by their inclusion. 
Keywords: Ontology Matching Ensembles, Word Embeddings, Biocuration. 
1 Introduction 
Technological advancements have given rise to an explosion in the rate that biomedical 
data is generated.  The incredible volume of data now far exceeds the ability of re-
searchers to capitalize on it.  This is due, in large part, to the vagaries of the natural 
languages in which that data is published for consumption by human readers.  The wide 
variety of lexical forms employed in the research literature present persistent challenges 
for both humans and computers in finding, assessing, and assimilating relevant data. 
The research community has long recognized the value trapped in natural language 
publications and has continued to advance the development of ontologies that can mit-
igate the challenges posed by natural language.  Today, ontologies are a critical foun-
dation for emerging technologies that seek to better inform and accelerate biomedical 
research.  Notable among recent advances are efforts to apply Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) techniques to streamlining the labor-intensive processes of biocuration 
and systematic scientific reviews. 
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Biocuration involves the interpretation, representation, and integration of infor-
mation relevant to biology into a form that is accessible to both humans and computers.  
This process results in databases or knowledgebases (e.g., UniProt [1], NCBI Database 
Resources [2], and the Rat Genome Database (RGD) [3]) that assimilate the scientific 
literature as well as large data sets.  Biocuration efforts range in both approach and 
scope, but they are increasingly supported by automated tools that facilitate information 
triage and tagging [4, 5]. 
Similar to biocuration is the systematic review: a literature review that gathers and 
analyzes research literature according to a structured methodology and guided by one 
or more specific research questions.  The aim of systematic review is to produce an 
exhaustive summary of current literature relevant to those research questions.  Some-
times a systematic review is simply an instance of a biocuration effort without sufficient 
resources to codify the collected knowledge [6].  As with biocuration, there are increas-
ing efforts to employ natural language processing and other artificial intelligence meth-
ods to streamline an expert-driven process that is otherwise very labor intensive [7-10]. 
Biocuration and systematic review processes (whether manual or automated) are 
complicated by the applicability of overlapping ontologies that cover a breadth of mul-
tispecies knowledge that ranges across biological scales from molecules to populations.  
Ultimately, the exploitation of numerous (but well-aligned) ontologies will provide a 
comprehensive landscape of biomedical knowledge that will speed the identification of 
new hypotheses and avenues of investigation. 
In this paper, we report on our initial efforts to improve ontology alignment within 
the context of scientific literature curation.  More specifically, we describe an ensemble 
learning approach that augments a collection of ontology matching systems with word 
embeddings generated from an annotated corpus of relevant scientific literature. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we provide back-
ground and discuss related work.  In Sections 3 and 4 we describe our experiments, 
research hypothesis, and results.  Finally, in Section 5, we summarize our conclusions 
and plans for future work, including extensions that support learning from work-cen-
tered user interactions.  
2 Background and Related Work 
The best-performing ontology matching tools all rely on collections of complementary 
matchers in order to compensate for context-specific weaknesses of each contrib-
uting/competing heuristic.  The challenge of matcher selection and evidence combina-
tion has been addressed in a variety of ways ranging from ad hoc rules and manual 
settings [11] to ensemble learning methods [12, 13] that utilize machine learning to 
select and weight contributing matchers.  Methods, such as “mapping gain” measure-
ment, are applicable to the related challenge of selecting appropriate background 
knowledge sources [14].   
Background knowledge sources play an important role in the performance of ontol-
ogy matching tools.  While string distance measures and taxonomic structure compari-
son form the backbone of most tools for ontology matching, it is also widely recognized 
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that ontologies constructed by independent experts can differ significantly in both or-
ganization and lexical features.  In these situations, researchers commonly seek to 
bridge the gap by drawing on various sources of background knowledge, such as: other 
ontologies, thesauri, lexical databases, online encyclopedias, and text corpora [11, 14].  
These knowledge sources can then be used to implement matching functions that ac-
count for spelling variations and synonyms, and that also support some measure of se-
mantic comparison [15].   
One approach to measuring semantic similarity of elements is to employ WordNet 
similarity [16].  However, WordNet offers little coverage of concepts found in real-
world ontologies.  Another approach is to learn word embeddings directly from text 
corpora.  Word embeddings are distributed word representations that are trained 
through deep neural networks. Each dimension of the embeddings represents a latent 
feature of the word, often capturing useful syntactic and semantic properties [17]. 
Word embeddings have proved to be useful at improving the performance of a wide 
range of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks [18].  Zhang et al. [15] showed that 
word embeddings learned over Wikipedia can improve the effectiveness of matcher 
ensembles applied to OAEI benchmark, conference track, and real-world ontologies.   
Our own work is similar to that of Zhang et al. [15] but is differentiated in two pri-
mary ways.  First, we learn word embeddings from a corpus of annotated scientific 
literature related to the ontologies to be aligned, rather than from Wikipedia.  Second, 
we employ ensemble learning to integrate open source ontology matchers with our 
word embedding based matcher. 
3 Experimental Setup 
Our research centers on the hypothesis that the information gleaned from the word em-
beddings learned from a relevant, annotated corpus would improve matching results 
within a learned ensemble of existing open source ontology matchers.  We tested this 
hypothesis with systematic experiments using the datasets and techniques described in 
the following. 
3.1 Datasets 
To evaluate our ensemble matching system, we used two ontologies of disease vocab-
ularies: the subset of the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) disease vocab-
ulary, a flat list of disease terms covering genetic disorders; and the ‘Diseases’ branch 
of the National Library of Medicine’s Medical Subject Headings (MeSH).  A third vo-
cabulary, the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database’s (CTD) ‘merged disease vocab-
ulary’ (MEDIC) [19] serves as a reference alignment between OMIM and MeSH.  We 
chose these datasets primarily because there exists a corpus of PubMed titles and ab-
stracts where disease mentions are annotated with the corresponding MEDIC identifi-
ers—such a corpus is needed to train the model from which we train the underlying 
neural network for our word embedding matcher.  In particular, PubTator (a Web-based 
tool for accelerating manual literature curation) provides an archive of the computer 
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annotation results for the entire collection of PubMed articles in PubTator1.  This com-
puter-annotated corpus is generated using the DNorm tool for disease named entity 
recognition [20].  
The data files for our ontologies were collected at the end of 2015 for the MeSH, 
OMIM, and MEDIC disease vocabularies.  The ontology for the MeSH ‘Diseases’ 
branch includes 11,344 concepts.  The ontology of OMIM genetic disorders includes 
8,064 concepts.  The MEDIC reference alignment identifies 3,435 direct mappings be-
tween MeSH and OMIM concepts.  Lastly, the entire PubTator corpus contains 
14,412,044 documents.   
3.2 Word Embedding Matcher (Word2vec) 
Our word embedding matcher uses the similarity scores, as learned by the Word2vec 
component of the Deeplearning4j library [21], as the confidence for a match between a 
given pair of ontology concepts.  Word2vec is a two-layer neural net that processes 
text, taking a text corpus as input and outputting a set of feature vectors for words in 
the corpus.  The vectors used to represent words are called neural word embeddings 
and represent a word with numbers based on other neighboring words within the input 
corpus (see Table 1).  Given a large enough corpus, Word2vec can make highly accu-
rate guesses about a particular word’s meaning—without human intervention—based 
solely on numerical representations of word features, such as the context of individual 
words.  Word embedding similarity scores are calculated as the cosine similarity of the 
vectors for a pair of concepts in the MeSH and OMIM ontologies.   
Table 1. Examples of neural word embedding vectors learned from the PubTator corpus. 
bone marrow, (bmt), solid-organ, disseminated, allogeneic, … 
blood pressure, rate, hypotension, arterial, concentration, … 
heart rate, cardiac, re-infarction, pressure, o2, arterial, … 
liver renal, hepatic, failure, acute, function, chronic, … 
Before training the Word2vec model, we preprocess the PubTator corpus so that the 
annotated phrases for each PubMed document (title and abstract) are replaced by a 
unique single-token identifier for the corresponding MeSH or OMIM concept.  This is 
necessary because Word2vec learns similarity vectors based on individual words/to-
kens (and not multi-word phrases).  The unique identifier allows us to look up similarity 
scores for a given pair of concepts from the trained word embedding model.  We used 
Deeplearning4j’s suggested configuration: a word window size of 10 for calculating 
within-sentence word context and the skip-gram technique for predicting the target con-
text, which produces more accurate results on large datasets. 




Training the Word2vec model for more than 14 million documents is very time con-
suming (on the order of weeks). Once the model is built, however, extracting the simi-
larity score for a given pair of terms is fast.  The training time can be reduced by dis-
tributing the processing with, for example, an Apache Spark cluster. 
3.3 Ontology Matching Systems 
In addition to the word embedding matcher, we also utilized a number of publicly avail-
able ontology matching systems.  These matchers are used both alone and as part of a 
learned ensemble to evaluate the relative impact of the addition of our word embedding 
matcher.  These systems have all participated in past Ontology Alignment Evaluation 
Initiative (OAEI) campaigns. 
LogMap. LogMap [22] is a scalable ontology matching system that utilizes highly op-
timized data structures to index the input ontologies (both lexically and structurally) to 
compute an initial set of anchor mappings with corresponding confidence values.  
These anchors are then used in an iterative process of mapping repair and mapping 
discovery to uncover new mappings. 
AgreementMakerLight (AML). AML is an ontology matching framework based on 
AgreementMaker [23], one of the leading ontology matching systems.  However, 
whereas AgreementMaker is memory-intensive and was not designed to match ontolo-
gies with more than a few thousand concepts, AML is a lightweight system developed 
with a focus on computational efficiency and is specialized on the biomedical domain 
but applicable to any ontologies. 
Generic Ontology Matching and Mapping Management (GOMMA). GOMMA 
provides a comprehensive and scalable infrastructure to manage large life science on-
tologies, but as a generic tool it can be used to match ontologies from other domains 
[24]. GOMMA preprocesses all information relevant for matching ontology concepts 
(e.g., name, synonyms, comments) and uses maximal string similarity to generate 
matches before aggregating the mappings, filtering out any mappings below a certain 
threshold, and applying constraints to improve the consistency of mappings. 
(not) Yet Another Matcher (YAM++). The underlying idea of the YAM++ system is 
that the complexity and, therefore, the cost of the ontology matching algorithms can be 
reduced by using indexing data structures to avoid exhaustive pair-wise comparisons 
[25]. YAM++ preprocesses the input ontologies to calculate the information content of 
each word to determine the weights of labels.  Candidate mappings are passed to a 
process that uses machine learning to combine several different string-based compari-
sons to compare the labels/synonyms of entities.  Those results are then passed to a 
structural matcher, which looks at related entities to find more mappings, before com-
bining and filtering the results. 
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Falcon-AO. Falcon-AO is a prominent component of the Falcon infrastructure for Se-
mantic Web applications [26]. For our datasets, Falcon-AO primarily uses partition-
based block matching (PBM), which first divides each ontology into blocks that have a 
high degree of cohesiveness; then, mappings are discovered by matching similar 
blocks. The similarity between blocks is a function of the number of “anchors” (align-
ments with high similarity based on string comparison techniques) that they share. 
3.4 Ensemble Learning 
We utilize machine learning techniques to determine the weights and confidence level 
thresholds for each ensemble configuration, allowing for the systematic learning of 
rules for estimating the correctness of a correspondence based on the output of the dif-
ferent techniques.  Our experiments were conducted with the Weka Toolkit [27], using 
the Weka implementation of the REPTree classifier, a fast decision tree learner which 
builds a tree using information gain as the splitting criterion and then prunes it using 
reduced error pruning.  Our feature vectors comprise the individual mapping confidence 
scores for each technique being evaluated as well as a single meta-level feature—aver-
age matcher confidence.  The inclusion of this meta-level feature is based on the find-
ings of Eckert et al. [12] in which it was found that the most significant feature was not 
the confidence scores themselves, but the fraction of matchers that found a correspond-
ence.  All experiments were conducted with the default Weka classifier settings, mak-
ing our experiments more easily reproducible.  
Dealing with imbalanced data. Each individual matcher can generate mappings with 
a range of confidence scores between 0.0 and 1.0 and, unsurprisingly, a large number 
of incorrect mappings appear at low confidence levels.  This introduces a problem dur-
ing classifier training known as class imbalance—a large difference in the number of 
positive and negative instances used to train a classifier (i.e., correct vs. incorrect map-
pings), which may result in a classifier that is biased towards this majority class.  At 
the extreme, this can lead to a classifier with high accuracy that has actually learned to 
always choose the majority class (i.e., that the mapping is incorrect).  In order to ac-
count for this when training the classifier, we use a common resampling approach in 
which the training instance are sampled to provide an even distribution of correct and 
incorrect training instances.  We achieve this by using the Resample filter of the Weka 
framework for sampling without replacement, and biasing towards a uniform class dis-
tribution (i.e., an even split between positive and negative instances). 
4 Results 
Here we describe the results of our experiments to evaluate the performance of our 
Word2vec-based word embedding matcher.  We analyze the performance of the word 
embedding matcher both in isolation and by measuring its contribution when combined 
with one or more existing ontology matching systems, showing that this novel tech-
nique adds value that is not identified by standard ontology matching systems. 
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For the evaluation of each particular classifier configuration, we follow a technique 
meant to mimic a practical training process for each classifier within the context of 
scientific literature curation.  More specifically, we limit the training of each classifier 
to a small subset of the mappings produced by the corresponding matchers.  We split 
the training collection into n folds, with each fold consisting of approximately 362 in-
stances, and train a separate classifier on each of the n individual folds.  This is meant 
to simulate the process of training the classifier with a small number of manually re-
viewed mappings.  362 was chosen as the approximate fixed size for each fold so that 
the smallest training collection (YAM++ by itself; 3,628 mappings) would have 10 
folds for training.  Every evaluation uses the same test collection, consisting of the 
union of all of the potential mappings generated by each of the matching systems (in-
cluding Word2vec).  This allows for a more accurate comparison of the evaluation re-
sults across different classifier configurations.  We report the average and standard de-
viation of the traditional precision, recall, and F-measure metrics across each of the n 
folds for each classifier configuration. 
4.1 Word Embedding Similarity Scores 
We first analyzed the similarity scores produced by the Word2vec technique, which are 
the cosine similarity of the vectors for each pair of concepts in the MeSH and OMIM 
ontologies.  For comparison, we built two word embedding models for the PubTator 
corpus: one with the standard configuration and one providing a list of stop words, 
which Word2vec ignores during training.  The chart in Fig. 1 shows the raw counts of 
the correct and incorrect mappings for both of these models.   
 
Fig. 1. The raw number of correct and incorrect mappings by Word2vec similarity score for 
two word embedding models, trained with and without stop words ignored. 
The results from both models are very similar, with the global distribution of simi-












































































Word2vec model that ignores stop words finds slightly more correct mappings when at 
lower values for the similarity score threshold (i.e., below 0.9).  It is understandable 
that ignoring stop words makes little difference if the window size is sufficient, since 
the Word2vec model automatically accounts for the information gain afforded by spe-
cific context words (which should be near zero for stop words).  In both models, the 
number of incorrect mappings increases drastically as the similarity score threshold 
decreases, with the number of correct and incorrect mappings being roughly equal with 
a similarity score threshold of 0.85. 
For our experiments, we use similarity scores of at least 0.69.  This threshold was 
chosen so that the number of mappings would be at least twice the size of the larger of 
the two ontologies (the MeSH ontology contains 11,344 concepts) because a concept 
in the MeSH ontology may map to more than one concept in the smaller OMIM ontol-
ogy (8,064 concepts), but not the other way around.  By comparison, the number of 
potential mappings generated by the other ontology matching systems ranges from 
3,628 to 7,145.  Classifiers trained from the Word2vec similarity scores alone do not 
perform particularly well (Table 2).  Surprisingly, precision was high and recall was 
low, which is the reverse of what we had expected.  For our remaining reported exper-
imental results, we use the model with stop words ignored, representing 25,610 total 
instances (5.6% of which are correct mappings). 
Table 2. The average and standard deviation of the F-measure and corresponding precision and 
recall statistics for each Word2vec word embedding model alone. 
 Precision F-measure Recall 
Word2vec 0.623 ±0.278 0.281 ±0.111 0.190 ±0.082 
Word2vec;  
Stop Words Ignored 0.618 ±0.234 0.301 ±0.099 0.208 ±0.078 
4.2 Ensemble Comparisons 
For our baseline, we first look at each ontology matching system alone, using our en-
semble approach to learn how to distinguish correct from incorrect mappings using only 
the confidence scores produced by each system (Table 3).   
The scores for each individual matching system vary widely, which is not particu-
larly surprising given the relatively small fixed-size folds that are used for training each 
classifier.  In the individual configuration, GOMMA and Falcon-AO perform the best 
on these datasets, with F-measures of 0.590 and 0.546, respectively.  Having identified 
the baseline values for each ontology matching system, we then included the similarity 
scores generated from our Word2vec word embedding matcher when training a new 
ensemble for each of the individual ontology matching systems (Table 3). 
When including the Word2vec similarity scores, we see improved F-measure scores 
across the board and, in general, the standard deviation for each statistic decreases. The 
most significant gains are to the recall of the LogMap and AML systems as well as in 
the precision of LogMap and YAM++.  Interestingly, the recall for YAM++ drops when 
adding Word2vec similarity scores. 
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Table 3. The average and standard deviation of the F-measure and corresponding precision and 
recall statistics for each ontology matching system alone and the difference when combined 
with the Word2vec word embedding matcher. 
 Precision F-measure Recall 
LogMap 0.304 ±0.270 0.260 ±0.269 0.293 ±0.345 
Δ LogMap with Word2vec +0.243 ±0.179 +0.344 ±0.121 +0.477 ±0.226 
AML 0.471 ±0.200 0.436 ±0.165 0.530 ±0.148 
Δ AML with Word2vec +0.131 ±0.123 +0.203 ±0.038 +0.217 ±0.159 
GOMMA 0.460 ±0.158 0.590 ±0.202 0.821 ±0.282 
Δ GOMMA with Word2vec +0.084 ±0.172 +0.038 ±0.124 +0.025 ±0.239 
Falcon-AO 0.500 ±0.122 0.546 ±0.113 0.658 ±0.087 
Δ Falcon-AO with Word2vec +0.039 ±0.179 +0.025 ±0.142 +0.023 ±0.217 
YAM++ 0.340 ±0.242 0.331 ±0.158 0.705 ±0.288 
Δ YAM++ with Word2vec +0.236 ±0.106 +0.249 ±0.083 -0.084 ±0.145 
Finally, we combined all of the ontology matching systems together to compare the 
results both with and without Word2vec, as shown in Table 4.  The F-measure for the 
model trained using the results from all of the ontology matching systems (without 
Word2vec) improves over the classifiers trained on the results of each system alone 
(even if the improvement is only marginal, as in the case of GOMMA).  The only eval-
uation statistics to decrease in the full ensemble configuration are the recall for 
GOMMA and for YAM++. 
Table 4. The average and standard deviation of the F-measure and corresponding precision and 
recall statistics for all of the ontology matching systems combined and when combined with the 
Word2vec word embedding matcher. 
 Precision F-measure Recall 
ALL without Word2vec 0.593 ±0.023 0.593 ±0.061 0.683 ±0.165 
Δ ALL with Word2vec +0.053 ±0.151 +0.040 ±0.082 +0.083 ±0.213 
Word2Vec contributes value beyond the traditional matching systems: including the 
Word2vec similarity scores when training the ensemble model boosts recall, precision, 
and F-measure (the standard deviation across each training fold also increases).  
Interestingly, when comparing the performance of the full ensemble classifier (with 
Word2vec) against the individual matchers each paired with Word2vec, we see that the 
F-measure for both AML and GOMMA does not change significantly when including 
the other systems.  This would seem to indicate that neither GOMMA nor AML, when 
combined with Word2vec, are further improved by adding any of the additional match-
ing systems. However, note that GOMMA produces the highest recall of any combina-
tion evaluated (0.846 ±0.239), whereas the full ensemble and AML (each including 
Word2vec) appear to be more balanced as illustrated by their lower recall and higher 
precision scores.  
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5 Conclusions and Future Work 
In this paper, we have described an ensemble learning approach that augments a col-
lection of ontology matching systems with word embeddings generated from an anno-
tated corpus of relevant scientific literature.  We have shown that, within this ensemble 
approach to ontology matching, the information within word embeddings does contrib-
ute to learning an improved model for identifying correct alignments between two on-
tologies, beyond what state-of-the-art ontology matching systems identify—both indi-
vidually and in combination.  More specifically, the best overall performance (by F-
measure) was found in the combination of word embedding-derived similarity scores 
with either the full ensemble containing all of the matching systems under evaluation 
or the individual AML and GOMMA matching system.  However, each of those con-
figurations differed in precision and recall and, therefore, the needs of any particular 
use case will inform the best configuration for each individual situation. 
There are also several items that remain to be answered by future work as well as by 
our own ongoing research.  First, we are currently analyzing the PubTator corpus to 
extract a list of multi-word expressions—using a novel technique for extracting salient 
variable-length phrases from large text corpora [28]—which we will use in a similar 
approach to preprocess the corpus and, prior to training the word embedding model, 
remove all text that is not among the top expressions in the corpus.  We also see oppor-
tunities to improve upon our ensemble learning approach by providing additional meta-
level features when training our ensemble model, such as binary matcher voting, global 
ontology features, and concept-specific lexical features used by Eckert et al. [12]. 
Repeating our experiments with different ontologies and/or in a different domain 
would help to corroborate our results. Training the relevant Word2vec model, however, 
requires identifying a sufficiently large domain-relevant corpus that is also annotated 
with concepts from those ontologies.  Given a domain-relevant corpus, it may be pos-
sible to use an automated system to automatically detect and annotate concept labels in 
text, as was done by the DNorm disease tagger for the PubTator corpus.   
There is also an opportunity to significantly reduce the processing time needed to 
train a Word2vec model from a given corpus.  We briefly explored using Deeplearn-
ing4j’s support for the Apache Spark cluster-computing framework, but we were una-
ble to fully implement the functionality due to time limitations.  With Spark, Deeplearn-
ing4j can distribute the processing and train models in parallel for individual shards of 
the large corpus before iteratively averaging the parameters into a central model. 
Lastly, in specific regard to manual biocuration and systematic review processes, we 
see an opportunity to exploit additional sources of evidence beyond the resulting anno-
tated corpus.  More specifically, it may be possible to collect incremental pieces of 
feedback from work-centered interfaces over the course of a user’s normal interaction 
during biocuration and annotation tasks—for example, while searching for or disam-
biguating specific concepts for annotating a particular text mention or reference—that 
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Abstract. Interdisciplinary research and development projects in me-
dical engineering benet from well selected collaboration partners. The
process of nding such partners from often unfamiliar elds is dicult,
but can be supported by an expert prole that is based on patent analysis
and classifying the patents to competence elds in medical engineering.
Patent analysis and categorization are dicult and require the analysis
of the semantic content. Hence, we propose a twofold approach using
a large controlled vocabulary, a smaller competence eld ontology, and
an alignment between them to assign patents to a certain competence
eld. The approach has two parts: a Topic Map approach and a Publi-
cation approach. We evaluate these approaches and its components in
several ways. Furthermore, we compare four dierent ways to assign a
patent to a competence eld and show that the semantic wealth of a
large biomedical ontology is benecial to the classication task.
1 Introduction
Ontology matching has been an active research area for more than 10 years
[17,18]. Ontologies are used to describe a domain of interest by concepts and
relationships between them, and to provide a formal description of these relati-
onships. Thus, although the aim of ontology matching seems to be the matching
of classes and properties, usually its actual intention is to match elements of the
domains described by the ontologies. An example for such a `domain matching'
task is patent classication in which patents should be assigned to a class in a
classication [4].
While a classication scheme or taxonomy can be easily represented as an
ontology, representing the content of a patent as an ontology or describing the
patent with elements of an ontology is more challenging. Patents have their own
specic language and use a terminology that is dierent from a typical research
publication. Patents are classied using the International Patent Classication
(IPC) system; however, this is too general for a detailed patent analysis [12].
On the other hand, patent data is available in a structured form (usually XML)
from patent oces, which simplies the pre-processing and extraction of basic
information such as title, abstract, and authors. Furthermore, they are often
also available in multiple languages; at least, the bibliographic information and
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abstract is available in English, which solves the problem of multi-lingual docu-
ments.
We are aiming at building a recommender system for research projects in
medical engineering (ME) [7] in the context of the mi-Mappa project3. In ME
researchers from several disciplines (e.g., biology, medicine, mechanical engineer-
ing, computer science) work jointly on a research project. Furthermore, ME is a
highly innovative domain with short product cycles requiring a fast translation
of research results into applicable products [2]. While on the one hand, a publica-
tion list of a researcher provides a good basis for creating an author prole [14],
on the other hand a list of patents allows to characterize the ability of a rese-
archer to develop inventions and market-ready products. Hence, we concentrate
mainly on the analysis of patents.
To address the problem of patent terminology, we exploit explicit references
to scientic publications and their semantic annotations. In ME, most of the
publications appear in journals or conferences that are indexed by PubMed4.
PubMed uses MeSH5, a rich controlled vocabulary with a hierarchical structure,
to annotate the publications. Thus, to retrieve a MeSH annotation for a pa-
tent, we lookup the references to research articles in PubMed and retrieve the
corresponding MeSH terms.
Using references to scientic publications is only one aspect in our approach
for patent classication. The overall approach, depicted in Figure 1 consists
of two complementary sub-approaches: the Topic Map Approach (TMA) and
the Publications Approach (PBA). Both approaches utilize two ontologies - a
competence eld (CF) ontology and an ontology with comprehensive medical
knowledge (MeSH) - and an alignment between them.
For the Publication Approach, excerpts of publication databases, as well
as their associated MeSH terms are imported into our Data Lake (DL) system
Constance [8]. The data lake can then be queried on-the-y for publications cited
by the currently processed patent, as well as the MeSH terms that are pertinent
to each of these publications. For the categorization of the input patent with
the TMA, the topic with the highest probability in the topic map (or multiple
topics if they have the same probability) is retrieved. Each term characterizing
the topic is compared with all concepts in the MeSH ontology resulting in a set
of matching concepts.
Thus, for both approaches, we have a list of related concepts from the MeSH
ontology. To establish a link to the competence eld ontology, which we have
created to describe the innovation areas in medical engineering (see section 2),
we use ontology matching.
There are several questions arising when we analyze the presented approach.
Creating an alignment between ontologies and the use of a huge medical ontology
in this context require a high amount of resources in terms of memory and CPU
power. Hence, we need to know if the eort using it is worth it. Furthermore,
3 http://www.dbis.rwth-aachen.de/mi-Mappa
4 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/



















Fig. 1. The Overall Architecture
it is of interest if the quality and size of the alignment between the ontologies
have an impact on the results. A special problem is to rate the quality of the
alignment without a reference alignment. To answer these questions we present
the following contributions in this paper:
 We analyze and select medical ontologies to use them as a basis for the
creation of the CF ontology and as a single point of entry to identify the
semantics of patents and publications.
 We describe the process of designing the competence eld ontology and rate
its quality based on approved methodologies.
 We create dierent alignments between the CF ontology and the medical
ontology with dierent matcher congurations and compare their quality.
 We compare the results of four dierent approaches to categorize a patent:
(1) Topic Map Approach with direct comparison of terms with concepts of
the CF ontology (i.e., using no ontology matching techniques), (2) Publi-
cation Approach, (3) Topic Map Approach, (4) combination of Topic Map
Approach and Publication Approach. Approach (2) and (3) use the align-
ment computed by ontology matching.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we explain the
design of the CF ontology. Furthermore, the selection process of the utilized
medical ontologies is explained (rst results about these issues were reported in
[7]). In Section 3 we describe the approaches to establish a link between patents
and competence elds. In Section 4 the four approaches to categorize patents into
competence elds will be evaluated. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 5
and conclude the paper in Section 6.
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2 Modeling and Selection of Ontologies
Our assumption is that a huge medical ontology (or a set of them) and mappings
to a smaller competence eld ontology (CFO) will help to more easily classify
patents into competence elds. The idea is somehow similar to a smart multi-
level lter. First we retrieve terms describing the content of a patent (either from
the topic map or the cited publications). These terms are compared to concept
names in a huge medical taxonomy using string similarity measures. The most
similar ones are selected, which results in a potentially long list of concepts.
Afterwards we lter further and search for mappings from the concepts and
their predecessors to concepts of the smaller competence eld ontology using
more intelligent matchers. This leads to scores which identify the membership
condence to the competence elds.
To implement this approach two foremost things have to be done: (1) we
have to model the competence eld ontology and (2) we need to evaluate and
select comprehensive medical ontologies. For the design of ontologies there exist
several acknowledged methodologies, such as METHONTOLOGY [6], TOVE,
or the work by Noy and McGuinness [13]. The NeOn methodology [19] is a more
recent approach which combines ideas of the former methods. The methodology
describes nine scenarios for building ontologies and ontology networks [19].
To create the CFO, we started from the descriptions in [15,3] and also used an
extended description of ME domain experts. As the six competence elds are the
categories we want to assign to the patents, we use these (and only these) as rst
level concepts in the ontology. All further concepts will be subconcepts of these.
This approach corresponds to the reusing and reengineering non-ontological re-
sources scenario of the NeOn methodology. To nd subconcepts, we had analyzed
the detailed description of the CFs by the domain experts. Firstly, we extracted
a preliminary selection of 174 terms which we used to make a rst draft of a
preliminary ontology on which domain experts commented using a custom web
front end for the review of ontologies.
In parallel we searched for one or multiple large biomedical taxonomies. We
need these taxonomies for two things. First, we want to extend the basic CFO
we created before with more terms to describe the competence elds in more de-
tail. Second, we need the large ontology as entry point to nd terms describing
the patents and with the alignment to the CFO we can determine the corre-
sponding competence elds. This corresponds to the sixth scenario of the NeOn
methodology, namely reusing, merging and reengineering ontological resources.
The rst step in this scenario is the ontological resource reuse process, starting
with the Ontology Search [19]. Hence, we searched for ontologies with domain
specic search engines as described in [7]. We used the Bioportal6 search en-
gine, the Ontology Lookup Service7, and the Ontobee8 search engine using the
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Fig. 2. Coverage based on Combination of Ontologies
the Ontology Assessment and Comparison steps [19]. The most promising four
ontologies found are the National Cancer Institute (NCIT) Thesaurus, the Sy-
stematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMEDCT), MeSH,
and the Robert Hoehndorf Version of MeSH (RHMeSH). To identify if they sa-
tisfy our needs, we did a coverage analysis, where the coverage is the percentage
of the competence eld terms present in each of the ontologies. No single on-
tology covered all competence elds to a satisfying degree; some reached more
than 60% for one competence eld but only about 20% for the other elds (e.g.,
NCIT covers `Imaging Techniques' well, but not the other elds).
Hence, we decided to analyze the coverage by adding one ontology after
another to see the gain of adding further ontologies. We used the most promising
ontologies identied before and started with the NCI Thesaurus. Figure 2 shows
the results.
It can be noted, that we gain about 10% coverage using all ontologies. The
biggest gain is achieved by adding the MeSH ontology. Thus, we decided to use
the NCIT and the MeSH ontologies to extend the CFO, as this was a good com-
promise between coverage and complexity. For the matching of the biomedical
ontology to the CFO we rst picked only one ontology to keep the computatio-
nal overhead during runtime low. If it does not give us satisfying results, we will
add more ontologies and also align them with the CFO. One possibility would
be also to use the UMLS which is a superset of many medical ontologies, but it
is really large, which could lead to performance problems. For now, we selected
the Robert Hoehndorf MeSH9 as it has a good coverage and is available in the
OWL format.
The next steps to develop the CFO are the ontology aligning and ontology
merging step and the ontological resource engineering process. We proceeded in
these steps as follows. We took the extracted terms, the so far found concepts
from the coverage analysis, and the detailed description of the innovation elds,




Fig. 3. The Imaging Technique Concept
ser11 for these and related concepts. We analyzed the hierarchical structure of
each of the found concepts and decided for each concept if it is adopted into
the CFO. Where applicable we also adopted the inheritance relationship of con-
cepts. We extended and restructured the CFO in cycles, i.e., according to [19] we
did a re-conceptualization on dierent levels for the CFO and for the concepts
from the biomedical ontologies. For the upper levels of the CFO we designed
categories which t better to our purposes for categorizing terms for medical
engineering. We used a mind mapping technique and a bottom-up approach
as for example described by Noy and McGuinness [13] to rene the design. As
an example, the Imaging Techniques concepts and the concepts of the concept
Imaging_Technology (2nd level) are visualized in Figure 3.
The ontology has been implemented in OWL using the NeOn toolkit12. We
evaluated the CFO also in tests in the complete process of patent categorization.
We noticed that the initial results were not satisfying because some competence
elds were not represented well in the CFO. Hence, we did a frequency analysis
of the MeSH terms from the Publications Approach. We made a ranked list of
MeSH concepts based on how often they have been searched for, but did not
lead to matches in the CFO. Based on this list we added more useful concepts
to the CFO (no trivial, misleading terms, such as Human, but for example Gene
Expression Regulation). The current CFO consists of 529 concepts and can be
downloaded at http://dbis.rwth-aachen.de/cms/projects/mi-mappa/CFO.owl.
3 Matching of Ontologies and Topic Maps
As explained above, we are using three dierent basic approaches and one com-
bined approach to classify patents. Figure 4 gives an overview of the dierent
approaches.
#1: TMD (Topic Map with Direct Mapping): In this approach, we ma-




Fig. 4. The dierent approaches used for Evaluation
eld ontology. This can be seen as a base line as it does not use a semantically
rich ontology as intermediate component, but only uses string matching to
match terms and ontology elements.
#2: PBA (Publication-Based Approach): This approach uses the MeSH
terms attached to publications which are referenced by a patent. Then, we
use an alignment between the CFO and MeSH to compute a score for the
relationship between a patent and a competence eld.
#3: TMA (Topic Map Approach): Here, we also use topic mapping (as in
approach #1) to create initial clusters of patents and extract terms occurring
frequently in these clusters. These terms are then matched with the concepts
of the MeSH ontology. Using the same alignment as in the second approach,
a relationship to the CFO is established.
#4: COM (Combined Approach of #2 & #3): This is a combination of
PBA and TMA, with an emphasis on the results of PBA.
As the approaches TMD and TMA are based on topics, we rst briey explain
this part, before we present how we did the alignment between of CFO and
MeSH, and describe the publication-based approach.
3.1 Topic Mapping
A basic set of patents is used to build a topic map. Firstly, the corpus of docu-
ments is preprocessed (stemming, removing stop words, etc.) and a Document-
Term-Matrix (DTM) is created. The matrix is input to a Latent Dirichlet Allo-
cation (LDA) algorithm with the Gibbs sampling algorithm for estimation and
variational expectation maximization [11]. The LDA determines a xed number
of topics which are each described by a xed number of stemmed terms. To each
patent in the basic patent set topics are assigned with a probability. The topic
map and the assignments are stored in a database.
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We evaluated dierent numbers of topics and dierent numbers of terms
extracted for each topic (e.g., 10, 30, 50, etc.). As computation of the subsequent
steps increases with a higher number of topics and terms, we used 50 topics and
50 terms for our evaluation in Section 4. As the TMD approach matches the
terms directly with the CFO, no further processing on the extracted terms is
done in this case. We just do a similarity calculation using a normalized Longest
Common Subsequence [10] algorithm. In our tests, we found that a threshold
value of 0.5 for the string similarity provides the best compromise.
For the categorization of the input patent with the TMA, the topic with the
highest probability in the topic map (or multiple topics if they have the same
probability) is retrieved. Each term characterizing the topic is compared with
all concepts in the medical ontology resulting in a set of matching concepts. For
each of the concepts in the set direct mappings and mappings of parent concepts
are collected from the alignment and it is determined to which competence eld
the matching concept in the CF ontology belongs. From the similarities average
scores are calculated for each term and each competence eld. Based on this, an
average score is calculated from all terms for the topic(s) of the patent. Hence,
for each patent we have a score for each of the competence elds and normalize
these, such that all scores add up to 1.
3.2 Ontology Matching
To rate how strong a patent or publication is related to a certain competence
eld, we need to match the describing terms either extracted from publications
or from the topic map to terms describing the competence elds. In preparation
to this step, we create an alignment between the selected MeSH ontology and the
CFO. The alignment constitutes of a set of mappings between the concepts of the
two ontologies. This means, for each mapping we have a pair of concepts and a
similarity value. As we do not try to re-invent the wheel, we used AgreementMa-
kerLight [5] as it produced constantly good results in the recent OAEI campaigns
and also performs well for large biomedical ontologies. AgreementMakerLight is
able to combine dierent matchers to create an alignment. We used the string
matcher, the word matcher, the structural matcher, the lexical matcher, the car-
dinality lter, and the coherence lter. As a similarity threshold we used a value
of 0.6. The matchers have been combined in a hierarchical way and the default
settings for each matcher have been used.
Currently, we are also testing other settings and their impact on the quality
of patent classication results. First experiments show, that slightly relaxed lter
settings (e.g., not using a cardinality lter) increases the number of mappings
and therefore, also improves the classication result.
3.3 Publication-based Approach
We queried the web service of EPMC13 to retrieve the metadata of the pa-
pers referenced in our patent dataset. To extract the references from the patent
13 European PubMed Central, https://europepmc.org/
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data, we use a pattern-based approach similar to the FreeCite citation parser14.
Luckily, the patent data is semi-structured such that the citations can be clearly
identied. Nevertheless, for a large fraction of the patents, we are not able to
retrieve MeSH terms from referenced publications (either because the referenced
publication does not appear in PubMed or the citation is incorrect).
The retrieved metadata for each referenced publication is then stored in
our Data Lake system Constance [8] from which it is accessed during patent
processing.
Subsequently, we use a process which is similar to the TMA. In both cases,
we have a list of MeSH terms as input. For each of the terms in the list, the
mappings are determined as before and average scores per competence eld are
calculated and normalized for each patent.
3.4 Combined Approach
In the combined approach (COM), if both approaches TMA and PBA deliver
results, the results are combined and overall scores for each competence eld
are determined. In all cases, we assign at most three competence elds to a
patent. In most cases, only one competence eld is assigned to a patent as the
other competence elds do not exceed a certain threshold. Thus, we take the
intersection of competence elds computed by TMA and PBA. If this is not
empty, we take this result (because both approaches are sure about a result). If
the intersection is empty, we take the competence elds with the highest scores
from TMA and PBA.
4 Evaluation
In our experimental setup, we compare the aforementioned approaches. For the
analysis of patents, we need a comprehensive data basis with high data quality.
In the course of the mi-Mappa project, a subset of the PATSTAT database (2016
Spring edition, version 5.07) published by the European Patent Oce (EPO) is
used. For our purposes, we selected patents issued by a German (DE) or British
(UK) authority after 2004, which are from the medical domain (CPC class A61),
and which have an English abstract and title. This results in a set of 26,814
patents. For about 4,500 patents of this set, we are able to retrieve MeSH terms
for the referenced publications. From this set, we randomly selected 59 patents
to do a manual assignment to competence elds to evaluate our approaches. A
more extensive expert evaluation is currently being setup. In addition, we plan
also to evaluate our approach to the results of our project partners who apply a
supervised learning approach using Support Vector Machines [9].
For TMA, we experimented with various congurations for the number of
topics and their associated terms. We observe that with a relatively small number
of topics and terms, e.g. 10 or 20, the terms are extremely broad-based and do
14 http://freecite.library.brown.edu/
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the precision, recall and f-measure for the dierent approaches
not provide meaningful matches with the MeSH ontology or the CFO. Therefore,
based on the results, we chose the number of topics, as well as the number of
terms to be 50 for our default test conguration.
Fig. 5 summarizes the ndings from our experiments for the aforementioned
approaches. It is obvious that all three of our proposed approaches #2, #3,
and #4 perform signicantly better than the baseline approach #1. All three
evaluation parameters, i.e., precision, recall, and the f-measure are worse for the
baseline approach. In contrast, when the MeSH ontology is used for matching the
ontology terms (#3 ), the precision and f-score are 0.375 and 0.38, respectively,
which are more than the doubled values of corresponding values produced by
#1. The PBA performs even better, resulting in precision, recall, and f-score
values of 0.46, 0.47 and 0.44, respectively. However, the combined approach #4
signicantly outperforms all the others, and results in precision, recall, and f-
measure values of 0.53, 0.55 and 0.53, respectively. Indeed, we found that in the
case of the TMD-approach #1, there were a lot of erroneous matches, which
led to non-distinctive results for the CFO assignment. These results arm the
superiority of techniques which use a comprehensive biomedical ontology and
ontology matching for patent classication tasks.
5 Related Work
There are only few works that apply ontology matching in the context of pa-
tent analysis. Semantic similarities (based on ontology matching) and case-based
reasoning have been applied in the design of invention processes which use pa-
tent analysis to study related works. Patent analysis using ontologies has been
applied especially for patent search [1]. A patent search request can be repre-
sented as an ontology or as a set of concepts of an existing ontology, which is
then matched with the ontologies representing the knowledge of patents [16].
Another example is the PatExpert system which uses a network of ontologies
and knowledge bases to enable patent search, classication, and clustering [21].
Trappey et al. propose a system that calculates the conditional probability that,
given a specic text chunk is present in the document, the chunk is mapped to
a specic concept of a given ontology [20]. Patent similarity is then based on
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the number of common matched concepts. This approach restricts the clustering
to the terms of the ontology which might lead to missing important terms not
present in the ontology.
6 Conclusion
Patent analysis is a complex topic as patents use their own language and termi-
nology. Even for humans used to research publications, patents are dicult to
understand. Thus, typical approaches for classifying patents might fail.
In this paper, we investigated an ontology-based approach to assign patents
to competence elds in medical engineering. We developed two dierent approa-
ches and a combined approach that are based on a large biomedical ontology, its
alignment to the competence eld ontology designed by us, and other ontology
matching techniques. We have shown that these more elaborated approaches
outperform an approach that directly matches terms of patents with the com-
petence eld ontology.
However, the overall f-measure of about 55% for the combined approach is not
yet satisfying. One problem is the small set of patents for which we have assigned
competence elds that we can use as a ground truth. This will be extended with
a larger expert evaluation in which patents will be classied by several experts.
Even humans might disagree on the assignment of a patent to a competence
eld; therefore, we will have multiple expert opinions for one patent. We will
also work on ne tuning and optimizing our approach. So far, we focused on the
quality of the result, and did not worry too much about the performance. Still,
we think that the area of patent classication is an interesting eld which could
benet more from the results in ontology matching.
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Abstract. This paper describes an extension to the M-Gov framework that cap-
tures queryable metadata about matcher tools that have been utilized, the users 
involved, and the discussions of the users, during the generation of alignments. 
This increases the traceability in an alignment creation process and enables an 
evaluator to more deeply interpret and evaluate an alignment, e.g. for reuse or 
maintenance. This requires precise information about the alignments being en-
coded and the decisions undertaken during their creation. This information is 
not captured by state of the art approaches in a queryable format. The paper al-
so describes an experiment that was undertaken to examine the effectiveness of 
our approach in enabling the traceability in the alignment creation process. In 
the experiment, stakeholders created an alignment between two different da-
tasets. The results indicate that the users were 93% accurate while creating the 
alignment. The major traceability achievements demonstrated for the test 
groups were 1) level of participation of various users of a group during align-
ment creation; 2) most discussed correspondences by users of a group; and 3) 
accuracy of a group in creating alignment. 
Keywords: Ontology Matching, Ontology Alignment, Mapping governance 
1 Introduction 
Ontology mapping is required to overcome the problem of semantic heterogeneity and 
facilitate interoperability between ontology-based systems that share the same con-
cepts but have the different representation of those concepts [1], [2]. Creation and 
maintenance of ontology mapping is a difficult task in several aspects [16], one of the 
aspects, which we focus on this paper is traceability in the alignment creation process.  
Alignments are built for a purpose like data integration or a link data mashup for a 
specific group of stakeholders. Creation of an alignment is a non-trivial task, as it 
requires these stakeholders to collaborate. In [4], we suggested an approach, which 
allows stakeholders to collaborate for creating an alignment by using a Mapping Gov-
ernance framework. An initial implementation of the approach is also outlined in [4], 
which we now term the M-Gov framework. The framework captures the metadata 
during alignment creation, which enables the traceability in an alignment creation 
process. 
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Traceability in [3] refers to “the ability to follow the life of a requirement in a for-
ward or backward direction”. Similarly, the traceability in an alignment creation pro-
cess will allow one to trace the following for a correspondence: decisions about a 
correspondence; rationale for the decisions; and the stakeholders who were involved 
in the decision making process. The approach we introduced in [4] suggested captur-
ing metadata information about the matcher used, the contributors and their discus-
sions during an alignment creation process. Our intuition was that capturing such 
information would increase traceability in the alignment creation process, as this will 
not only allow one to formulate queries to look for existing alignments but also to 
formulate questions such as “which stakeholder participated the most in alignment 
creation” or “which correspondence was mostly discussed by stakeholders”. 
In this paper, we first describe how we have extended the M-Gov framework by 
supporting stakeholders during the Match phase (Section 3). First, the Alignment API 
4.8 is used to discover candidate correspondences between two different datasets. 
Then stakeholders are allowed to discuss each identified correspondence displayed on 
a web page using a grid table. The paper also describes (Section 4) the initial evalua-
tion that we have undertaken. Specifically, the research question under investigation 
during our evaluation was to what extent captured metadata allows tracing of: the 
most discussed correspondences by stakeholders, the level of participation of stake-
holders, and the decisions taken by a group of stakeholders for a correspondence? 
In summary, the contribution of this paper is as follows: Firstly by extending the 
M-Gov framework to enable tracebility in an alingment creation process. Secondly, 
we have provided a detailed description of the alignment creation process. Thirdly we 
have provided evidence that metadata captured in the M-Gov framework enables 
traceability in an alignment creation process. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the back-
ground information; Section 3 outlines the match phase of the M-Gov framework; 
Section 4 presents an evaluation of the experiment that was undertaken; Section 5 
sheds some light on the related work; and conclusions are drawn in section 6. 
2 Background 
This section presents necessary background on collaborative ontology engineering, 
community-driven ontology matching and an overview of the M-Gov framework. 
2.1 Collaborative ontology engineering 
Ontology engineering refers to the study of the activities related to the ontology de-
velopment, the ontology life cycle, and tools and technologies for building the ontol-
ogies [6]. In the situation of a collaborative ontology engineering, platforms and tools 
are designed to help stakeholders to reach a consensus in an asynchronous manner. To 
facilitate and practice consensus-building in a collaborative environment, the commu-
nity needs to control each activity, and be able to trace the process and results 
achieved so far. 
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In collaborative ontology-engineering, publishing the new version of an ontology 
is different to a centralized situation, as there is a need to synchronize the editing. To 
facilitate the editing, web-based or desktop based applications are used, and versions 
of ontologies are traced with the help of distributed versioning software [6]. 
In contrast, our approach does not use distributed versioning software for traceabil-
ity during alignment creation. M-Gov itself keeps track of each activity that occurs in 
an alignment creation process.  
2.2 Community-driven ontology matching 
Community-driven ontology matching (CDOM) extends conventional ontology 
matching by involving the community (end users, knowledge engineers, and develop-
ers) in the creation, description, and reuse of mappings [5]. The CDOM is described 
as a manual task which is based on the following types of information: a) Users: the 
information about the contributors in the matching process; b) Communities: the 
information about the relationship among the agents; c) Tools: these tools match the 
two different ontologies automatically. 
A prototype has been implemented and analyzed in [5], which supports the com-
munity driven approach. It annotates the community-related information in the basic 
ontology alignment format. The service has been available online since November 
2004. The results show that the acquisition of shared ontology mappings among the 
web communities is feasible. However, the approach does not annotate the other use-
ful information about the mappings such as “why this mapping seems to be legiti-
mate”, etc. This information can serve as the rationale behind a particular mapping. 
In contrast, M-Gov captures each activity that occurs during alignment creation. 
The captured information could serve as the rationale for the creation of a mapping. It 
also allows one to facilitate the discovery and reuse of existing alignments with the 
help of queries and thus making the alignment creation process more traceable. 
2.3   M-Gov Framework 
Governance refers to [9] “what decisions must be made to ensure effective manage-
ment and use of IT and who makes the decisions.” Data governance is required to 
improve the data quality, which in result improves the maintenance of data [7]. For 
addressing the data quality issues, [8] suggested to use a holistic approach, which 
focuses on the people, process, and technology.  
 [4] uses an extension of PROV-O (metadata) to describe the ontology mapping 
process, which captures the information of people (stakeholders), process (activities/ 
discussions), and technology (matcher) as suggested in [8] 
A project-centric perspective has been adopted by [4] to deal with the ontology 
mapping process. The M-Gov framework is based on the project-centric perspective. 
In the framework, a single ontology mapping project (process) is divided into six 
phases as follows: 1) Stage: This phase constitutes the identification of the stakehold-
ers, setting up the scope of the project and enumerate the requirements. 2) Character-
ize: It identifies and analyzes the ontologies for generating mappings between them. 
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As in [10], it is referred as “to analyze the addressed ontologies to identify difficulties 
that may be involved for generating mappings.” 3) Reuse: It discovers whether any 
existing alignment can be used for the new mappings. 4) Match: This phase uses the 
information captured in the characterization phase. The selected ontologies and the 
configured matchers are used to identify the potential correspondences, which need to 
be evaluated for their fitness to form an alignment. 5) Align and Map: Manual re-
finement of the candidate correspondences is needed to create an alignment. The rules 
written based on the alignment is called as mapping. 6) Application: The stakehold-
ers identify the application, which will use the formed mappings. If either source or 
target ontologies change over time, this will trigger the new interaction in the com-
munity and lead to a new version of mapping.  
Adopting a project-centric perspective in ontology mapping process allows one to 
capture the metadata of various aspects of the mapping process. Using the extension 
of PROV-O as metadata model makes the ontology mapping process more traceable, 
as it will not only allow one to formulate queries to reuse existing mappings but also 
formulate questions about the activities happened during the mapping process. 
This paper is built on [4] by a) using an extension of PROV-O to capture each ac-
tivity in alignment creation process; b) using IBIS [12] for structuring the discussions; 
c) extending the work done by [4] on M-Gov framework. The “stage” and “character-
ize” phase of M-Gov was already implemented by [4].  
This paper extends the initial M-Gov implementation; it implements the “match 
phase” of M-Gov and evaluates the correspondences identified in match phase. The 
next section presents the methodology adopted for ontology matching and evaluation 
of correspondences.  
3 Match Phase of M-Gov framework 
This section describes the requirements, design, and implementation of the match 
phase newly developed for the M-Gov framework.  
3.1 Functional requirements 
The main objective of the Match Phase is to identify the potential correspondences 
between two datasets automatically and capture the metadata produced during the 
alignment creation [4], with the following functional requirements being derived. The 
match phase should allow a user to configure the matcher by selecting a source ontol-
ogy, a target ontology, and a matching tool. A matching tool needs to be used to iden-
tify the correspondences between the selected ontologies automatically. Identified 
correspondences need to be displayed on a web page. Users should be allowed to 
discuss every displayed correspondence with other users by presenting their opinion 
about its fitness. Based on the discussion, users should be allowed to accept or reject a 
correspondence. The configuration of matcher, identified correspondence, and discus-
sions of the users about the fitness of the correspondences, need to be stored as the 
metadata. The metadata should be captured in a queryable format, as that will enable 
the traceability in the alignment creation process. 
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3.2 Design 
To fulfill the functional requirements, there needed to be a number of aspects de-
signed. In this section, we present a quick overview of the design. The design was 
focused on an initial baseline without sophisticated UI as our focus was on interaction 
process and capturing of discussions. Future work will develop the UI. In addition, we 
focused on an alignment problem where pre-processing is not necessary, as the exper-
imental focus was on traceability of the captured discussions. However, it would be 
easy to add further steps and linked discussions in the M-Gov framework.  
A web based form was built to allow the users to configure the matcher by select-
ing a source and target ontology, and a matcher tool. The matcher configuration was 
stored in a database. Selected ontologies were matched using Alignment API 4.8. A 
REST call was designed for communicating with the Alignment API. The Alignment 
API returns the potential correspondences in alignment format (an XML format as 
shown in Fig. 2.), which was used to capture the M-Gov metadata about the identified 
correspondences. The captured metadata is again stored in the database. Furthermore, 
an interface was designed to present the M-Gov metadata about the potential corre-
spondences for stakeholders to discuss. To provide context for discussions about the 
correspondences, the values of object1 and object2 on the interface were linked to 
their online Linked Data resources. The interface was also designed to show the 
comments of all the stakeholders on a correspondence. Thus, allows the stakeholders 
to see other perspectives about the fitness of a correspondence. The discussions of 
stakeholders are structured by using the IBIS framework and the metadata model used 
in the M-Gov framework is an extension of PROV-O, as suggested by [4]. Fig. 1 
shows the interaction between the elements of the design during the match phase of 
the M-Gov framework.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Design of match phase of M-Gov Framework [4] 
The capture of discussions was the major challenge faced while designing the M-
Gov match phase supports, as this will enable the traceability in an alignment creation 
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process. For this, we capture every statement given by each stakeholder during the 
alignment creation. In M-Gov every statement is linked with its creator, and corre-
spondence’s ID on which the statement has been made. M-Gov also captures the 
conclusion and the stakeholder’s ID who concluded that discussion. Table 2 describes 
the M-Gov metadata used to track the discussion. 
Table 1: M-Gov metadata related to discussion 
M-Gov captured metadata Description 
discussionID Unique identifier attached to each discussion 
type Type of discussion: a conclusion or just an opinion 
creator Stakeholder who made the statement 
reply Content of statement 
replyType Type of statement, e.g.: supporting or objecting 
conclusion Final statement while concluding the correspondence 
decided Timestamp of the conclusion 
decidedBy Stakeholder who concluded the correspondence 
outcome If the correspondence is accepted to rejected 
3.3 Implementation 
A form has been built to allow a user to select a source and target ontology, and a 
matcher tool. A user can select these parameters from a drop-down menu to configure 
the matcher. The M-Gov uses these parameters to create the URL to invoke a REST 
call to Alignment API. Fig. 2 describes the response from Alignment API, it shows an 
example of a potential equivalence correspondence (line 5) between “HumanActor” 
(line 3) and “HumanActorAge” (line 4) with a confidence of 0.93 (line 6). 
 
 
Fig. 2. Response of Alignment API 
The M-Gov displays every potential correspondence on a webpage using grid ta-
bles, which also contains a "state" column, whose default value is “inDiscussion”. 
The M-Gov also attaches a “change decision” button to every displayed correspond-
ence, which is used to start a new discussion thread for that correspondence. If the 
discussion thread is already created then this button will lead to the in progress dis-
cussion for that correspondence. Once the users reach a consensus after discussion, 
the M-Gov provides a “Conclude discussion” link, which allows a user to change the 
state of the correspondence to either “Accepted” or “Rejected”. The M-Gov also 
stores the discussions along with the user’s information under the “post” table in the 
database. 
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Fig. 3 represents the page by which stakeholders can add their arguments to partic-
ipate in a discussion about a correspondence. In our example of Fig. 2, this would 
involve discussion of whether HumanActor and HumanActorAge are really equiva-
lent?  Fig. 3 shows the overview of the correspondence and arguments about its fit-
ness. “reply” textbox can be used to add arguments, while a suitable reply type needs 
to be selected from the dropdown “Reply Type”, whose values are “Supporting ex-
ample, objecting example, supporting justification, objecting justification, supporting 
motivation and objecting motivation”.  
 
 
Fig. 3. M-Gov Match Discussion page 
4 Evaluation 
Motivation. The purpose of this experiment was to trace the discussions among the 
stakeholders during the alignment creation process and identify the following: 1) level 
of participation of various users of a group during alignment creation. 2) most dis-
cussed correspondences by users of a group. 3) accuracy of a group in creating align-
ment. 
In the experiment, we have used three types of correspondences: a) Correct corre-
spondences - those in which both objects point towards the same resource. b) Incor-
rect correspondences - those in which both objects point towards completely different 
resources. c) Ambiguous correspondences - those in which both objects point towards 
different resources. But to understand the difference, a user needs to go through a 
substantial amount of information, as the difference might not be clear from the label 
of the entities.  
Hypothesis. In most cases, the discussion thread attached to an ambiguous corre-
spondence will be longer than correct and incorrect correspondences. 
Experiment method. We formed 4 groups, 3 groups contained 3 users while 1 
group contained only 2 users. A separate instance of the framework was provided for 
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each group. Every user was located at a different workstation and was allocated dis-
crete credentials to log into the framework. We have only used instance level corre-
spondences in the experiment, since creating concept level correspondences requires 
participants with a deeper understanding (who are harder to recruit). It was thus de-
cided to first investigate stakeholder collaboration tracing using instance level corre-
spondences, which could be performed by a wider range of participants. We created a 
discrete set of 7 instance level equivalence correspondences for each group, the com-
plete list is available online1. Semantic mapping researchers validated the created 
correspondences. These correspondences have been created manually and injected in 
the framework for discussion, which covers three types of correspondences as fol-
lows: a) Correct correspondence: These are created by taking an entity from OSi2 
dataset as object1, while the object2 has been selected from DBpedia3, which points 
to the exact same resource as referred by object1. For example, “County Roscommon 
represented by OSi” and “County Roscommon represented by DBpedia”, b) Incorrect 
correspondence: These are created by taking an entity from OSi dataset as object1, 
while the object2 has been selected from DBpedia, which points to a completely dif-
ferent resource than that referred by object1. For example, “County Roscommon 
represented by OSi” and “County Clare represented by DBpedia”, c) Ambiguous 
correspondence: These are created by taking an entity from OSi dataset as object1, 
while the object2 has been selected from DBpedia, which points to the resource that 
has a label similar to the resource referred by object1. To figure out the difference 
between both objects, a user needs to examine the available information about both 
the resources. For example, “County Tipperary represented by OSi” and “Tipperary 
town represented by DBpedia”. Participants can discuss the correspondences within 
the group only through the framework. For deciding upon a correspondence, if it was 
acceptable or not, users needed to come to a consensus. 
Metrics. To trace the most discussed correspondences in a group, the word count 
in the statements of the users will be used to calculate the length of the discussion. 
The word count for a discussion in a group also depends on the active users in a 
group. At the end of the experiment, users will be asked to evaluate the use of the 
framework by providing answers to usability based questions of PSSUQ [11]. 
Datasets. A subset of entities in the OSi county dataset and in the DBpedia dataset 
for counties of the Republic of Ireland has been used to create correspondences.  
User recruitment. The selected users were M.Sc. students of computer science at 
Trinity College Dublin. For preparing the users for the experiment, we have given a 
presentation, a video tutorial and a detailed version of user instructions to users about 
how to use the M-Gov to curate the correspondences. All the documents related to the 
experiment preparation are available online4. 
Data analysis. For each group, Fig. 4 describes the type of correspondence and 
length of discussion involved in coming to the conclusion. Fig. 5 describes the indi-
vidual contribution of the users in each group. Group 1 had 3 users: user 9, 10, and 
11. However, user 10 did not participate in the discussion properly. For group 1, the 






longest discussion thread has been attached to C4, which is a correct correspondence 
and it is also clear from Fig. 4 and 5, user 9 and 11 were mostly discussing the non-
ambiguous correspondences, hence group 1 does not support the hypothesis. 
Group 2 had 2 users: user 7 and 8. However, the majority of the word count repre-
sents the user 8. For group 2, the longest discussion threads have been attached to C1 
and C4, where C1 is the correct correspondence, while the C4 is the ambiguous corre-
spondence. Users did not discuss much the 2nd ambiguous correspondence, only user 
8 gave the statement, why it wants to reject the correspondence. Having the discus-
sions analyzed, we can say that user 7 did not participate in the discussions properly 
and group 2 is also not in support of the hypothesis. 
Group 3 had 3 users: user 4, 5, and 6. For group 3, the longest discussion thread 
has been attached to an ambiguous correspondence C4. Fig. 4 describes that group 3 
discussed incorrect correspondences more. This might be the reason why the 2nd 
ambiguous correspondence does not have a longer discussion, as the users perceived 
it a correct correspondence. Group 3 concluded one more correspondence incorrectly, 
but we believe that is just an operation error, as the attached discussion indicates that 
they analyzed the correspondence correctly. Group 3 supports the hypothesis as the 
longest discussion thread is attached to an ambiguous correspondence. 
Group 4 had 3 users: user 1, 2, and 3. However, most of the discussions have been 
carried out by user 1. As it is clear from Fig. 4, ambiguous correspondences (C4 and 




Fig. 4. Word count for correspondences discussed by each group 
  
 
Fig. 5. Individual contribution of each user in discussing the correspondences 
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Finally, participants were asked to complete a PSSUQ [11] questionnaire. The in-
formation in Fig. 6 has been produced by taking the means and standard deviation of 
the responses of each participant per questions. Then we checked below: 
resultant = abs (value (response of a specific user for selected question) - means 
(responses of all users for the selected question)) 
 if the resultant is greater than the standard deviation (responses of all users for a 
specific question), we marked false for that specific response. Finally, we counted all 
the "True" values of a specific user for all the questions.  
 
     
Fig. 6. True responses per user 
Conclusions. The results indicate that except group 3, every other group was accu-
rate (compared to the gold standard) in creating alignment. Group 3 incorrectly con-
cluded 2 correspondences out of 7. The results also show that group 1 and 2 do not 
support the hypothesis, however not every member of this group actively took part in 
the discussion. Group 3 supports the hypothesis as for the 1st ambiguous correspond-
ence, the discussion thread is the longest. We believe that the users of this group mis-
comprehended the information of 2nd ambiguous correspondence, hence the corre-
spondence did not get discussed in detail and concluded incorrectly. Group 4 clearly 
supports the hypothesis as they discussed ambiguous correspondences the most. 
Gathered data is unable to lead us to any conclusion about the hypothesis, as two 
groups are supporting the hypothesis while the other two groups are not in support of 
it. However, the results provide an evidence that the captured metadata by M-Gov 
enabled the traceability in the alignment creation process. Additionaly, for the tech-
nical contribution we tracked the following: a) level of participation of users, b) most 
discussed correspondences and, c) the accuracy of groups in alignment creation. We 
can also conclude from Fig. 6, user 9 and 4 are the outliers as most of their responses 
do not comply with other users. The data from the PSSUQ suggests that 72% users 
were satisfied by using M-Gov but enhancements in terms of UI/UX are required so 
that tasks could be performed more efficiently. 
5 Related work 
A variety of approaches has been used to evaluate the methodologies/ frameworks 
that support collaborative ontology engineering. We see two evaluation approaches 
related to our work. This section focuses on these approaches. 
Domain experts are supported by [13] to engineer an ontology in a distributed en-
vironment. In the start of the process, an initial version of an ontology needs to be 
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created by users then they can use it and locally adapt it for their own purpose. There 
is no support to change the ontology shared by all the users, only control board han-
dles the changes to a shared ontology. The board deploys the feasible changes in the 
next version. [13] also describes a two stage experiment for a creating an ontology. In 
the first stage, users argued for a change without any guidelines, while in second stage 
they were given a subset of the arguments that had been found effective in stage one 
of the experiment. The paper concluded that the creation of ontology proceeded faster 
during the second stage. We could benefit from [13] in our future work by giving 
some more restricted guidelines to the users for a discussion. 
The Ontology development framework proposed in [14] supports various users to 
reach consensus through iterative evaluations. [15] describes a consensus based ex-
periment using [14]. 7 users were involved in the experiment, which are of different 
competency. The coordinator has created an initial version of an ontology. Iterative 
evaluation is done by each user by an “initial ontology evaluation sheet” that helps to 
evolve the ontology. They used Nominal Group Technique (NGT) for the evaluation. 
In contrast, we support online discussion among users located at different locations. 
Our approach also captures the discussions to enable the traceability in the alignment 
creation process. [15] uses the degree of participation (dop), which is leveraged by the 
facilitator to determine the quality of an ontology. In contrast, we have measured the 
dop by word count in the statements of each user during the discussion. We have 
noticed in our experiment that the groups in which the users were more active are 
supporting the hypothesis formed for the experiment. 
6 Conclusion 
The paper presents an extension of M-Gov framework to match the two different 
datasets automatically and capture the metadata produced during the alignment crea-
tion. The paper also describes an experiment in which 11 stakeholders discussed the 
potential correspondences to create an alignment. The aim was to trace the metadata 
produced during the alignment creation. 
The research question presented in this paper is to what extent the captured 
metadata allows us to trace the most discussed correspondences by users, the level of 
participation of users, and the decisions undertaken by a group of users for a corre-
spondence to determine if it is acceptable or not, in an alignment creation process? 
We also present the evaluation of M-Gov by users in creating alignment. 
An experiment was conducted to create an alignment between the locations in 
DBpedia and OSi dataset. Based on the results, we are unable to conclude the hypoth-
esis, as two groups are supporting it while the other two groups are not in support of 
the hypothesis. However, it provides an evidence that the captured metadata during 
the alignment creation enables traceability. In addition to this, the technical contribu-
tion of our work involves tracing the following: a) Group 1 and 2 discussed mostly 
the non-ambiguous correspondences, as the discussion thread attached to non-
ambiguous correspondences are the longest. Group 3 and 4 have the longest thread 
attached to the ambiguous correspondences, so group 3 and 4 discussed mostly the 
ambiguous correspondences. b) Not every participant in group 1 and 2 was actively 
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engaged in the discussion. c) 26 correspondences out of 28 were concluded correctly. 
We would be able to do more detailed analysis if the participants would have been 
more active in each group as we would have got richer experiment data. 
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Abstract. Ontology matching consists of finding correspondences between se-
mantically related entities of different ontologies.
? Note that the only official results of the campaign are on the OAEI web site.
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The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) aims at comparing ontol-
ogy matching systems on precisely defined test cases. These test cases can be
based on ontologies of different levels of complexity (from simple thesauri to
expressive OWL ontologies) and use different evaluation modalities (e.g., blind
evaluation, open evaluation, or consensus). The OAEI 2017 campaign offered 9
tracks with 23 test cases, and was attended by 21 participants. This paper is an
overall presentation of that campaign.
1 Introduction
The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative1 (OAEI) is a coordinated international
initiative, which organizes the evaluation of an increasing number of ontology matching
systems [20, 22]. The main goal of the OAEI is to compare systems and algorithms
openly and on the same basis, in order to allow anyone to draw conclusions about the
best matching strategies. Furthermore, our ambition is that, from such evaluations, tool
developers can improve their systems.
Two first events were organized in 2004: (i) the Information Interpretation and In-
tegration Conference (I3CON) held at the NIST Performance Metrics for Intelligent
Systems (PerMIS) workshop and (ii) the Ontology Alignment Contest held at the Eval-
uation of Ontology-based Tools (EON) workshop of the annual International Semantic
Web Conference (ISWC) [46]. Then, a unique OAEI campaign occurred in 2005 at the
workshop on Integrating Ontologies held in conjunction with the International Con-
ference on Knowledge Capture (K-Cap) [5]. From 2006 until the present, the OAEI
campaigns were held at the Ontology Matching workshop, collocated with ISWC [2, 3,
7–9, 13, 16–19, 21], which this year took place in Vienna, Austria2.
Since 2011, we have been using an environment for automatically processing eval-
uations (§2.2) which was developed within the SEALS (Semantic Evaluation At Large
Scale) project3. SEALS provided a software infrastructure for automatically executing
evaluations and evaluation campaigns for typical semantic web tools, including ontol-
ogy matching. In the OAEI 2017, a novel evaluation environment called HOBBIT (§10)
was adopted for the novel HOBBIT Link Discovery track. Except for this track, all sys-
tems were executed under the SEALS client in all other tracks. The Benchmark track
was discontinued in this edition of the OAEI.
This paper synthesizes the 2017 evaluation campaign and introduces the results
provided in the papers of the participants. The remainder of the paper is organised as
follows: in Section 2, we present the overall evaluation methodology that has been used;
Sections 3-11 discuss the settings and the results of each of the test cases; Section 13







We first present the tracks and test cases proposed this year to the OAEI participants
(§2.1). Then, we discuss the resources used by participants to test their systems and the
execution environment used for running the tools (§2.2). Finally, we describe the steps
of the OAEI campaign (§2.3-2.5) and report on the general execution of the campaign
(§2.6).
2.1 Tracks and test cases
This year’s OAEI campaign consisted of 9 tracks gathering 23 test cases, and different
evaluation modalities:
Expressive Ontology tracks offer alignments between real world ontologies ex-
pressed in OWL:
Anatomy (§3): The anatomy track comprises a single test case consisting of
matching the Adult Mouse Anatomy (2744 classes) and a small fragment of
the NCI Thesaurus (3304 classes) describing the human anatomy. Results are
evaluated automatically against a manually curated reference alignment.
Conference (§4): The conference track comprises a single test case that is a suite
of 21 matching tasks corresponding to the pairwise combination of 7 ontolo-
gies describing the domain of organizing conferences. Results are evaluated
automatically against reference alignments in several modalities, and by using
logical reasoning techniques.
Large biomedical ontologies (§5): The largebio track comprises 6 test cases in-
volving 3 large and semantically rich biomedical ontologies: FMA, SNOMED-
CT, and NCI Thesaurus. These test cases correspond to the pairwise combina-
tion of these ontologies in two variants: small overlapping fragments, in which
only overlapping sections of the ontologies are matched, and whole ontologies.
The evaluation is based on reference alignments automatically derived from the
UMLS Metathesaurus, with mappings causing logical incoherence flagged so
as not to be taken into account.
Disease & Phenotype (§6): The disease & phenotype track comprises 4 test cases
that involve 6 biomedical ontologies covering the disease and phenotype do-
mains: HPO versus MP, DOID versus ORDO, HPO versus MeSH, and HPO
versus OMIM. The evaluation has been performed according to (1) a consen-
sus alignment generated from those produced by the participating systems, (2)
a set of manually generated mappings, and (3) a manual assessment of unique
mappings (i.e., mappings that are not suggested by other systems).
Multilingual tracks offer alignments between ontologies in different languages:
Multifarm (§7): The multifarm track is based on a subset of the Conference data
set translated into ten different languages, in addition to their original English:
Arabic, Chinese, Czech, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Russian,
and Spanish. It consists of two test cases: same ontologies, where two versions
of the same ontology in different languages are matched, and different ontolo-
gies, in which two different ontologies in different languages are matched. In
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total, 45 language pairings are evaluated, meaning that the same ontologies
test case comprises 315 matching tasks, and the different ontologies test case
comprises 945 matching tasks. Results are evaluated automatically against ref-
erence alignments.
Interactive tracks provide simulated user interaction to enable the benchmarking of
algorithms designed to make use of it, with respect to both the improvement in the
results and the workload of the user:
Interactive Matching Evaluation (§8): The Interactive track is based on the test
cases from the anatomy and conference tracks. An Oracle, which matching
tools can access programmatically, simulates user feedback by querying the
reference alignment of the test case. The Oracle can generate erroneous re-
sponses at a given rate, to simulate user errors. The evaluation is based on the
same reference alignments, and contemplates the number of user interactions
and the fraction of erroneous responses received by the tool, in addition to the
standard evaluation parameters.
Instance Matching tracks focus on alignments between ontology instances expressed
in the form of OWL Aboxes:
Instance Matching (§9). The instance track comprises two independent sub-
tracks:
SYNTHETIC: This sub-track consists of matching instances that are found to
refer to the same real-world entity corresponding to a creative work (that
can be a news item, blog post or programme). It includes two evaluation
modalities, Sandbox and Mainbox, which differ on the number of instances
to match. The evaluation is automatic, based on a reference alignment, and
partially blind – matching tools have access only to the Sandbox reference
alignment.
DOREMUS: This sub-track consists of matching real world datasets about
classical music artworks from two major French cultural institutions: the
French National Library (BnF) and the Philharmonie de Paris (PP). Both
datasets use the same vocabulary, the DOREMUS model, issued from the
DOREMUS project4. This sub-track comprises two different test cases
called heterogeneities (HT) and false-positives trap (FPT) characterized
by different degrees of heterogeneity in artwork descriptions. The evalua-
tion is automatic and based on reference alignments.
HOBBIT Link Discovery (§10). The HOBBIT track aims to deal with link dis-
covery for spatial data represented as trajectories or traces i.e., sequences of
longitude, latitude pairs. It comprises two test cases: Linking and Spatial. The
Linking test case consists in matching traces that have been modified using
string-based approaches, different date and coordinate formats, and by addi-
tion and/or deletion of intermediate points. In the Spatial test case, the goal is
to identify DE-9IM (Dimensionally Extended nine-Intersection Model) topo-
logical relations between traces: Equals, Disjoint, Touches, Contains/Within,
Covers/CoveredBy, Intersects, Crosses, Overlaps. For each relation, a differ-
ent pair of source and target datasets is given to the participants, so the test
4 http://www.doremus.org
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Table 1. Characteristics of the test cases (open evaluation is made with already published refer-
ence alignments and blind evaluation is made by organizers from reference alignments unknown
to the participants).
test formalism relations confidence modalities language SEALS
anatomy OWL = [0 1] open EN
√
conference OWL =, <= [0 1] open+blind EN
√
largebio OWL = [0 1] open EN
√
phenotype OWL = [0 1] blind EN
√
multifarm OWL = [0 1] open+blind
AR, CZ, CN, DE, EN, √
ES, FR, IT, NL, RU, PT
interactive OWL =, <= [0 1] open EN
√
instance OWL = [0 1] open+blind EN
√
HOBBIT OWL =, spatial N/A open+blind EN, N/A
process model OWL <= [0 1] open+blind EN
√
case consists of 8 individual matching tasks. In both test cases, two evaluation
modalities, Sandbox and Mainbox, were considered, differing on the number of
instances to match. The evaluation is automatic and based on reference align-
ments.
Process Model Matching (§11): The process model track is concerned with the
application of ontology matching techniques to the problem of matching pro-
cess models. It comprises two test cases used in the Process Model Matching
Campaign 2015 [4] which have been converted to an ontological representa-
tion, with process model entities being represented as ontology instances. The
first test case contains nine process models which represent the application pro-
cess for a master program of German universities as well as reference align-
ments between all pairs of models. The second test case consists of process
models which describe the process of registering a newborn child in differ-
ent countries. The evaluation is automatic, based on reference alignments, and
uses standard precision and recall measures as well as a probabilistic variant
described in [29].
Table 1 summarizes the variation in the proposed test cases.
2.2 The SEALS client
Since 2011, tool developers had to implement a simple interface and to wrap their tools
in a predefined way including all required libraries and resources. A tutorial for tool
wrapping was provided to the participants, describing how to wrap a tool and how to
use the SEALS client to run a full evaluation locally. This client is then executed by the
track organizers to run the evaluation. This approach ensures the reproducibility and
comparability of the results of all systems.
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2.3 Preparatory phase
Ontologies to be matched and (where applicable) reference alignments have been pro-
vided in advance during the period between June 1st and July 15th, 2017. This gave
potential participants the occasion to send observations, bug corrections, remarks and
other test cases to the organizers. The goal of this preparatory period is to ensure that
the delivered tests make sense to the participants. The final test base was released on
July 15th, 2017 and did not evolve after that.
2.4 Execution phase
During the execution phase, participants used their systems to automatically match the
test case ontologies. In most cases, ontologies are described in OWL-DL and serialized
in the RDF/XML format [11]. Participants can self-evaluate their results either by com-
paring their output with reference alignments or by using the SEALS client to compute
precision and recall. They can tune their systems with respect to the non blind eval-
uation as long as the rules published on the OAEI web site are satisfied. This phase
has been conducted between July 15th and August 31st, 2017, except for the HOBBIT
track which was extended until September 15th, 2017. Like last year, we requested a
mandatory registration of systems and a preliminary evaluation of wrapped systems by
July 31st, to alleviate the burden of debugging systems with respect to issues with the
SEALS client during the Evaluation phase.
2.5 Evaluation phase
Participants were required to submit their SEALS-wrapped tools by August 31st, 2017,
and their HOBBIT-wrapped tool by September 15th, 2017. Tools were then tested by
the organizers and minor problems were reported to some tool developers, who were
given the opportunity to fix their tools and resubmit them.
Initial results were provided directly to the participants between September 1st and
October 15th, 2017. The final results for most tracks were published on the respective
pages of the OAEI website by October 15th, although some tracks were delayed.
The standard evaluation measures are precision, recall and F-measure computed
against the reference alignments. More details on the evaluation are given in the sections
for the test cases.
2.6 Comments on the execution
Following an initial period of growth, the number of OAEI participants has remained
approximately constant since 2012, at slightly over 20 (see Figure 1). This year was
no exception, as we counted 21 participating systems. Table 2 lists the participants and
the tracks in which they competed. Some matching systems participated with different
variants (DiSMatch and LogMap) whereas others were evaluated with different config-
urations, as requested by developers (see test case sections for details).
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Fig. 1. Number of participating systems per year in the OAEI.







































































































Confidence X X X X X X - X X X X - X - X X X X - X - 16
anatomy   # # # # #  #    # #  #  #    11
conference   # # # # #  #  #  #   #  #   # 10
largebio #  # # # # # G# #    # # G# # G# # G#   10
phenotype #  #    # G# #   G# # # G# # # # # G# G# 11
multifarm #   # # # #  #  # # # # # # G# #  G# # 7
interactive   # # # # # # #  # # # # # # # # #  # 4
process model #  # # # #  # #  # # # # # # # # # # # 3
instance #  # # # #  #   # # G# # # # # # # # # 5
hobbit ld #  # # # #  # # # # # # # # G# # G# # # # 4
total 3 9 1 1 1 1 3 5 1 8 3 4 1 1 4 1 4 1 4 6 3 65
Confidence pertains to the confidance scores returned by the system, with X indicating that they
are non-boolean; # indicates that the system did not participate in the track;  indicates that it
participated fully in the track; andG# indicates that it participated in or completed only part of the
tasks of the track.
3 Anatomy
The anatomy test case confronts matching systems with two fragments of biomedical
ontologies which describe the human anatomy5 and the anatomy of the mouse6. This





We conducted experiments by executing each system in its standard setting and we
compare precision, recall, F-measure and recall+ against a manually curated reference
alignment. Recall+ indicates the amount of detected non-trivial correspondences, i.e.,
correspondence that do not have the same normalized label. The approach that generates
only trivial correspondences is depicted as baseline StringEquiv in the following section.
We ran the systems on a server with 3.46 GHz (6 cores) and 8GB allocated RAM,
using the SEALS client. However, we changed the way precision and recall are com-
puted by removing trivial correspondences in the oboInOwl namespace like:
http://...oboInOwl#Synonym = http://...oboInOwl#Synonym
as well as correspondences expressing relations different from equivalence. Thus, the
results generated by the SEALS client vary in some cases by 0.5% compared to the re-
sults presented below. Using the Pellet reasoner we also checked whether the generated
alignment is coherent, i.e., that there are no unsatisfiable classes when the ontologies
are merged with the alignment.
3.2 Results
In Table 3, we show the results of the 11 participating systems that generated an align-
ment, including 3 versions of LogMap. A number of systems participated in the anatomy
track for the first time this year: KEPLER, POMap, SANOM, WikiV2, and YAM-BIO. For
more details, we refer the reader to the papers presenting the systems.
Table 3. Comparison, ordered by F-measure, against the reference alignment, runtime is mea-
sured in seconds, the “size” column refers to the number of correspondences in the generated
alignment.
Matcher Runtime Size Precision F-measure Recall Recall+ Coherent
AML 47 1493 0.95 0.943 0.936 0.832
√
YAM-BIO 70 1474 0.948 0.935 0.922 0.794 -
POMap 808 1492 0.94 0.933 0.925 0.824 -
LogMapBio 820 1534 0.889 0.894 0.899 0.733
√
XMap 37 1412 0.926 0.893 0.863 0.639
√
LogMap 22 1397 0.918 0.88 0.846 0.593
√
KEPLER 234 1173 0.958 0.836 0.741 0.316 -
LogMapLite 19 1148 0.962 0.829 0.728 0.29 -
SANOM 295 1304 0.895 0.828 0.77 0.419 -
Wiki2 2204 1260 0.883 0.802 0.734 0.356 -
StringEquiv - 946 0.997 0.766 0.622 0.000 -
ALIN 836 516 0.996 0.506 0.339 0.0
√
This year 5 out of 11 systems were able to achieve the alignment task in less than
100 seconds: LogMapLite, LogMap, XMap, AML and YAM-BIO. In 2016 and 2015, there
6 http://www.informatics.jax.org/searches/AMA_form.shtml
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were 4 out of 13 systems and 6 out of 15 systems respectively that generated an align-
ment in this time frame. As in the last 5 years LogMapLite has the shortest runtime. The
table shows that there is no correlation between the quality of the generated alignment
in terms of precision and recall and the runtime. This result had also been observed in
previous OAEI campaigns.
The table also shows the results for F-measure, recall+ and the size of alignments.
Regarding F-measure, the top 3 ranked systems AML, YAM-BIO, POMap achieve on
F-measure above 0.93. Among these, AML achieved the highest F-measure (0.943).
All of the long-term participants in the track showed comparable results in terms of
F-measure to their last year’s results and at least as good as the results of the best
systems in OAEI 2007-2010. Regarding recall+, AML, LogMap, LogMapLite showed
similar results to previous years. LogMapBio has a slight increase from 0.728 in 2016 to
0.733 in 2017. XMap decreases a bit from 0.647 to 0.639. Two new participants obtained
good results for recall+, POMap scored 0.824 (second place) followed by YAM-BIO with
0.794 (third place). In terms of the number of correspondences, long-term participants
computed similar numbers of correspondences as last year. AML and LogMap generated
the same number of correspondences, LogMapBio generated 3 more correspondences,
LogMapLite generated 1 more, ALIN generated 6 more and XMap generated 1 less.
This year, 10 out of 11 systems achieved an F-measure higher than the baseline.
This is a slightly better result than last year when 9 out of 13 surpassed the baseline.
Five systems produced coherent alignments, which is comparable to the last two years
when 7 out of 13 and 5 out of 10 systems achieved this. Two of the three best systems
with respect to F-measure (YAM-BIO and POMap) produced incoherent alignments.
3.3 Conclusions
The number of systems participating in the anatomy track has varied throughout the
years. This year, it is lower than in the two previous editions, but higher than in 2014.
As noted previously there are newly-joined systems as well as long-term participants.
The systems that participated in the previous edition in 2016 scored similarly to
their previous results. As last year, the AML system set the top result for anatomy track
with respect to F-measure. Two of the newly-joined systems (YAM-BIO and POMap)
achieved 2nd and 3rd best score in terms of F-measure.
4 Conference
The conference test cases require matching several moderately expressive ontologies
from the conference organisation domain.
4.1 Test data
The data set consists of 16 ontologies in the domain of organising conferences. These
ontologies were developed within the OntoFarm project7.
The main features of this test case are:
7 http://owl.vse.cz:8080/ontofarm/
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– Generally understandable domain. Most ontology engineers are familiar with or-
ganising conferences. Therefore, they can create their own ontologies as well as
evaluate the alignments among their concepts with enough erudition.
– Independence of ontologies. Ontologies were developed independently and based
on different resources, they thus capture the issues in organising conferences from
different points of view and with different terminologies.
– Relative richness in axioms. Most ontologies were equipped with OWL DL axioms
of various kinds; this opens a way to use semantic matchers.
Ontologies differ in their numbers of classes and properties, in expressivity, but also
in underlying resources.
4.2 Results
We performed three kinds of evaluations. First, we provide results in terms of F-
measure, comparison with baseline matchers and results of matchers from previous
OAEI editions and precision/recall triangular graph based on sharp reference align-
ments. Second, we provide an evaluation based on the uncertain version of the reference
alignment, and finally we also provide an evaluation based on violations of consistency
and conservativity principles.
Evaluation based on sharp reference alignments We evaluated the results of partic-
ipants against blind reference alignments (labelled as rar2).8 This includes all pairwise
combinations between 7 different ontologies, i.e., 21 alignments.
We have prepared the reference alignments in two steps. First, we have generated
them as a transitive closure computed on the original reference alignments. In order to
obtain a coherent result, conflicting correspondences, i.e., those causing unsatisfiability,
have been manually inspected and incoherency has been resolved by evaluators. The
resulting reference alignments are labelled as ra2. Second, we detected violations of
conservativity using the approach from [44] and resolved them by an evaluator. The
resulting reference alignments are labelled as rar2. As a result, the degree of correctness
and completeness of the new reference alignments is probably slightly better than for
the old one. However, the differences are relatively limited. Whereas the new reference
alignments are not open, the old reference alignments (labeled as ra1 on the conference
web page) are available. These represent close approximations of the new ones.
Table 4 shows the results of all participants with regard to the reference alignment
rar2. F0.5-measure, F1-measure and F2-measure are computed for the threshold that
provides the optimal F1-measure. F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall where
both are equally weighted; F2 weights recall higher than precision and F0.5 weights pre-
cision higher than recall. The matchers shown in the table are ordered according to their
highest average F1-measure. We employed two baseline matchers. edna (string edit dis-
tance matcher) was used within the benchmark test cases in previous years and with regard to
performance it is very similar as the previously used baseline2 in the conference track; StringE-
quiv is used within the anatomy test case. This year these baselines divide matchers into two
performance groups.
8 More details about evaluation applying other sharp reference alignments are available at the
conference web page.
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Table 4. The highest average F[0.5|1|2]-measure and their corresponding precision and recall for
each matcher with its F1-optimal threshold (ordered by F1-measure). Inc.Align. means number
of incoherent alignments. Conser.V. means total number of all conservativity principle violations.
Consist.V. means total number of all consistency principle violations.
Matcher Prec. F0.5-m. F1-m. F2-m. Rec. Inc.Align. Conser.V. Consist.V.
AML 0.78 0.74 0.69 0.65 0.62 0 39 0
LogMap 0.77 0.72 0.66 0.6 0.57 0 25 0
XMap 0.78 0.72 0.65 0.58 0.55 1 22 4
LogMapLt 0.68 0.62 0.56 0.5 0.47 5 96 25
edna 0.74 0.66 0.56 0.49 0.45
KEPLER 0.67 0.61 0.55 0.49 0.46 12 123 159
WikiV3 0.63 0.59 0.54 0.5 0.47 10 125 58
StringEquiv 0.76 0.65 0.53 0.45 0.41
POMap 0.69 0.59 0.49 0.42 0.38 0 1 0
ALIN 0.86 0.6 0.41 0.31 0.27 0 0 0
SANOM 0.8 0.56 0.38 0.29 0.25 1 11 18
ONTMAT 0.06 0.07 0.1 0.19 0.41 0 1 0
With regard to the two baselines, we can group tools according to each matcher’s posi-
tion. In all, four tools outperformed both baselines (AML, LogMap, XMap and LogMapLt),
and two newcomers (KEPLER and WikiV3) performed better than one baseline. Other match-
ers (POMap, ALIN, SANOM and ONTMAT) performed worse than both baselines. Four tools
(ALIN, POMap, ONTMAT and SANOM) did not match properties at all. Of course, this had
a negative effect on those tools’ overall performance. More details about evaluation consider-
ing only classes or properties are on the conference web page. The performance of all matchers
(except ONTMAT) regarding their precision, recall and F1-measure is visualised in Figure 2.
Matchers are represented as squares or triangles. Baselines are represented as circles.
Comparison with previous years with regard to rar2 Four matchers, top-performers, also
participated in the Conference test cases in OAEI 2016. None of them improved with regard to
F1-measure evaluation.
Evaluation based on uncertain version of reference alignments The confidence values
of all matches in the sharp reference alignments for the conference track are all 1.0. For the un-
certain version of this track, the confidence value of a match has been set equal to the percentage
of a group of people who agreed with the match in question (this uncertain version is based on the
reference alignment labeled ra1). One key thing to note is that the group was only asked to val-
idate matches that were already present in the existing reference alignments – so some matches
had their confidence value reduced from 1.0 to a number near 0, but no new match was added.
There are two ways that we can evaluate matchers according to these “uncertain” reference
alignments, which we refer to as discrete and continuous. The discrete evaluation considers any
match in the reference alignment with a confidence value of 0.5 or greater to be fully correct
and those with a confidence less than 0.5 to be fully incorrect. Similarly, a matcher’s match is
considered a “yes” if the confidence value is greater than or equal to the matcher’s threshold
and a “no” otherwise. In essence, this is the same as the “sharp” evaluation approach, except
that some matches have been removed because less than half of the crowdsourcing group agreed
with them. The continuous evaluation strategy penalises a matcher more if it misses a match on
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Fig. 2. Precision/recall triangular graph for the conference test case. Dotted lines depict level
of precision/recall while values of F1-measure are depicted by areas bordered by corresponding
lines F1-measure=0.[5|6|7].
which most people agree than if it misses a more controversial match. For instance, if A ≡ B
with a confidence of 0.85 in the reference alignment and a matcher gives that correspondence a
confidence of 0.40, then that is counted as 0.85× 0.40 = 0.34 true positive and 0.85− 0.40 =
0.45 false negative.
Out of the ten alignment matchers, three (ALIN, LogMapLt and ONTMAT) use 1.0 as the
confidence value for all matches they identify. Two more have a narrow range of confidence
values (POMap’s values vary between 0.8 and 1.0, with the majority falling between 0.93 and
1.0 while SANOM’s values are relatively tightly clustered between 0.73 and 0.9). The remaining
five systems (AML, KEPLER, LogMap, WikiV3 and XMap) have a wide variation of confidence
values.
When comparing the performance of the matchers on the uncertain reference alignments ver-
sus that on the sharp version (see Table 5), we see that in the discrete case all matchers performed
the same or slightly better. Improvement in F-measure ranged from 0 to 8 percentage points
over the sharp reference alignment. This was driven by increased recall, which is a result of the
presence of fewer “controversial” matches in the uncertain version of the reference alignment.
The performance of most matchers is very similar regardless of whether a discrete or con-
tinuous evaluation methodology is used (provided that the threshold is optimized to achieve the
highest possible F-measure in the discrete case). The primary exceptions to this are KEPLER,
LogMap and SANOM. These systems perform significantly worse when evaluated using the con-
tinuous version of the metrics. In the LogMap and SANOM cases, this is because the matcher
assigns low confidence values to some matches in which the labels are equivalent strings, which
many crowdsourcers agreed with unless there was a compelling technical reason not to. This hurts
recall, but using a low threshold value in the discrete version of the evaluation metrics ’hides’ this
problem. In the case of KEPLER, the issue is that entities whose labels share a word in common
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Table 5. F-measure, precision, and recall of the different matchers when evaluated using the sharp
(ra1), discrete uncertain and continuous uncertain metrics.
Sharp Discrete Continuous
Matcher Prec. F1-m. Rec. Prec. F1-m. Rec. Prec. F1-m. Rec.
ALIN 0.89 0.41 0.27 0.89 0.49 0.34 0.89 0.5 0.35
AML 0.84 0.74 0.66 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.8 0.77 0.74
KEPLER 0.76 0.59 0.48 0.76 0.67 0.6 0.58 0.62 0.68
LogMap 0.82 0.69 0.59 0.78 0.73 0.68 0.8 0.67 0.57
LogMapLt 0.73 0.59 0.5 0.72 0.67 0.62 0.72 0.67 0.63
ONTMAT 0.06 0.11 0.43 0.06 0.11 0.54 0.06 0.11 0.55
POMap 0.73 0.52 0.4 0.73 0.6 0.5 0.71 0.59 0.51
SANOM 0.81 0.38 0.25 0.81 0.45 0.31 0.81 0.38 0.25
WikiV3 0.67 0.57 0.49 0.74 0.62 0.52 0.73 0.63 0.55
XMap 0.84 0.68 0.57 0.79 0.72 0.67 0.81 0.73 0.67
have fairly high confidence values, even though they are often not equivalent. For example, “Re-
view” and “Reviewing Event”. This hurts precision in the continuous case, but is taken care of
by using a high threshold value in the discrete case.
Five matchers from this year also participated last year, and thus we are able to make some
comparisons over time. The F-measures of all systems essentially held constant (within one per-
cent) when evaluated against the uncertain reference alignments. This is in contrast to last year,
in which most matchers made modest gains (in the neighborhood of 1 to 6 percent) over 2015. It
seems that, barring any new advances, participating matchers have reached something of a steady
state on this performance metric.
Evaluation based on violations of consistency and conservativity principles We per-
formed evaluation based on detection of conservativity and consistency violations [44, 45]. The
consistency principle states that correspondences should not lead to unsatisfiable classes in the
merged ontology; the conservativity principle states that correspondences should not introduce
new semantic relationships between concepts from one of the input ontologies.
Table 4 shows the number of unsatisfiable TBoxes after the ontologies are merged
(Inc. Align.), the total number of all conservativity principle violations within all alignments
(Conser.V.) and the total number of all consistency principle violations (Consist.V.).
Five tools (ALIN, AML, LogMap, ONTMAT and POMap) have no consistency principle
violation (in comparison to seven last year) and two tools (SANOM and XMap) generated only
one incoherent alignment. There is one tool (ALIN) having no conservativity principle violations.
Further two tools (ONTMAT and POMap) have an average of conservativity principle violations
around 1. We should note that these conservativity principle violations can be “false positives”
since the entailment in the aligned ontology can be correct although it was not derivable in the
single input ontologies.
4.3 Conclusions
In conclusion, this year four of ten matchers performed better than both baselines on sharp ref-
erence alignments. Further, this year five matchers generated coherent alignments (against seven
matchers last year and five matchers the year before). Based on the uncertain reference align-
ments we can conclude that all matchers perform better on the fuzzy versus sharp version of the
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benchmark and eight matchers have close correspondence on the continuous and discrete version,
indicating good agreement with the human matchers. Finally, none of the five matchers that also
participated last year improved their performance with regard to the evaluation based on the sharp
or the uncertain reference alignments.
5 Large biomedical ontologies (largebio)
The largebio test case aims at finding alignments between the large and semantically rich
biomedical ontologies FMA, SNOMED-CT, and NCI, which contain 78,989, 306,591 and 66,724
classes, respectively.
5.1 Test data
The test case has been split into three matching problems: FMA-NCI, FMA-SNOMED and
SNOMED-NCI. Each matching problem has been further divided in 2 tasks involving differently
sized fragments of the input ontologies: small overlapping fragments versus whole ontologies
(FMA and NCI) or large fragments (SNOMED-CT).
The UMLS Metathesaurus [6] has been selected as the basis for reference alignments. UMLS
is currently the most comprehensive effort for integrating independently-developed medical the-
sauri and ontologies, including FMA, SNOMED-CT, and NCI. The extraction of mapping from
UMLS is detailed in [26]).
Since alignment coherence is an aspect of ontology matching that we aim to promote, in
previous editions we provided coherent reference alignments by refining the UMLS mappings
using the Alcomo (alignment) debugging system [32], LogMap’s (alignment) repair facility [25],
or both [27].
However, concerns were raised about the validity and fairness of applying automated align-
ment repair techniques to make reference alignments coherent [37]. It is clear that using the
original (incoherent) UMLS alignments would be penalizing to ontology matching systems that
perform alignment repair. However, using automatically repaired alignments would penalize sys-
tems that do not perform alignment repair and also systems that employ a repair strategy that
differs from that used on the reference alignments [37].
Thus, as of the 2014 edition, we arrived at a compromise solution that should be fair to all
ontology matching systems. Instead of repairing the reference alignments as normal, by remov-
ing correspondences, we flagged the incoherence-causing correspondences in the alignments by
setting the relation to “?” (unknown). These “?” correspondences will neither be considered as
positive nor as negative when evaluating the participating ontology matching systems, but will
simply be ignored. This way, systems that do not perform alignment repair are not penalized
for finding correspondences that (despite causing incoherences) may or may not be correct, and
systems that do perform alignment repair are not penalized for removing such correspondences.
To ensure that this solution was as fair as possible to all alignment repair strategies, we
flagged as unknown all correspondences suppressed by any of Alcomo, LogMap or AML [39], as
well as all correspondences suppressed from the reference alignments of last year’s edition (using
Alcomo and LogMap combined). Note that, we have used the (incomplete) repair modules of
the above mentioned systems.
The flagged UMLS-based reference alignment for the OAEI 2017 campaign is summarized
in Table 6.
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Table 6. Number of correspondences in the reference alignments of the large biomedical ontolo-
gies tasks




5.2 Evaluation setting, participation and success
We have run the evaluation in a Ubuntu Laptop with an Intel Core i7-4600U CPU @ 2.10GHz x 4
and allocating 15Gb of RAM. Precision, Recall and F-measure have been computed with respect
to the UMLS-based reference alignment. Systems have been ordered in terms of F-measure.
In the OAEI 2017 largebio track 10 out of 21 participating systems have been able to cope
with at least one of the tasks of the largebio track with a 4 hours timeout. Note that we also
include the results of Tool1 (the developers withdrew the system from the campaign) as reference.
9 systems were able to complete more than one task, while 6 systems were able to complete all
tasks. This is an improvement with respect to last year results where only 4 systems were able to
complete all tasks
5.3 Background knowledge
Regarding the use of background knowledge, LogMap-Bio uses BioPortal as mediating ontology
provider, that is, it (automatically) retrieves from BioPortal the most suitable top-10 ontologies
for the matching task.
LogMap uses normalisations and spelling variants from the general (biomedical) purpose
UMLS Lexicon (a different resource with respect to the UMLS Metathesaurus).
AML has three sources of background knowledge which can be used as mediators be-
tween the input ontologies: the Uber Anatomy Ontology (Uberon), the Human Disease Ontology
(DOID) and the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH).
YAM-BIO uses as background knowledge a file containing mappings from the DOID and
UBERON ontologies to other ontologies like FMA, NCI or SNOMED CT.
XMAP uses synonyms provided by the UMLS Metathesaurus. Note that matching systems
using UMLS Metathesaurus as background knowledge will have a notable advantage since the
largebio reference alignment is also based on the UMLS Metathesaurus.
5.4 Alignment coherence
Together with Precision, Recall, F-measure and run times we have also evaluated the coherence
of alignments. We report (1) the number of unsatisfiabilities when reasoning with the input on-
tologies together with the computed alignments, and (2) the ratio of unsatisfiable classes with
respect to the size of the union of the input ontologies.
We have used the OWL 2 reasoner HermiT [35] to compute the number of unsatisfiable
classes. For the cases in which HermiT could not cope with the input ontologies and the align-
ments (in less than 2 hours) we have provided a lower bound on the number of unsatisfiable
classes (indicated by ≥) using the OWL 2 EL reasoner ELK [28].
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Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6
LogMapLite 1 10 2 18 9 22 10 6
AML 44 77 109 177 669 312 231 6
LogMap 12 92 57 477 207 652 250 6
XMap 20 130 62 625 106 563 251 6
YAM-BIO 56 279 60 468 2,202 490 593 6
Tool1 65 1,650 245 2,140 481 1,150 955 6
LogMapBio 1,098 1,552 1,223 2,951 2,779 4,728 2,389 6
POMAP 595 - 1,841 - - - 1,218 2
SANOM 679 - 3,123 - - - 1,901 2
KEPLER 601 - 3,378 - - - 1,990 2
Wiki2 108,953 - - - - - 108,953 1
# Systems 11 10 7 7 7 7 10,795 49
In this OAEI edition, only three distinct systems have shown alignment repair facilities: AML,
LogMap and its LogMap-Bio variant, and XMap (which reuses the repair techniques from Al-
como [32]). Note that only LogMap and LogMap-Bio are able to reduce to a minimum the
number of unsatisfiable classes across all tasks. Missing 9 unsatisfiable classes in the worst case
(whole FMA-NCI task).
Tables 8-9 (see last two columns) show that even the most precise alignment sets may lead to
a huge number of unsatisfiable classes. This proves the importance of using techniques to assess
the coherence of the generated alignments if they are to be used in tasks involving reasoning. We
encourage ontology matching system developers to develop their own repair techniques or to use
state-of-the-art techniques such as Alcomo [32], the repair module of LogMap (LogMap-Repair)
[25] or the repair module of AML [39], which have worked well in practice [27, 23].
5.5 Runtimes and task completion
Table 7 shows which systems were able to complete each of the matching tasks in less than 4
hours and the required computation times. Systems have been ordered with respect to the num-
ber of completed tasks and the average time required to complete them. Times are reported in
seconds.
The last column reports the number of tasks that a system could complete. For example, 7
system (including the withdrawn system Tool1) were able to complete all six tasks. The last row
shows the number of systems that could finish each of the tasks. The tasks involving SNOMED
were also harder with respect to both computation times and the number of systems that com-
pleted the tasks.
5.6 Results for the FMA-NCI matching problem
Table 8 summarizes the results for the tasks in the FMA-NCI matching problem.
XMap and YAM-BIO achieved the highest F-measure in Task 1, while XMap and AML in
Task 2. Note however that the use of background knowledge based on the UMLS Metathesaurus
has an important impact in the performance of XMap. The use of background knowledge led to
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Table 8. Results for the FMA-NCI matching problem.
System Time (s) # Corresp.
Scores Incoherence
Prec. F-m. Rec. Unsat. Degree
Task 1: small FMA and NCI fragments
XMap* 20 2,649 0.98 0.94 0.90 2 0.019%
YAM-BIO 56 2,681 0.97 0.93 0.90 800 7.8%
AML 44 2,723 0.96 0.93 0.91 2 0.019%
LogMapBio 1,098 2,807 0.93 0.92 0.91 2 0.019%
LogMap 12 2,747 0.94 0.92 0.90 2 0.019%
KEPLER 601 2,506 0.96 0.89 0.83 3,707 36.1%
Average 10,193 2,550 0.95 0.89 0.84 1,238 12.0%
LogMapLite 1 2,483 0.97 0.89 0.82 2,045 19.9%
SANOM 679 2,457 0.95 0.87 0.80 1,183 11.5%
POMAP 595 2,475 0.90 0.86 0.83 3,493 34.0%
Tool1 65 2,316 0.97 0.86 0.77 1,128 11.0%
Wiki2 108,953 2,210 0.88 0.80 0.73 1,261 12.3%
Task 2: whole FMA and NCI ontologies
XMap* 130 2,735 0.88 0.87 0.85 9 0.006%
AML 77 2,968 0.84 0.86 0.87 10 0.007%
YAM-BIO 279 3,109 0.82 0.85 0.89 11,770 8.1%
LogMap 92 2,701 0.86 0.83 0.81 9 0.006%
LogMapBio 1,552 2,913 0.82 0.83 0.83 9 0.006%
Average 541 2,994 0.80 0.81 0.83 7,389 5.1%
LogMapLite 10 3,477 0.67 0.74 0.82 26,478 18.1%
Tool1 1,650 3,056 0.69 0.71 0.74 13,442 9.2%
*Uses background knowledge based on the UMLS Metathesaurus which is the basis of the large-
bio reference alignments.
an improvement in recall from LogMap-Bio over LogMap in both tasks, but this came at the cost
of precision, resulting in the two variants of the system having identical F-measures.
Note that the effectiveness of the systems decreased from Task 1 to Task 2. One reason for
this is that with larger ontologies there are more plausible mapping candidates, and thus it is
harder to attain both a high precision and a high recall. Another reason is that the very scale
of the problem constrains the matching strategies that systems can employ: AML for example,
foregoes its matching algorithms that are computationally more complex when handling very
large ontologies, due to efficiency concerns.
The size of Task 2 prove a problem for a number of systems, which were unable to complete
it within the allotted time: POMAP, SANOM, KEPLER and Wiki2.
5.7 Results for the FMA-SNOMED matching problem
Table 9 summarizes the results for the tasks in the FMA-SNOMED matching problem.
XMap produced the best results in terms of both Recall and F-measure in Task 3 and Task
4, but again, we must highlight that it uses background knowledge based on the UMLS Metathe-
saurus. Among the other systems, AML and YAM-BIO achieved the highest F-measure in Tasks
3 and 4, respectively.
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Table 9. Results for the FMA-SNOMED matching problem.
System Time (s) # Corresp.
Scores Incoherence
Prec. F-m. Rec. Unsat. Degree
Task 3: small FMA and SNOMED fragments
XMap* 62 7,400 0.97 0.91 0.85 0 0.0%
AML 109 6,988 0.92 0.84 0.76 0 0.0%
YAM-BIO 60 6,817 0.97 0.83 0.73 13,240 56.1%
LogMapBio 1,223 6,315 0.95 0.80 0.69 1 0.004%
LogMap 57 6,282 0.95 0.80 0.69 1 0.004%
Average 1,010 4,623 0.89 0.62 0.51 2,141 9.1%
KEPLER 3,378 4,005 0.82 0.56 0.42 3,335 14.1%
SANOM 3,123 3,146 0.69 0.42 0.30 2,768 11.7%
POMAP 1,841 2,655 0.68 0.42 0.30 1,013 4.3%
LogMapLite 2 1,644 0.97 0.34 0.21 771 3.3%
Tool1 245 979 0.99 0.24 0.14 287 1.2%
Task 4: whole FMA ontology with SNOMED large fragment
XMap* 625 8,665 0.77 0.81 0.84 0 0.0%
YAM-BIO 468 7,171 0.89 0.80 0.73 54,081 26.8%
AML 177 6,571 0.88 0.77 0.69 0 0.0%
LogMap 477 6,394 0.84 0.73 0.65 0 0.0%
LogMapBio 2,951 6,634 0.81 0.72 0.65 0 0.0%
Average 979 5,470 0.84 0.63 0.56 8,445 4.2%
LogMapLite 18 1,822 0.85 0.34 0.21 4,389 2.2%
Tool1 2,140 1,038 0.87 0.23 0.13 649 0.3%
*Uses background knowledge based on the UMLS Metathesaurus which is the basis of the large-
bio reference alignments.
Overall, the quality of the results was lower than that observed in the FMA-NCI matching
problem, as the matching problem is considerable larger. Like in the FMA-NCI matching prob-
lem, the effectiveness off all systems decreases as the ontology size increases from Task 3 to Task
4; and of the systems that completed the former, for example, POMAP was unable to complete
the latter.
5.8 Results for the SNOMED-NCI matching problem
Table 10 summarizes the results for the tasks in the SNOMED-NCI matching problem.
AML achieved the best results in terms of both Recall and F-measure in Tasks 5 and 6, while
LogMap and AML achieved the best results in terms of precision in Tasks 5 and 6, respectively.
The overall performance of the systems was lower than in the FMA-SNOMED case, as this
test case is even larger. Indeed, several systems were unable to complete even the smaller Task 5
within the allotted time: POMAP, SANOM and KEPLER.
As in the previous matching problems, effectiveness decreased as the ontology size increases.
Unlike in the FMA-NCI and FMA-SNOMED matching problems, the use of the UMLS Metathe-
saurus did not positively impact the performance of XMap, which obtained lower results than
expected.
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Table 10. Results for the SNOMED-NCI matching problem.
System Time (s) # Corresp.
Scores Incoherence
Prec. F-m. Rec. Unsat. Degree
Task 5: small SNOMED and NCI fragments
AML 669 14,740 0.87 0.80 0.75 ≥3,966 ≥5.3%
LogMap 207 12,414 0.95 0.80 0.69 ≥0 ≥0.0%
LogMapBio 2,779 13,205 0.89 0.77 0.68 ≥0 ≥0.0%
YAM-BIO 2,202 12,959 0.90 0.77 0.68 ≥549 ≥0.7%
Average 921 12,220 0.89 0.70 0.59 21,264 28.3%
XMap* 106 16,968 0.89 0.69 0.57 ≥46,091 ≥61.3%
LogMapLite 9 10,942 0.89 0.69 0.57 ≥60,450 ≥80.4%
Tool1 481 4,312 0.87 0.35 0.22 ≥37,797 ≥50.2%
Task 6: whole NCI ontology with SNOMED large fragment
AML 312 13,176 0.90 0.77 0.67 ≥720 ≥0.4%
YAM-BIO 490 15,027 0.83 0.76 0.70 ≥2,212 ≥1.2%
LogMapBio 4,728 13,677 0.84 0.73 0.64 ≥5 ≥0.003%
LogMap 652 12,273 0.87 0.71 0.60 ≥3 ≥0.002%
LogMapLite 22 12,894 0.80 0.66 0.57 ≥150,656 ≥79.5%
Average 1,131 13,666 0.84 0.66 0.56 55,496 29.3%
XMap* 563 23,707 0.82 0.66 0.55 ≥137,136 ≥72.4%
Tool1 1,150 4,911 0.81 0.34 0.22 ≥97,743 ≥51.6%
*Uses background knowledge based on the UMLS Metathesaurus which is the basis of the large-
bio reference alignments.
6 Disease and Phenotype Track (phenotype)
The Pistoia Alliance Ontologies Mapping project team9 organises this track based on a real use
case where it is required to find alignments between disease and phenotype ontologies. Specifi-
cally, in the OAEI 2017 edition of this track the selected ontologies are the Human Phenotype On-
tology (HPO), the Mammalian Phenotype Ontology (MP), the Human Disease Ontology (DOID),
the Orphanet and Rare Diseases Ontology (ORDO), the Medical Subject Headings (MESH) on-
tology, and the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) ontology. The extended results for
the OAEI 2016 Disease and Phenotype track (previous campaign) are available in [24].
6.1 Test data
The 2017 edition comprises of four tasks requiring the pairwise alignment of:
– Human Phenotype Ontology (HP) to Mammalian Phenotype Ontology (MP);
– Human Disease Ontology (DOID) to the Orphanet Rare Disease Ontology (ORDO);
– Human Phenotype Ontology (HP) to Medical Subject Headings (MESH); and
– Human Phenotype Ontology (HP) to Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM).
Currently, mappings between these ontologies are mostly curated by bioinformatics and dis-
ease experts who would benefit from automation of their workflows supported by implementation
of ontology matching algorithms.
9 http://www.pistoiaalliance.org/projects/ontologies-mapping/
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Table 11. Disease and Phenotype ontology versions and sources
Ontology Version Source
HP 2017-06-30 OBO Foundry
MP 2017-06-29 OBO Foundry
DOID 2017-06-13 OBO Foundry
ORDO v2.4 ORPHADATA
MESH Hoehndorf’s version (2014) BioPortal
OMIM UMLS 2016AB BioPortal
Table 11 summarizes the ontology versions and sources of the ontologies used in the OAEI
2017. Note that the version and source of HP, MP, DOID and ORDO are different from the ones
used in 2016.
We have extracted “baseline” reference alignments based on the available BioPortal map-
pings (July 8, 2017). Most of the BioPortal [38] mappings are generated automatically by the
LOOM10 system, which should only be considered as a baseline since it is incomplete or may
contain errors.
6.2 Evaluation setting
We have run the evaluation in a Ubuntu Laptop with an Intel Core i7-4600U CPU @ 2.10GHz x
4 and allocating 15Gb of RAM.
In the OAEI 2017 phenotype track 10 out of 21 participating OAEI 2017 systems have been
able to cope with at least one of the tasks with 4 hours.
6.3 Evaluation criteria
Systems have been evaluated according to the following criteria:
– Precision and recall with respect to a consensus alignment automatically generated by voting
based on the outputs of all participating systems (we have used vote=2, vote=3 and vote=4).
– Semantic recall with respect to manually generated mappings for several areas of interest
(e.g., carbohydrate, obesity and breast cancer).
– Manual assessment of a subset unique mappings (i.e., mappings that are not suggested by
other systems).
We have used the OWL 2 reasoner HermiT to calculate the semantic recall. For example,
a positive hit will mean that a mapping in the reference has been (explicitly) included in the
output mappings or it can be inferred using reasoning from the input ontologies and the output
mappings.11.
6.4 Use of background knowledge
LogMapBio uses BioPortal as mediating ontology provider, that is, it retrieves from BioPortal
the most suitable top-10 ontologies for the matching task.
10 https://www.bioontology.org/wiki/index.php/BioPortal_Mappings
11 Details about the used notion of semantic precision and recall can be found in [24]
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Table 12. Disease and Phenotype task completion.
System HP-MP DOID-ORDO HP-MESH HP-OMIM
AML X X X X
DiSMatch X X X X
LogMap X X X X
LogMapBio X X X X
LogMapLite X X X empty
KEPLER time X time time
POMAP X X time time
Tool1 X X X empty
XMap X X X empty
YAM-BIO X X X empty
X: completed; empty: produced empty alignment; error: runtime error; time: timed out (4 hours).
LogMap uses normalisations and spelling variants from the general (biomedical) purpose
UMLS Lexicon (a different resource with respect to the UMLS Metathesaurus).
AML has three sources of background knowledge which can be used as mediators be-
tween the input ontologies: the Uber Anatomy Ontology (Uberon), the Human Disease Ontology
(DOID) and the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). Additionally, for the HPO-MP test case, it
uses the logical definitions of both ontologies, which define some of their classes as being a com-
bination of an anatomic term (i.e., a class from either FMA or Uberon) with a phenotype modifier
term (i.e., a class from the Phenotypic Quality Ontology).
YAM-BIO uses as background knowledge a file containing mappings from the DOID and
UBERON ontologies to other ontologies like FMA, NCI or SNOMED CT.
DiSMatch estimates the similarity among concepts through textual semantic relatedness.
DiSMatch relies on a corpus of relevant biomedical textual resources.
XMAP uses synonyms provided by the UMLS Metathesaurus.
6.5 Results
AML, DiSMatch, LogMap, and LogMapBio produced the most complete results according to
both the automatic and manual evaluation.
Table 12 summarizes the tasks where each system was able to produce results within a 4-
hours time frame.
Results against the consensus alignments Table 13 shows the size of the consensus align-
ments built with the outputs of the systems participating in the OAEI 2017 campaign. Note that
systems participating with different variants only contributed once in the voting, that is, the voting
was done by family of systems/variants rather than by individual systems.
Table 3 shows the results achieved by each of the participating systems. We deliberately
did not rank the systems since the consensus alignments only allow us to assess how systems
perform in comparison with one another. On the one hand, some of the mappings in the consensus
alignment may be erroneous (false positives), as all it takes for that is that 2, 3 or 4 systems agree
on part of the erroneous mappings they find. On the other hand, the consensus alignments are
not complete, as there will likely be correct mappings that no system is able to find, and as we
will show in the manual evaluation, there are a number of mappings found by only one system
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Table 13. Size of consensus alignments
Task Vote 2 Vote 3 Vote 4
HP-MP 3,130 2,153 1,780
DOID-ORDO 3,354 2,645 2,188
HP-MESH 4,711 3,847 3,227
HP-OMIM 6,834 4,177 3,462
Fig. 3. Results against consensus alignments with vote 2, 3 and 4.
(and therefore not in the consensus alignments) which are correct. Nevertheless, the results with
respect to the consensus alignments do provide some insights into the performance of the systems,
which is why we highlighted in the table the 4 systems that produce results closest to the silver
standards: AML, DiSMatch, LogMap, and LogMapBio.
Results against manually created mappings The manually generated mappings for six
areas (carbohydrate, obesity and breast cancer, urinary incontinence, abnormal heart and Charcot-
Marie Tooth disease) include 86 mappings between HP and MP and 175 mappings between
DOID and ORDO. Most of them represent subsumption relationships. Tables 14 and 15 shows
the results in terms of recall and semantic recall for each of the system. LogMapBio and LogMap
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Table 14. Results against manually created mappings: HP-MP task
System Standard Recall Semantic Recall










Table 15. Results against manually created mappings: DOID-ORDO task
System Standard Recall Semantic Recall













obtain the best results in terms of semantic recall in the HP-MP task, while AML obtains the best
results in the DOID-ORDO task. The results in both tasks are far from optimal since a large
fragment of the manually created mappings have not been (explicitly) identified by the systems
nor can be derived via reasoning.
Manual assessment of unique mappings Figures 4 and 5 show the results of the man-
ual assessment to estimate the precision of the unique mappings generated by the participating
systems. Unique mappings are correspondences that no other system (explicitly) provided in the
output. We manually evaluated up to 30 mappings and we focused the assessment on unique
equivalence mappings.
For example LogMap’s output contains 189 unique mappings in the HP-MP task. The man-
ual assessment revealed an (estimated) precision of 0.9333. In order to also take into account the
number of unique mappings that a system is able to discover, Tables 4 and 5 also include the
estimation of the positive and negative contribution of the unique mappings with respect to the
total unique mappings discovered by all participating systems.
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Fig. 4. Unique mappings in the HP-MP task.
Fig. 5. Unique mappings in the DOID-ORDO task.
7 MultiFarm
The MultiFarm data set [33] aims at evaluating the ability of matching systems to deal with
ontologies in different natural languages. This data set results from the translation of 7 ontolo-
gies from the conference track (cmt, conference, confOf, iasted, sigkdd, ekaw and edas) into 10
languages: Arabic, Chinese, Czech, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, and
Spanish. It is composed of 55 pairs of languages (see [33] for details on how the original Mul-
tiFarm data set has been generated). For each pair, taking into account the alignment direction
(cmten →confOfde and cmtde →confOfen, for instance, as distinct matching tasks), we have 49
matching tasks. The whole data set is composed of 55× 49 matching tasks.
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7.1 Experimental setting
Part of the data set is used for blind evaluation. This subset includes all matching tasks involving
the edas and ekaw ontologies (resulting in 55 × 24 matching tasks). As last year, the results
reported here are based on the blind data set. Participants were able to test their systems on the
available subset of matching tasks (open evaluation), available via the SEALS repository. The
open subset covers 45× 25 tasks. The open subset does not include Italian translations.
We distinguish two types of matching tasks: i) those tasks where two different ontologies
(cmt→confOf, for instance) have been translated into two different languages; and ii) those tasks
where the same ontology (cmt→cmt) has been translated into two different languages. For the
tasks of type ii), good results are not directly related to the use of specific techniques for dealing
with cross-lingual ontologies, but on the ability to exploit the identical structure of the ontologies.
This year, 8 systems (out of 22) have participated in the MultiFarm track (i.e., those that
have been assigned to the task in the registration phase) : AML, CroLOM, KEPLER, LogMap,
LogMapLite, SANOM, WikiV3, and XMAP. LogMapLite does not implement any specific cross-
lingual strategy. The number of participants is stable with respect to the last campaign (7 in 2016,
5 in 2015, 3 in 2014, 7 in 2013, and 7 in 2012). For sake of simplicity, we refer in the following
to cross-lingual systems those implementing cross-lingual matching strategies and non-cross-
lingual systems those without that feature. The reader can refer to the OAEI papers for a detailed
description of the strategies adopted by each system. In fact, most of them still adopts a translation
step before the matching itself.
For this track, the general comments with respect to the running are : i) CroLOM partici-
pated with the same version than last year; ii) LogMap had encountered problems for accessing
the Google translator server; iii) KEPLER generated some parsing errors for some pairs; iv)
some systems (AML, LogMap and LogMapLite) have generated correspondences with confi-
dence higher than 1.0 (no post-processing has been done in these cases).
7.2 Execution setting and runtime
The systems have been executed on a Windows machine configured with 8GB of RAM running
under a i7-7500U CPU 2.70GHz x4 processors. All measurements are based on a single run. As
Table 16 shows, we can observe large differences in the time required for a system to complete
the 55 x 24 matching tasks. Note as well that the concurrent access to the SEALS repositories
during the evaluation period may have an impact in the time required for completing the task.
7.3 Evaluation results
Table 16 presents the aggregated results for the 55×24 matching tasks. They have been computed
using the Alignment API 4.6 and can slightly differ from those computed with the SEALS client.
We haven’t applied any threshold on the results. They are measured in terms of classical precision
and recall.
Overall, as expected, systems implementing cross-lingual techniques outperform the non-
cross-lingual systems. However, as stated above, this year we did not run all systems and focus
on the systems that have been registered for the task. In this task, AML outperforms all other
systems in terms of F-measure for task i), keeping its top place in this task. AML is followed
by LogMap, CroLOM, KEPLER and WikiV3. With respect to the task ii), AML has relatively
low performance, due mainly to some errors in parsing the alignments for which a confidence
higher than 1 was generated. KEPLER has provided the higher F-measure for task ii), followed
by LogMap, CroLOM and AML. We observe that WikiV3 is able to maintain its performance in
both tasks.
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Table 16. MultiFarm aggregated results per matcher, for each type of matching task – different
ontologies (i) and same ontologies (ii).
System Time #pairs
Type (i) – 22 tests per pair Type (ii) – 2 tests per pair
Size Prec. F-m. Rec. Size Prec. F-m. Rec.
AML 677 55 8.21 .72(.72) .46(.46) .35(.35) 45.54 .89(.96) .26(.28) .16(.17)
CroLOM 5501 55 8.56 .55(.55) .36(.36) .28(.28) 38.76 .89(.90) .40(.40) .26(.27)
KEPLER 2180 55 10.63 .43(.43) .31(.31) .25(.25) 58.34 .90(.90) .52(.52) .38(.38)
LogMap 57 55 6.99 .73(.73) .37(.37) .25(.25) 46.80 .95(.96) .42(.43) .28(.28)
LogMapLite 38 55 1.16 .36(.36) .04(.04) .02(.02) 94.5 .02(.02) .01(.03) .01(.02)
SANOM 22 30 2.86 .43(.79) .13(.25) .08(.15) 8.33 .54(.99) .06(.12) .03(.06)
WikiV3 1343 55 11.89 .30(.30) .25(.25) .21(.21) 29.37 .62(.62) .23(.23) .14(.14)
XMAP 102 27 3.84 .24(.50) .06(.14) .04(.09) 15.76 .66(.91) .10(.14) .06(.09)
Time is measured in minutes (for completing the 55 × 24 matching tasks); #pairs indicates the
number of pairs of languages for which the tool is able to generated (non empty) alignments;
size indicates the average of the number of generated correspondences for the tests where an
(non empty) alignment has been generated. Two kinds of results are reported: those do not dis-
tinguishing empty and erroneous (or not generated) alignments and those—indicated between
parenthesis—considering only non empty generated alignments for a pair of languages.
With respect to the pairs of languages for test cases of type i), for the sake of brevity, we do
not present the results for the 55 pairs. The reader can refer to the OAEI results web page for
the detailed results. 5 cross-lingual systems out of 7 were able to deal with all pairs of languages
(AML, CroLOM, KEPLER, LogMap and WikiV3). While the only non-specific system was
able to generate non empty (but erroneous) results for all pairs, specific systems as SANOM and
XMap have problems to deal with ar, cn and ru languages and hence were not able to generate
alignments for most pairs involving these languages. This behaviour has also been observed in
the last campaign for specific systems.
For the group of systems implementing cross-lingual strategies, their top F-measure include
the pairs es-it (AML), nl-pt (CroLOM), de-pt (KEPLER), en-nl (LogMap), es-it (SANOM), it-
pt (WikiV3), es-pt (XMap). We can observe that most of the systems better deal with the pairs
involving pt, it, es, nl, de and en languages. This may due to the coverage or performance of the
resources and translations for these languages, together with the fact that dealing with comparable
languages12 can make the task easier. In fact, we can also observe that for most systems, the worst
results have been produced for the pairs involving ar, cn, cz and ru. The exceptions are SANOM
and XMap, for which, worst results also include the pairs es, nl and pt or fr, en and it, respectively.
With respect to the only non cross-lingual systems, LogMapLite, it in fact takes advantage
of comparable languages, in the absence of specific strategies. This can be corroborated by the
fact that it has generated its best F-measure for the pairs de-en, es-pt, it-pt, es-it. This (expected)
fact has been observed along the campaigns.
12 An example of comparable natural languages is English and German, both belonging to the
Germanic language family. Comparable natural languages can also be languages that are not
from the same language family. For example, Italian belonging to the Romance language fam-
ily, and German belonging to the Germanic language family can still be compared using string
comparison techniques such as edit distance, as they are both alphabetic letter-based with com-
parable graphemes. An example of natural languages that are not comparable in this context
can be Chinese and English, where the former is logogram-based and the latter is alphabetic
letter-based [12]
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Comparison with previous campaigns. The number of participants implementing cross-
lingual strategies remains stable this year with respect to the last campaigns (7 in 2016, 5 in 2015,
3 in 2014, 7 in 2013 and 2012 and 3 in 2011). 4 systems have also participated last year (AML,
LogMap, CroLOM, and XMap) and we count 3 new systems (KEPLER, SANOM, and WikiV3).
Comparing the results from last year, in terms F-measure and with respect to the blind evaluation
(cases of type i), AML maintains its performance, with a very little increase (.46 in 2017, .45
in 2016 and .47 in 2015). CroLOM, LogMap, and XMAP maintained their performance (.36,
.37 and .06, respectively). The newcomer WikiV3 obtained stable results for both kinds of tasks,
but with a F-measure below AML, LogMap, CroLOM and KEPLER. For the task ii), we can
observe that KEPLER (.52) outperforms LogMap (.44), the best system from last year, in terms
of F-measure for this task.
7.4 Conclusion
From 22 participants, 8 were evaluated in MultiFarm. In terms of performance, the F-measure
for blind tests remains relatively stable across campaigns. AML and LogMap keep their positions
with respect to the previous campaigns, followed by the CroLOM and KEPLER. Still, all systems
privilege precision in detriment to recall and the results are below the ones obtained for the
Conference original dataset. We can observe as well that the systems are not able to provide
good results or deal with pairs involving specific languages, as ar, cn and ru. As last years, still
cross-lingual approaches are mainly based on translation strategies and the combination of other
resources (like cross-lingual links in Wikipedia, BabelNet, etc.) and strategies (machine learning,
indirect alignment composition) remains underexploited. As last year, the evaluation has been
conducted only on the blind set (results have not been reported for the open data set). As future
work, we plan to compare the performance of the systems on both multilingual and cross-lingual
settings.
8 Interactive matching
The interactive matching track was organized at OAEI 2017 for the fifth time. The goal of this
evaluation is to simulate interactive matching [36, 14], where a human expert is involved to vali-
date correspondences found by the matching system. In the evaluation, we look at how interacting
with the user improves the matching results. Currently, this track does not evaluate the user ex-
perience or the user interfaces of the systems.
8.1 Datasets
The Interactive track uses four OAEI datasets: Anatomy (Section 3), Conference (Section 4),
LargeBio (Section 5), and Phenotype (Section 6). For details on the datasets, please refer to their
respective sections.
8.2 Experimental setting
The Interactive track relies on the SEALS client’s Oracle class to simulate user interactions. An
interactive matching system can present a correspondence to the oracle, which will tell the system
whether that correspondence is right or wrong. This year we have extended this functionality by
allowing a user to present a collection of mappings simultaneously to the oracle. If a system
presents up to three mappings together and each mapping presented has a mapped entity (i.e.,
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class or property) in common with at least one other mapping presented, the oracle counts this as
a single interaction, under the rationale that this corresponds to a scenario where a user is asked
to choose between conflicting candidate mappings.
To simulate the possibility of user errors, the oracle can be set to reply with a given error
probability (randomly, from a uniform distribution). We evaluated systems with four different
error rates: 0.0 (perfect user), 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3.
The evaluations of the Conference and Anatomy datasets were run on a server with 3.46 GHz
(6 cores) and 8GB RAM allocated to the matching systems. Each system was run ten times and
the final result of a system for each error rate represents the average of these runs. For the Con-
ference dataset with the ra1 alignment, precision and recall correspond to the micro-average over
all ontology pairs, whereas the number of interactions represent the total number of interactions
for all the pairs. Both are averaged for the ten runs.
The Phenotype and Largebio evaluation was run on a Ubuntu Laptop with an Intel Core i7-
4600U CPU @ 2.10GHz x 4 and allocating 15Gb of RAM. Each system was run only one time
due to the time required to run some of the systems. Since errors are randomly introduced we
expect minor variations between runs. Nevertheless, the Phenotype and Largebio tasks involve
large ontologies and a comparatively large number of questions, hence the variations between
runs are expected to be mostly negligible.
8.3 Evaluation
For the sake of brevity, we present only the results for the Anatomy, Conference, and LargeBio
tasks. For the Phenotype tasks, please refer to the OAEI website 13. Table 17 and Figure 6 show
the results for the Anatomy and Conference datasets, and Table 18 and Figure 7 show the results
for the LargeBio tasks.
The tables include the following information (column names within parentheses):
– The number of unsatisfiable classes resulting from the alignments computed as detailed in
Section 5 - only for the LargeBio data set.
– The performance of the system: Precision (Prec.), Recall (Rec.) and F-measure (F-m.) with
respect to the fixed reference alignment, as well as Recall+ (Rec.+) for the Anatomy task (as
detailed in Section 3). To facilitate the assessment of the impact of user interactions, we also
provide the performance results from the original tracks, without interaction (line with Error
NI).
– To ascertain the impact of the oracle errors, we provide the performance of the system with
respect to the oracle (i.e., the reference alignment as modified by the errors introduced by
the oracle: Precision oracle (Prec. oracle), Recall oracle (Rec. oracle) and F-measure oracle
(F-m. oracle). For a perfect oracle these values match the actual performance of the system.
– Total requests (Tot Reqs.) represents the number of distinct user interactions with the tool,
where each interaction can contain one to three conflicting mappings, that could be analysed
simultaneously by a user.
– Distinct mappings (Dist. Mapps) counts the total number of mappings for which the oracle
gave feedback to the user (regardless of whether they were submitted simultaneously, or
separately).
– Finally, the performance of the oracle itself with respect to the errors it introduced can be
gauged through the positive precision (Pos. Prec.) and negative precision (Neg. Prec.), which
measure respectively the fraction of positive and negative answers given by the oracle that
are correct. For a perfect oracle these values are equal to 1 (or 0, if no questions were asked).
13 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2017/results/interactive/
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The figures show the time intervals between the questions to the user/oracle for the different
systems and error rates. Different runs are depicted with different colours.
8.4 Discussion
The matching systems that participated in this track employ different user-interaction strategies.
While LogMap, XMap and AML make use of user interactions exclusively in the post-matching
steps to filter their candidate mappings, ALIN can also add new candidate mappings to its initial
set. LogMap and AML both request feedback on only selected mapping candidates (based on
their similarity patterns or their involvement in unsatisfiabilities) and AML presents one mapping
at a time to the user. XMap also presents one mapping at a time and asks mainly about false
mappings. ALIN and LogMap can both ask the oracle to analyse several conflicting mappings
simultaneously.
The performance of the systems usually improves when interacting with a perfect oracle in
comparison with no interaction. The one exception is XMap in the Conference dataset, because
it is barely interactive in this dataset. In general, XMap performs very few requests to the oracle
compared to the other systems, except in the SNOMED-NCI task, where it makes the most re-
quests. Thus, it is also the system that improves the least with user interaction. On the other end of
the spectrum, ALIN is the system that improves the most, not only because it makes a high num-
ber of oracle requests (the most in Anatomy and Conference) but also because its non-interactive
performance was the lowest of the interactive systems, and thus the easiest to improve.
Although systems’ performance deteriorates when the error rate increases, there are still ben-
efits from the user interaction—some of the systems’ measures stay above their non-interactive
values even for the larger error rates. Naturally, the more a system relies on the oracle, the more
its performance tends to be affected by its errors.
The impact of the oracle’s errors is linear for ALIN, AML and for XMap in most tasks, as
the F-measure according to the oracle remains approximately constant across all error rates. It
is supra-linear for LogMap in all data sets, and for XMap in the SNOMED-NCI task, as the
F-measure according to the oracle decreases as the error rate increases. This means that the latter
systems are deliberately or implicitly letting the oracle’s replies affect their selection of mappings
beyond those they asked about, and thus propagating the oracle’s errors.
Two models for system response times are frequently used in the literature [10]: Shneiderman
and Seow take different approaches to categorise the response times. Shneiderman takes a task-
centred view and sorts the response times in four categories according to task complexity: typing,
mouse movement (50-150 ms), simple frequent tasks (1 s), common tasks (2-4 s) and complex
tasks (8-12 s). He suggests that the user is more tolerable to delays with the growing complexity
of the task at hand. Unfortunately, no clear definition is given for how to define the task complex-
ity. Seow’s model looks at the problem from a user-centred perspective by considering the user
expectations towards the execution of a task: instantaneous (100-200 ms), immediate (0.5-1 s),
continuous (2-5 s), captive (7-10 s). Ontology alignment is a cognitively demanding task and can
fall into the third or fourth categories in both models. In this regard the response times (request
intervals as we call them above) observed in all data sets fall into the tolerable and acceptable
response times, and even into the first categories, in both models. The request intervals for AML,
LogMap and XMAP stay at a few milliseconds for most data sets. ALIN’s request intervals are
higher, but still in the tenth of second range. It could be the case, however, that a user would not
be able to take advantage of these low response times because the task complexity may result in
higher user response time (i.e., the time the user needs to respond to the system after the system
is ready).
Regarding the number of unsatisfiable classes resulting from the alignments we observe
some expected variations as the error increases. We note that, with interaction, the alignments
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Table 17. Interactive matching results for the Anatomy and Conference datasets

















NI 0.985 0.339 0.504 0.0 – – – – – – –
0.0 0.993 0.794 0.882 0.454 0.993 0.794 0.882 939 1472 1.0 1.0
0.1 0.94 0.745 0.831 0.403 0.993 0.79 0.88 905 1352 0.905 0.8977
0.2 0.895 0.703 0.787 0.358 0.993 0.788 0.879 891 1311 0.824 0.796
0.3 0.846 0.649 0.735 0.301 0.993 0.781 0.874 882 1266 0.734 0.668
AML
NI 0.95 0.936 0.943 0.832 – – – – – – –
0.0 0.968 0.948 0.958 0.862 0.968 0.948 0.958 241 240 1.0 1.0
0.1 0.956 0.946 0.95 0.856 0.969 0.949 0.959 266 264 0.73 0.972
0.2 0.939 0.942 0.94 0.849 0.969 0.951 0.96 283 280 0.513 0.93
0.3 0.922 0.939 0.931 0.843 0.97 0.952 0.961 310 308 0.359 0.902
LogMap
NI 0.911 0.846 0.877 0.593 – – – – – – –
0.0 0.982 0.846 0.909 0.595 0.982 0.846 0.909 388 1164 1.0 1.0
0.1 0.962 0.83 0.891 0.564 0.966 0.803 0.877 388 1164 0.748 0.964
0.2 0.944 0.823 0.88 0.552 0.945 0.762 0.843 388 1164 0.566 0.927
0.3 0.931 0.82 0.872 0.544 0.92 0.722 0.809 388 1164 0.431 0.879
XMap
NI 0.926 0.863 0.893 0.639 – – – – – – –
0.0 0.927 0.865 0.895 0.644 0.927 0.865 0.895 35 35 1.0 1.0
0.1 0.927 0.865 0.895 0.644 0.927 0.863 0.894 35 35 0.602 0.964
0.2 0.927 0.865 0.895 0.644 0.927 0.862 0.893 35 35 0.422 0.964
0.3 0.927 0.865 0.895 0.644 0.927 0.861 0.893 35 35 0.278 0.93
Conference Dataset
ALIN
NI 0.892 0.272 0.417 – – – – – – – –
0.0 0.957 0.731 0.829 – 0.957 0.731 0.829 329 571 1.0 1.0
0.1 0.804 0.669 0.73 – 0.961 0.737 0.834 321 549 0.752 0.966
0.2 0.669 0.622 0.645 – 0.965 0.751 0.845 313 534 0.558 0.93
0.3 0.577 0.56 0.568 – 0.966 0.752 0.845 302 517 0.431 0.875
AML
NI 0.841 0.659 0.739 – – – – – – –
0.0 0.912 0.711 0.799 – 0.912 0.711 0.799 271 270 1.0 1.0
0.1 0.841 0.701 0.765 – 0.923 0.732 0.816 282 275 0.704 0.975
0.2 0.768 0.672 0.717 – 0.925 0.745 0.825 292 279 0.538 0.92
0.3 0.713 0.651 0.68 – 0.929 0.751 0.83 291 274 0.45 0.877
LogMap
NI 0.818 0.59 0.686 – – – – – – – –
0.0 0.886 0.61 0.723 – 0.886 0.61 0.723 82 246 1.0 1.0
0.1 0.851 0.598 0.702 – 0.855 0.573 0.686 82 246 0.698 0.978
0.2 0.821 0.585 0.684 – 0.829 0.542 0.656 82 246 0.507 0.941
0.3 0.795 0.581 0.671 – 0.807 0.518 0.631 82 246 0.363 0.902
XMap
NI 0.837 0.57 0.678 – – – – – – – –
0.0 0.837 0.57 0.678 – 0.837 0.57 0.678 4 4 0.0 1.0
0.1 0.837 0.57 0.678 – 0.837 0.57 0.678 4 4 0.0 1.0
0.2 0.837 0.57 0.678 – 0.837 0.569 0.677 4 4 0.0 1.0
0.3 0.837 0.57 0.678 – 0.837 0.569 0.678 4 4 0.0 1.0
NI stands for non-interactive, and refers to the results obtained by the matching system in the
original track.
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Fig. 6. Time intervals between requests to the user/oracle for the Anatomy (top 4 plots) and Con-
ference (bottom 4 plots) datasets. Whiskers: Q1-1,5IQR, Q3+1,5IQR, IQR=Q3-Q1. The labels
under the system names show the average number of requests and the mean time between the
requests for the ten runs.
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Table 18. Interactive matching results for the LargeBio dataset

















NI N/A 0.995 0.455 0.624 – – – – – – –
0.0 2 0.996 0.63 0.772 0.996 0.63 0.772 653 1,019 1 1
0.1 85 0.971 0.614 0.752 0.996 0.63 0.772 629 932 0.908 0.907
0.2 152 0.958 0.593 0.733 0.996 0.624 0.767 605 881 0.855 0.788
0.3 91 0.937 0.58 0.716 0.996 0.623 0.767 589 855 0.772 0.696
AML
NI 2 0.963 0.902 0.932 – – – – – – –
0.0 2 0.99 0.913 0.95 0.99 0.913 0.95 449 447 1 1
0.1 222 0.98 0.908 0.943 0.99 0.914 0.95 497 484 0.896 0.936
0.2 2 0.974 0.894 0.932 0.987 0.91 0.947 450 450 0.794 0.768
0.3 2 0.966 0.894 0.929 0.981 0.911 0.945 450 450 0.751 0.734
LogMap
NI 2 0.944 0.897 0.92 – – – – – – –
0.0 2 0.992 0.901 0.944 0.992 0.901 0.944 1,131 1,131 1 1
0.1 2 0.98 0.881 0.928 0.983 0.892 0.935 1,209 1,209 0.942 0.909
0.2 2 0.967 0.874 0.918 0.964 0.875 0.917 1,247 1,247 0.837 0.84
0.3 2 0.963 0.872 0.915 0.935 0.849 0.89 1,327 1,327 0.727 0.776
XMap
NI 2 0.977 0.901 0.937 – – – – – – –
0.0 2 0.991 0.9 0.943 0.991 0.9 0.943 188 188 1 1
0.1 2 0.988 0.895 0.939 0.99 0.9 0.943 187 187 0.962 0.819
0.2 2 0.988 0.892 0.938 0.99 0.899 0.942 187 187 0.939 0.753
0.3 2 0.985 0.887 0.933 0.99 0.899 0.942 188 188 0.851 0.628
SNOMED-NCI Small Dataset
AML
NI 3,966 0.904 0.713 0.797 – – – – – – –
0.0 0 0.972 0.726 0.831 0.972 0.726 0.831 2,730 2,730 1 1
0.1 0 0.967 0.717 0.823 0.972 0.724 0.83 2,730 2,730 0.942 0.857
0.2 0 0.961 0.707 0.815 0.972 0.721 0.828 2,730 2,730 0.88 0.732
0.3 0 0.955 0.697 0.806 0.972 0.719 0.827 2,730 2,730 0.818 0.622
LogMap
NI 0 0.922 0.663 0.771 – – – – – – –
0.0 0 0.985 0.669 0.797 0.985 0.669 0.797 5,596 5,596 1 1
0.1 16 0.974 0.651 0.78 0.971 0.656 0.783 6,201 6,201 0.945 0.855
0.2 16 0.965 0.64 0.77 0.948 0.639 0.763 6,737 6,737 0.859 0.766
0.3 16 0.959 0.635 0.764 0.92 0.62 0.741 7,159 7,159 0.753 0.693
XMap
NI 46,091 0.911 0.564 0.697 – – – – – – –
0.0 35,869 0.924 0.59 0.72 0.924 0.59 0.72 11,932 11,689 1 1
0.1 35,455 0.923 0.591 0.721 0.84 0.568 0.678 11,931 11,694 0.99 0.602
0.2 35,968 0.921 0.591 0.72 0.754 0.541 0.63 11,911 11,682 0.975 0.41
0.3 36,619 0.919 0.592 0.72 0.676 0.514 0.584 11,903 11,693 0.953 0.297
NI stands for non-interactive, and refers to the results obtained by the matching system in the
original track. ALIN was unable to complete the SNOMED-NCI task.
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Fig. 7. Time intervals between requests to the user/oracle for the FMA-NCI (top 4 plots)
and SNOMED-NCI (bottom 4 plots) datasets from the LargeBio track. Whiskers: Q1-1,5IQR,
Q3+1,5IQR, IQR=Q3-Q1. The labels under the system names show the number of requests and
the mean time between the requests.
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produced by the systems are typically larger than without interaction, which makes the repair
process harder. The introduction of oracle errors complicates the process further, and may make
an alignment irreparable if the system follows the oracle’s feedback blindly.
9 Instance matching
The instance matching track aims at evaluating the performance of matching tools when the goal
is to detect the degree of similarity between pairs of items/instances expressed in the form of
OWL Aboxes. The track is organized in two independent tasks called SYNTHETIC and DORE-
MUS. Each test is based on two datasets called source and target and the goal is to discover the
matching pairs (i.e., mappings) among the instances in the source dataset and the instances in the
target dataset.
For the sake of clarity, we split the presentation of he task results in two different subsections.
9.1 SYNTHETIC task
Task data The SYNTHETIC datasets are produced using SPIMBENCH [40] with the aim to
generate descriptions of the same entity where value-based, structure-based and semantics-aware
transformations are employed on source data in order to create the target data.
The value-based transformations consider mainly typographical errors and different data for-
mats, the structure-based transformations implement transformations applied on the structure of
object and datatype properties and the semantics-aware transformations concern the instance level
and take into account schema information. The latter are used to examine if the matching sys-
tems take into account RDFS and OWL constructs in order to discover correspondences between
instances that can be found only by considering schema information.
We stress that an instance in the source dataset can have none or one matching counterpart in
the target dataset. A dataset is composed of a Tbox and a corresponding Abox. Source and target
datasets share almost the same Tbox (differences are found in the properties due to the employed
structure-based transformations). The Sandbox scale is 10K triples ≈ 380 instances while the
Mainbox scale is 50K triples ≈ 1800 instances. We asked the participants to match the creative
works (news items, blogposts and programmes) in the source dataset against the instances of the
corresponding class in the target dataset.
Results The participants of the SYNTHETIC task are the AgreementMakerLight (AML), I-
Match, Legato and LogMap systems. In order to evaluate those systems we built a ground
truth containing the set of expected links where an instance i1 in the source dataset is associated
with an instance j1 in the target dataset that has been generated as a modified description of i1.
The value-based, structure-based and semantics-aware transformations were applied on different
triples of the source dataset pertaining to one class instance.
The systems were judged on the basis of the precision, recall and F-measure results shown
in Table 19. LogMap and Legato produce links that are very often correct (resulting in a good
precision) but fail to capture a large number of the expected links (resulting in a lower recall).
In the case of AML and I-Match systems, the probability of capturing a correct link is high, but
the probability of a retrieved link to be correct is lower, resulting in a high (almost perfect) recall
but a low precision. Regarding the size of the dataset, LogMap and Legato systems have better
results for the Sandbox dataset. On the other hand, AML and I-Match systems exhibit the same
performance for both the Sandbox and Mainbox datasets.
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Table 19. SYNTHETIC task results
System Sandbox task Mainbox taskPrecision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure
AML 0.849 1.000 0.918 0.855 1.000 0.922
I-Match 0.854 0.997 0.920 0.856 0.997 0.921
Legato 0.980 0.730 0.840 0.970 0.700 0.810
LogMap 0.938 0.763 0.841 0.893 0.709 0.790
9.2 DOREMUS task
Task data The DOREMUS task, having its second appearance at the OAEI, contains real world
datasets coming from two major French cultural institutions – The BnF (French National Li-
brary) and the PP (Philharmonie de Paris). The data are about classical music works and follow
the DOREMUS model (one single vocabulary for both datasets) issued from the DOREMUS
project.14 Each data entry, or instance, is a bibliographical record about a musical piece, contain-
ing properties such as the composer, the title(s) of the work, the year of creation, the key, the
genre, the instruments, to name a few. These data have been converted to RDF from their original
UNI- and INTER-MARC formats and anchored to the DOREMUS ontology and a set of domain
controlled vocabularies by the help of the marc2rdf converter,15 developed for this purpose within
the DOREMUS Project (for more details on the conversion method and on the ontology we refer
to [1] and [31]). Note that these data are highly heterogeneous. We have selected works described
both at the BnF and at the PP with different degrees of heterogeneity in their descriptions. The
datasets have been selected for the purposes of two sub-tasks.
Heterogeneities (HT): This sub-task consists in aligning two datasets, BnF-1 and PP-1, con-
taining about 238 instances each, by discovering 1:1 equivalence relations between them. There
are different types of heterogeneities that these data manifest, identified by music library experts,
such as multilingualism, differences in catalogs, differences in spelling, different degrees of de-
scription, etc. The goal is to test the ability of linking tools to cope with these heterogeneities.
The participants are asked to map only instances of the F22 Self − Contained Expression
class.
False Positives Trap (FPT): This sub-task consists in correctly disambiguating the instances
contained in two datasets of small sizes (75 instances each), BnF-2 and PP-2, by discovering 1:1
equivalence relations between the instances that they contain. Librarian experts have selected
several groups of music works with highly similar descriptions across the two datasets, where
there exist only one correct match in each group. The goal is to challenge the linking tools
capacity to avoid the generation of false positives and match correctly instances in the presence
of highly similar but yet distinct candidates. The participants are asked to map only instances of
the F22 Self − Contained Expression class.
Results Five systems participated and returned results on the DOREMUS track: AML, I-Match,
Legato, LogMap and NjuLink. Two systems stand out, outperforming significantly the other




(NjuLink leading on HT and Legato - on FP-trap). Both tasks appear to be fairly challenging for
the majority of the systems, with average F-measures of 0.636 for HT task and 0.565 for the
FP-trap task.
Table 20. Results of the DOREMUS task
System HT task FP-Trap taskPrecision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure
AML 0.851 0.479 0.613 0.914 0.427 0.582
I-Match 0.680 0.071 0.129 1.00 0.053 0.101
Legato 0.930 0.920 0.930 1.00 0.980 0.990
LogMap 0.406 0.882 0.556 0.119 0.880 0.210
NjuLink 0.966 0.945 0.955 0.959 0.933 0.946
10 HOBBIT Link Discovery
In this track, two benchmark generators are proposed to deal with link discovery for spatial data
represented as trajectories i.e., sequences of longitude, latitude pairs. This new track is using the
HOBBIT platform16 and follows different instructions than the SEALS-based tracks.
We use TomTom17 datasets in order to create the benchmark. TomTom datasets contain rep-
resentations of traces (GPS fixes). Each trace consists of a number of points. Each point has a
timestamp, longitude, latitude and speed. The points are sorted in ascending order by the times-
tamp of the corresponding GPS fix. Each task of the HOBBIT Link Discovery Track is composed
of two datasets with different number of instances to match, namely the Sandbox and the Main-
box.
The HOBBIT Link Discovery track comprises of two tasks:
– Task 1 (Linking) measures how well the systems can match traces that have been modified
using string-based approaches along with addition and deletion of intermediate points. Since
TomTom datasets only contain coordinates, in order to apply string-based modifications im-
plemented in LANCE [41] we have replaced a number of those points with labels retrieved
from Linked Data spatial datasets using the Google Maps18, Foursquare19 and Nominatim
Openstreetmap20 APIs. This task also contains modifications on date and coordinate formats.
An instance in the source dataset has one matching counterpart in the target dataset. For the
Linking Task, the Sandbox scale is 100 instances while the Mainbox scale is 5K instances.
We asked the participants to match traces in the source and the target datasets.
The participants of the Linking task are AgreementMakerLight (AML) and OntoIdea sys-
tems. For evaluation, we built a ground truth containing the set of expected links where an
instance i1 in the source dataset is associated with an instance j1 in the target dataset that
has been generated as an altered description of i1.
The way that the transformations were done, was to apply value-based, and structure-based







Table 21. HOBBIT Link Discovery Linking Task
System Precision Recall F-measure Run Time
Sandbox task
AML 1.000 1.000 1.000 11722
OntoIdea 0.990 0.990 0.990 19806
Mainbox task
AML 1.000 1.000 1.000 134456
OntoIdea Platform Time Limit (75 mins)
The systems were judged on the basis of precision, recall, F-measure and runtime results that
are shown in Table 21. Both AML and OntoIdea systems return high precision and recall
capturing all the correct links. Regarding runtime, for the Sandbox dataset, AML needs less
time than OntoIdea and for the Mainbox dataset, AML completes the task with perfect results
in contrast to OntoIdea that was not able to complete it and stopped when it hit the platform
time limit (75 mins). Datasets, reference alignments, and task results are available on the
HOBBIT website: https://project-hobbit.eu/challenges/om2017/.
– Task 2 (Spatial) measures how well the systems can identify the DE-9IM (Dimensionally
Extended nine-Intersection Model) topological relations. The supported spatial relations are
the following: Equals, Disjoint, Touches, Contains/Within, Covers/CoveredBy, Intersects,
Crosses, Overlaps. The traces are represented in the Well-known text (WKT) format. For
each relation, a different pair of source and target datasets is given to the participants.
Given a LineString source geometry s, a LineString target geometry t and a DE-9IM topo-
logical relation r, we ask the participants to match an instance from s with one or more
instances in t such as their Intersection Matrix follows the definition of r. For evaluation,
we built a ground truth using RADON [42] containing the set of expected links where an
instance i1 in the source dataset is associated with one or more instances in the target dataset
that has been generated as an altered description of i1. For the Spatial Task, the Sandbox
scale is 10 instances and the Mainbox scale is 2K instances.
The participants to the Spatial task are AgreementMakerLight (AML), OntoIdea, Rapid
Discovery of Topological Relations (RADON) and Silk systems.
The systems were judged on the basis of precision, recall, F-measure and runtime results
shown in Table 22 and Figures 8 and 9. We should mention that we are only presenting
the time performance and not precision, recall and f-measure as all were equal to 1.0 except
OntoIdea that reports for the Touches and Overlaps relations value 0.99. Moreover, Silk is
not participating in relations Covers and Covered By and OntoIdea is not participating in
relation Disjoint.
From the results we can observe that:
• OntoIdea has the best performance in the Sandbox dataset but in the Mainbox dataset
the runtime increases and the system seems to not be able to handle large datasets easily.
• Silk also seems to have a similar behaviour as OntoIdea.
• RADON and AML systems seem to handle the growth of the dataset size smoother.
• AML does not provide any results for the Disjoint relation since it reaches the platform
time limit
Datasets, reference alignments, and task results are available on the HOBBIT website:
https://project-hobbit.eu/challenges/om2017/.
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Fig. 8. HOBBIT Link Discovery Spatial Task (Sandbox)
Fig. 9. HOBBIT Link Discovery Spatial Task (Mainbox)
11 Process Model Matching
In 2013 and in 2015 the community, interested in business process modeling conducted an eval-
uation campaign similar to the OAEI [4]. Instead of matching ontologies, the task was to match
process models described in different formalisms like BPMN and Petri Nets. Within this track we
offer a subset of the tasks from the Process Model Matching Contest as OAEI track by converting
the process models to an ontological representation. By offering this track, we hope to gain in-
sights in how far ontology matching systems are capable of solving the more specific problem of
matching process models. This track is also motivated by the discussions at the end of the 2015
Ontology Matching workshop, where many participants showed their interest in such a track.
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Table 22. Spatial Benchmark results




















































We used two datasets from the 2015 Process Matching Contest. The first dataset (University Ad-
mission dataset) deals with processing applications of Master students to a university. It consists
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of nine different process models where each describes the concrete process of a specific German
university. We already used that dataset in the 2016 edition of the OAEI. The models are encoded
as BPMN process models. We converted the BPMN representation of the process models to a
set of assertions (ABox) using the vocabulary defined in the BPMN 2.0 ontology (TBox). The
second dataset, known as the Birth Registration dataset, describes the process of registering a
new born child in different countries. The process models were originally available as Petri Nets.
We converted them also to an ABox in an ontological representation. For that reason the resulting
matching tasks are instance matching tasks where each ABox is described by the same TBox.
For each pair of processes manually generated reference alignments are available. Typical
activities within that domain are Sending acceptance, Invite student for interview, or Wait for
response. These examples illustrate one of the main differences to the ontology matching task.
The labels are usually verb-object phrases that are sometimes extended with more words. Another
important difference is related to the existence of an execution order (i.e., the model is a complex
sequence of activities) which can be understood as the counterpart to a type hierarchy.
Only three systems generated non-empty results when running them against our datasets.
These systems are AML, LogMap, and I-Match. Note that we tried to execute all systems marked
as instance matching systems. However, the other systems threw exceptions or produced empty
alignments. We have collected all generated non-empty alignments. These alignments are the raw
results that the following report is based on.
In our evaluation, we computed standard precision and recall, as well as the harmonic mean
known as f-measure. The dataset we used consists of several test cases. We aggregated the results
and present the micro average results. The gold standard we used for our first set of evaluation
experiments is based on the gold standard that has also been used at the Process Model Matching
Contest in 2015 [4]. We modified only some minor mistakes (resulting in changes less than 0.5
percentage points). In order to compare the results to the results obtained by the process model
matching community, we present also the recomputed values of the submissions to the 2015
contest.
We extent our evaluation (“Standard” in Tables 23 and 24) by an evaluation measure that
makes use of a non-binary reference alignment (“Probabilistic” in Tables 23 and 24). This prob-
abilistic measure is based on a gold standard which is manually and independently generated by
several domain experts. The number of votes of these annotators are applied as support values in
the probabilistic evaluation. For a detailed discussion, please refer to [29].
Furthermore, we evaluate the matching systems via matching patterns. Therefore the match-
ing task as well as the matcher output is automatically categorized into categories with different
complexity level. We classified each alignment in one out of five categories exclusively. In this
way, strength and weaknesses of the matching systems can be analysed. For more details we refer
to [30].
11.2 Results
The following tables show the results of our evaluation. Participants of the Process Model Match-
ing Contest and the OAEI 2016 edition are depicted in gray font, while this years OAEI partic-
ipants are shown in black font. Note that some systems participated with a version that has not
been modified with respect to its results comparing the OAEI 2016 and 2017 submission. We
added only one entry for them with the label OAEI-16/17. This is only the case for the first
dataset, which we have used already in 2016.
Tables 23 and 24 summarize the results of our evaluation. “P” abbreviates precision, “R” is
recall, “FM” stands for f-measure and “Rk” means rank. The prefix “Pro” indicates the proba-
bilistic versions of the precision, recall, f-measure and the associated rank. The OAEI participants
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are ranked on position 1, 11, 12 with an overall number of 17 systems listed in the table (when
using the standard metrics). Note that AML-PM at the PMMC 2015 was a matching system that
was based on a predecessor of AML participating at the OAEI 2016. The good results of AML
are surprising, since we expected that matching systems specifically developed for the purpose of
process model matching would outperform ontology matching systems applied to the special case
of process model matching. While AML contains also components that are specifically designed
for the process matching task (a flooding-like structural matching algorithm), its relevant main
components are developed for ontology matching and the sub-problem of instance matching.
AML and LogMap achieve the same results as in 2016. I-Match participates in 2017 for the first
time. Compared to the results of the tools specialized for the problem of process model matching,
the results of I-Match are still very good. There are still five systems that have in particular been
designed for matching process models, which achieve worse results.
Table 23. Results of the Process Model Matching track for the University Admission dataset
Participant Standard Probabilistic
System Contest Size P R FM Rk ProP ProR ProFM Rk
AML OAEI-16/17 221 0.719 0.685 0.702 1 0.742 0.283 0.410 2
AML-PM PMMC-15 579 0.269 0.672 0.385 15 0.377 0.398 0.387 4
BPLangMatch PMMC-15 277 0.368 0.440 0.401 13 0.532 0.272 0.360 8
DKP OAEI-16 177 0.621 0.474 0.538 8 0.686 0.219 0.333 9
DKP* OAEI-16 150 0.680 0.440 0.534 9 0.772 0.211 0.331 10
KnoMa-Proc PMMC-15 326 0.337 0.474 0.394 14 0.506 0.302 0.378 5
KMatch-SSS PMMC-15 261 0.513 0.578 0.544 6 0.563 0.274 0.368 7
LogMap OAEI-16/17 267 0.449 0.517 0.481 11 0.594 0.291 0.390 3
I-Match OAEI-17 192 0.521 0.431 0.472 12 0.523 0.183 0.271 16
Match-SSS PMMC-15 140 0.807 0.487 0.608 4 0.761 0.192 0.307 12
OPBOT PMMC-15 234 0.603 0.608 0.605 5 0.648 0.258 0.369 6
pPalm-DS PMMC-15 828 0.162 0.578 0.253 17 0.210 0.335 0.258 17
RMM-NHCM PMMC-15 220 0.691 0.655 0.673 2 0.783 0.297 0.431 1
RMM-NLM PMMC-15 164 0.768 0.543 0.636 3 0.681 0.197 0.306 13
RMM-SMSL PMMC-15 262 0.511 0.578 0.543 7 0.516 0.242 0.329 11
RMM-VM2 PMMC-15 505 0.216 0.470 0.296 16 0.309 0.294 0.301 14
TripleS PMMC-15 230 0.487 0.483 0.485 10 0.486 0.210 0.293 15
The results for the Birth Registration dataset are more interesting, because we are using this
dataset in 2017 for the first time. Moreover, the dataset contains a higher amount of correspon-
dences that are hard to find by comparing the labels on a lexical level. This results usually in a
significantly lower F-measure compared to the University Admission dataset.
The results show that AML is no longer the best of all matching systems. Four systems
from the process matching community achieve better results in terms of f-measure. This dataset
is dominated by the OPBOT system, while AML is among a group of follow-up systems that
perform still significantly better than the rest of the field. The other two systems, LogMap and
I-Match, achieve close results which are slightly worse than the average results. It is interesting
to see that the ranking among the three systems is the same across the two datasets.
In the probabilistic evaluation, in the University Admission dataset however, the OAEI partic-
ipants gain position 2, 3, 16 respectively. LogMap rises from position 11 to 3. The (probabilistic)
precision improves over-proportionally for this matcher, because LogMap generates many corre-
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Table 24. Results of the Process Model Matching track for the Birth Registration dataset
Participant Standard Probabilistic
System Contest Size P R FM Rk ProP ProR ProFM Rk
AML OAEI-17 502 0.454 0.391 0.420 5 0.467 0.515 0.490 10
AML-PM PMMC-15 503 0.423 0.365 0.392 7 0.513 0.505 0.509 7
BPLangMatch PMMC-15 279 0.645 0.309 0.418 6 0.661 0.417 0.511 5
KnoMa-Proc PMMC-15 740 0.234 0.297 0.262 15 0.224 0.437 0.296 15
KMatch-SSS PMMC-15 185 0.800 0.254 0.385 8 0.865 0.379 0.527 4
LogMap OAEI-17 239 0.615 0.252 0.358 11 0.834 0.411 0.551 3
I-Match OAEI-17 188 0.734 0.237 0.358 12 0.812 0.366 0.504 8
Match-SSS PMMC-15 128 0.922 0.202 0.332 13 0.974 0.315 0.476 11
OPBOT PMMC-15 383 0.713 0.468 0.565 1 0.650 0.517 0.576 1
pPalm-DS PMMC-15 490 0.502 0.422 0.459 2 0.469 0.521 0.493 9
RMM-NHCM PMMC-15 267 0.727 0.333 0.456 3 0.781 0.443 0.565 2
RMM-NLM PMMC-15 128 0.859 0.189 0.309 14 0.912 0.293 0.443 14
RMM-SMSL PMMC-15 354 0.508 0.309 0.384 9 0.518 0.42 0.464 13
RMM-VM2 PMMC-15 492 0.474 0.400 0.433 4 0.454 0.48 0.466 12
TripleS PMMC-15 266 0.613 0.280 0.384 10 0.651 0.426 0.515 6
spondences which are not included in the binary gold standard but are included in the probabilistic
one. The ranking of LogMap demonstrates that a strength of the probabilistic metric lies in the
broadened definition of the gold standard where weak mappings are included but softened (via
the support values). In the probabilistic evaluation for the Birth Registration dataset, the three par-
ticipating matchers gain ranking 3, 8 and 10. LogMap rises from rank 11 to 3 in the probabilistic
evaluation. The matcher LogMap mainly identifies correspondences with high support (of which
many are not included in the binary gold standard). For the matcher AML, the opposite effect can
be observed. The matcher AML does not profit as much from the broadened gold standard in the
probabilistic evaluation in the Birth Registration dataset compared to the other matching systems.
The matchers improve their performance compared to the binary evaluation. This indicates that
in the binary gold standard many reasonable alignments are missing. Thus the matchers improve
their performance with the probabilistic evaluation. For details about the probabilistic metric,
please refer to [29].
The results indicate that the progress made in ontology matching has also a positive impact
on other related matching problems, like it is the case for process model matching. While it
might require to reconfigure, adapt, and extend some parts of the ontology matching systems,
such a system seems to offer a good starting point which can be turned with a reasonable amount
of work into a good process matching tool. We have to emphasize that only three participants
decided to apply their systems to the new track of process model matching. Thus, we have to be
cautious to generalize the results we observed so far.
To allow for an in-depth analysis of the performance of the matching systems, we make use
of a new evaluation method which automatically classifies the matching task into matching pat-
terns with different attributes. The matching patterns are assigned automatically to the reference
alignment, as well as to the matcher output of the three participating matchers. Then category-
dependent precision, recall and f-measure are computed for each category separately. For more
details please refer to [30].
Tables 25 and 26 show the results of the matching systems for each of the categories. The
second column, the f-measure (FM) over all matching patterns, is given as the micro value, i.e. it
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Approach FM Cat. Cat. I Cat. II Cat. III Cat.
trivial no word iden. one verb iden. one word iden. misc
[44.3%][103] [29.3%][68] [11.6%][27] [7.3%][17] [7.3%][17]
cP cR cFM cP cR cFM cP cR cFM cP cR cFM cP cR cFM
AML .702 .890 .942 .915 .953 .603 .739 .833 .185 .303 .667 .353 .462 .167 .529 .254
I-Match .472 .907 .942 .924 – – – .400 .074 .125 – – – .500 .059 .105
LogMap .481 .894 .981 .935 – – – .500 .148 .229 .133 .353 .194 .089 .529 .153
Table 25. Results assigned to matching patterns of University Admission dataset
Approach FM Cat. Cat. I Cat. II Cat. III Cat.
trivial no word iden. one verb iden. one word iden. misc
[4.5%][26] [74.9%][437] [1.5%][9] [9.9%][58] [9.1%][53]
cP cR cFM cP cR cFM cP cR cFM cP cR cFM cP cR cFM
AML .420 .759 .846 .800 .427 .364 .393 .133 .222 .167 .438 .362 .396 .632 .453 .527
I-Match .358 .950 .731 .826 .746 .236 .358 .667 .222 .333 .400 .103 .164 .667 .151 .246
LogMap .358 .339 .731 .463 .726 .261 .384 – – – .357 .086 .139 .818 .170 .281
Table 26. Results assigned to matching patterns of Birth Registration dataset
is computed over all test cases. The remaining columns provide the category-dependent precision
(cP), recall (cR) and f-measure (cFM) for each matcher in each category. cP, cR and cFM are
macro values, independently computed for each category. Moreover, for each category, the tables
contain in the heading the fraction of correspondences from the whole data set as well as the total
number of correspondences of a category in the reference alignment. Cat. I contains alignments
which have no word in common (syntactically). It can be observed that for the University Admis-
sion dataset it is sufficient to identify mainly trivial correspondences. I-Match and LogMap do
not compute any alignments of the most complex category (“Cat. I”). However, AML has a very
high performance for “Cat. I”. In the Birth Registration dataset the fraction of trivial alignments
is very low. The most dominant category is “Cat. I”. Therefore, it is not sufficient to focus on the
identification of trivial alignments. In contrast to the University Admission datatset, the matchers
compute reasonable alignments from “Cat. I” in the Birth Registration dataset. The low perfor-
mance of the three matchers for “Cat. trivial” in the Birth Registration dataset indicates mistakes
in the binary gold standard.
11.3 Conclusions
In 2016 we organized the Process Model Matching track for the first time. Our evaluation effort
was motivated by the idea that Ontology Matching methods and techniques can also be used in
the related field of Process Model Matching. For that reason we converted one (and in 2017 two)
of the most prominent Process Model matching test datasets into an ontological representation.
The resulting matching problems are instance matching tasks.
While we were aware that an instance matching system will not be able to exploit the se-
quential aspects of the given process models out of the box, we expected lexical components to
generate results that are already on an acceptable level. Even though some of the systems gener-
ated very good results, overall only a few of the systems participating at the OAEI were capable
of generating any results for our test cases. We still do not fully understand the reasons for this
outcome.
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In order to facilitate the evaluation process for participants which cannot evaluate their match-
ers with SEALS, we developed a web-based evaluation platform21 to potentially increase the
number of participants. This platform was intended to be used by potential participants from the
process matching community that are not interested in an OAEI participation, which is tailored
for ontology matching systems. Within this platform, participants are able to select one or multi-
ple gold standards for one of the datasets and subsequently upload their corresponding matcher
results. Afterwards, the participants are able to select from a variety of different metrics includ-
ing not only different types of precision, recall and f-measure but also general statistics for the
generated output. Unfortunately, no further matching systems participated via the platform.
The participation rate indicates that only a limited number of participants is interested in
process model matching. For that reason we will not offer a third edition of this track in 2018.
12 Statistical analysis
The traditional evaluation carried out in the OAEI tracks consists simply of comparing and rank-
ing systems based on performance scores such as F-measure. In the case of tracks with multiple
datasets, performance scores are averaged for all datasets, and the systems are compared ac-
cordingly. While performance scores enable us to gage the performance of matching systems
individually, they are insufficient for drawing statistically meaningful comparisons between sys-
tems.
In the interest of providing a more in-depth comparison of the matching systems that partici-
pated in this year’s competition, this section presents an analysis based on statistical inference.
12.1 Methods
For one-dataset comparisons, we use McNemar’s test. This test takes as input the alignments pro-
duced by two matching systems plus the reference alignment, and produces as output an indicator
which shows if either system is better than the other or whether they are approximately the same.
This method of comparison does not need a particular performance score to be determined before-
hand. Further, the comparison is not solely based on the juxtaposition of two scalars, but rather, it
is substantiated by the statistical evidence (null hypothesis testing). Two variants of McNemar’s
test were considered: one where false correspondences were ignored so that the comparison was
predicated only on the correct correspondences found by matching systems; and another where
both correct and false correspondences were considered, meaning that systems were compared
based on the full alignment they generated. A directed graph can be used to visualize the out-
come of the test. Interested readers are referred to [34] for more details about the utilization of
this methodology.
For comparisons over multiple datasets, we used the Friedman test with the corresponding
post-hoc procedure for comparison. This test requires the specification of one performance score.
The outcome of the test can be visualized by critical difference (CD) diagrams.
Since the comparisons between matching systems are done pairwise, it is necessary to correct
the statistics for multiple testing. We used the Bergmann correction method to control the family-




Anatomy track In this year’s competition, 11 systems participate in the anatomy track. How-
ever, the alignments of the LogMap family could not be parsed by the Alignment API, so we had
to leave them out from the comparative analysis for this track.
Figure 10 shows the directed graph with the outcome of McNemar’s test over participatory
systems when the false correspondences are not taken into account. Figure 11 shows the cor-
responding result when all correspondences are considered. The nodes in these graphs are the
systems and a directed edge A → B indicates the superiority of A over B. If there is no such an
edge between any two systems, then they are claimed to be more or less equivalent.
According to these figures, AML is the best system and Wiki3 and ALIN are the bottom
ones, from both perspectives. There are two differences between the two approaches to conduct-
ing the test. SANOM outperforms KEPLER when the false correspondences are not considered,
and KEPLER is better than SANOM if wrong correspondences are taken into account. It means
that SANOM discovers more correct correspondences than KEPLER, but also more false corre-
spondences. A similar pattern holds for the comparison of POMAP and YAM-BIO. Interestingly,










Fig. 10. Comparison of alignment systems participated in OAEI 2017 on the anatomy track while
the false correspondences are not considered.
Conference track This track consists of 21 small matching tasks between 7 different ontolo-
gies. Three different types of matching are considered: (i) M1: only matching the classes; (i)
M2: only matching the properties; (ii) M3: matching both classes and properties. The reference
alignment has also three different variants. Hence, there are nine different modes of evaluating










Fig. 11. Comparison of alignment systems participated in OAEI 2017 on the anatomy track while
the false correspondences are taken into account.
was applied considering the F-measure of the systems on each of the 21 tasks for each of the
evaluation modes.
Figure 12 shows the CD diagram of the systems that participated in this track. In this figure,
the x axis is the average rank obtained by the Friedman test, and the systems with the same
performance are connected to each other by the red lines. The lower the average rank in the CD
plot, the better the performance of the system.
The CD diagram for this track provides little information and insight about the difference
between systems, likely due to the small sample size for the comparison (systems produce only
between 90 and 240 correspondences in total in this track). What is readily seen from this plot is
the superiority of AML, LogMap, and XMap and the poor performance of ALIN, SANOM, and
POMap.
Fig. 12. Comparison of alignment systems participated in OAEI 2017 on the Conference track.
The x-axis is the average rank of each system obtained by the Friedman test. Systems which are
not significantly different from each other are connected by the red lines.
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LargeBio track This track consists six matching tasks of large size. The Friedman test was
applied to the F-measure obtained by each system over each alignment task. Figure 13 shows
the corresponding CD diagram for this track. According to this plot, the group containing AML,
XMap, YAM-BIO, LogMap, and LogMapBio are the best systems, and POMAP, SANOM, and
KEPLER are the systems with lackluster performance in this track.
Fig. 13. Comparison of alignment systems participated in OAEI 2017 on the LargeBio track. The
x-axis is the average rank of each system obtained by the Friedman test. Systems which are not
significantly different from each other are connected by the red lines.
Multifarm track This track involves 55 matching tasks with ontologies from different lan-
guages. The Friedman test was applied to the F-measure obtained by each system over each task.
The CD diagram depicting the outcome of the test is shown in Figure 14.
According to this graph, AML is exclusively the best alignment system in this track. LogMap,
CroLOM, and KEPLER perform equally better than the remaining systems. At the other extreme,
LogMapLite, XMap, and SANOM show a poor performance in this track, while WikiV3 ranks
in between the two trios.
Fig. 14. Comparison of alignment systems participated in OAEI 2017 on the Conference track.
The x-axis is the average rank of each system obtained by the Friedman test. Systems which are
not significantly different from each other are connected by the red lines.
13 Lesson learned and suggestions
The lessons learned from running OAEI 2017 were the following:
A) Like last year, this year we requested tool registration in June and preliminary submission of
wrapped systems by the end of July, but were more strict in its enforcement. As a result, we
recorded the smallest number of errors and incompatibilities with the SEALS client during
the evaluation phase in recent OAEI editions.
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B) As has been the trend, some system developers struggled to get their systems working with
the SEALS client, mostly due to incompatible versions of libraries. While participation on
the new HOBBIT track was relatively low due to the novelty of the HOBBIT platform and
the short deadline for systems to adapt to it, the solution of using Docker containers to wrap
systems seems promising, and we are already looking into phasing out the SEALS client in
favour of the HOBBIT platform.
C) While the number of participants this year was similar to that of recent years, their distri-
bution through the tracks was uneven. The expressive ontologies tracks had no shortage of
participants, and still a fair number participated in the more specialized multifarm track.
However, participation in the interactive matching track and in the three instance match-
ing tracks (process model, instance, and hobbit) was underwhelming. The latter is puzzling
considering the prize sponsored by IBM Research for the system with the best performance
across the instance matching tracks. Granted, the division of instance matching tracks be-
tween the SEALS client and the HOBBIT platform did not help their cause, as of the 7
total systems that participated in instance matching tasks, only 2 made both a SEALS and
a HOBBIT submission. Nevertheless, the division between “traditional” ontology matching
and instance matching is readily apparent, as only 2 systems have participated in both track
families.
D) In previous years we identified the need for considering non-binary forms of evaluation,
namely in cases where there is uncertainty about some of the reference mappings. A first
non-binary evaluation type was implemented in the Conference track in 2015, followed by
Disease and Phenotype, and Process Model in 2016. This year, we have introduced statistical
tests to compare matching systems, an analysis that was carried out on the results of 4 tracks.
This approach provides more insights into the comparative performance of systems as well
as more statistical rigour, and thus we hope that it can be expanded and fully integrated into
the OAEI tracks in future editions.
The lessons learned in the various OAEI 2017 track were the following:
conference: Since there have been no improvement in matchers performance this year from the
perspective of performed evaluation modalities we will consider to add or replace existing
evaluation modalities for future editions of OAEI to help disclose further matchers charac-
teristics.
largebio: While the current reference alignments, with incoherence-causing mappings flagged
as uncertain, make the evaluation fair to all systems, they are only a compromise solution,
not an ideal one. Thus, we should aim for manually repairing and validating the reference
alignments for future editions.
phenotype: This track attracted a similar level of participation this year compared to last, despite
no cash prize, which demonstrates its intrinsic value and interest among the community of
ontology matching algorithm developers.
interactive: This track’s participation has remained low, as most systems participating in OAEI
opt to focus exclusively on fully automatic matching. We hope to draw more participants to
this track in the future and will continue to expand it so as to better approximate real user
interactions.
process model: The results of the Process Model track have shown that the participating ontol-
ogy matching systems are capable of generating good results for the specific problem of
process model matching, even though few were able to exploit the sequential aspects of the
process models. Even though we offered an alternative evaluation process for participants
which cannot evaluate their matchers with SEALS, this alternative failed to attract further
participants. The low participation rate in this track indicates that only a limited number of
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participants is interested in process model matching. For that reason we will not offer a third
edition of this track in 2018.
instance: In order to attract more instance matching systems to participate in value semantics
(val-sem), value structure (val-struct), and value structure semantics (val-struct-sem) tasks,
we need to produce benchmarks that have fewer instances (in the order of 10000), of the
same type (in our benchmark we asked systems to compare instances of different types).
To balance those aspects, we must then produce benchmarks that contain more complex
transformations.
14 Conclusions
The OAEI 2017 saw the same number of participants as in recent years, with a healthy mix of new
and returning systems. While last year we posited that new participants were drawn by the allure
of prize money in the new Disease and Phenotype track, the evidence this year seems to contradict
it. On the one hand, participation in Disease and Phenotype remain high this year despite no prize
money. On the other hand, the prize money on offer for performance in instance matching did
not attract many participants to those tracks. Nevertheless, the fact that there continues to be
corporate interest in ontology matching to the point of offering prize money bodes well for the
future of the OAEI.
Like last year, judging from the repeated tracks, there has been no substantial progress to the
state of the art in ontology matching overall this year:
– There was no noticeable improvement with regard to system run times.
– There were few improvements with regard to F-measure, with the top results in most tracks
remaining the same.
– There was no significant progress with regard to the ability of matching systems to handle
large ontologies and datasets, either in traditional ontology matching or in instance matching.
– There was no progress with regard to alignment repair systems, with only a few returning
systems employing them.
This conclusion may be due to a plateau being reached by matching systems in some tracks, and
investing in improving results further would bring diminishing returns. However, it is also the
case that long-term participants tend to focus more on the new datasets and tracks on offer than
on improving in repeated tracks. Given the variety of tracks on offer, it is difficult for system
developers to aim at improving across all tracks each year.
Most of the participants have provided a description of their systems and their experience in
the evaluation. These OAEI papers, like the present one, have not been peer reviewed. However,
they are full contributions to this evaluation exercise and reflect the hard work and clever insight
people put into the development of participating systems. Reading the papers of the participants
should help people involved in ontology matching find out what makes these algorithms work
and what could be improved.
The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative will strive to remain a reference to the ontol-
ogy matching community by improving both the test cases and the testing methodology to better
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Abstract. ALIN is an ontology alignment system specialized in the in-
teractive alignment of ontologies. Its main characteristic is the selection
of correspondences to be shown to the expert, depending on the previ-
ous feedbacks given by the expert. This selection is based on semantic
and structural characteristics. ALIN has obtained the alignment with
the highest quality in the interactive tracking for Conference data set.
This paper describes its configuration for the OAEI 2017 competition
and discusses its results.
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1 Presentation of the system
A large amount of data repositories became available due to the advances in
information and communication technologies. Those repositories, however, are
highly semantically heterogeneous, which hinders their integration. Ontology
alignment has been successfully applied to solve this problem, by discovering cor-
respondences between two distinct ontologies which, in turn, conceptually define
the data stored in each repository. Among the various ontology alignment ap-
proaches that exist in the literature, interactive ontology alignment includes the
participation of experts of the domain to improve the quality of the final align-
ment. This approach has proven more effective than non-interactive ontology
alignment [1]. ALIN is an ontology alignment system specialized in interactive
alignment.
1.1 State, purpose, general statement
ALIN is an ontology alignment system, specialized in the ontology interactive
alignment, based primarily on linguistic matching techniques, using the Wordnet
as external resource. After generating an initial set of correspondences ( called set
of candidate correspondences, which are the correspondences selected to receive
the feedback from the expert ), interactions are made with the expert, and to each
interaction, the set of candidate correspondences is modified. The modification of
the set of candidate correspondences is through the use of the structural analysis
of ontologies and use of correspondence anti-patterns. The interactions continue
until there are no more candidate correspondences left. ALIN was built with a
special focus on the interactive matching track of OAEI 2017.
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1.2 Specific techniques used
The ALIN algorithm is shown in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 ALIN algorithm
Input: Two ontologies to be aligned
Output: Alignment between the two ontologies
1: Loading of ontologies
2: Generation of the initial set of candidate correspondences
3: Automatic classification of correspondences
4: Removal of correspondences by the low value of semantic similarity
5: while Set of candidate correspondences is not empty do
6: Choose correspondences to show to the expert
7: Receive expert feedback to chosen correspondences and remove them of
the set of candidate correspondences
8: Remove correspondences in an correspondence anti-pattern from set of
candidate correspondences
9: Insert some data property and object property correspondences into set
of candidate correspondences
10: Insert some correspondences from the backup set into set of candidate
correspondences
11: end while
The steps of ALIN algorithm are the following:
1. Load of the ontologies with load of classes, object properties and data
properties through the Align API1. For each entity some data are stored such
as name and label. In the case of classes, their superclasses and disjunctions are
saved. In the case of object properties the properties that are their hypernyms
and their associated classes are saved. The classes of data properties are saved,
too. ALIN does not use instances. The ALIN can only work with ontologies
whose entity names are in English.
2. As an initial set of candidate correspondences a stable marriage algorithm
with incomplete preference lists with maximum size of the list equals to 1, using
linguistic metrics to sort the priority list was used [2]. The list is sorted in
decreasing order. For this algorithm only the correspondence whose first entity
is in the list of second entity and vice-versa is selected. The linguist metrics used
are Jaccard, Jaro-Winkler and n-Gram [3] provided by Simmetrics API2 and
1 Alignment API . Available at http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/ Last accessed on Oct,
10, 2017.
2 String Similarity Metrics for Information Integration . Available on
http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/courses/LT1/2011/slides/stringmetrics.pdf. Last
accessed on Oct, 10, 2017.
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Resnick, Jiang-Conrath and Lin [3] provide by HESML API3 that use Wordnet.
To use Wordnet the canonical form of the entity names is needed, therefore
Stanford CoreNLP API4 was used. The most frequent synsets of words are used
to calculate semantic similarities. To find this synset is used the WS4J API5.
The algorithm is run six times, once by each metric, and the result set is the
union of results of each metric.
3. The value of the similarity metrics ( Resnick, Jiang-Conrath, Lin, Jaccard,
Jaro-Winkler and n-Gram ) vary from 0 to 1 ( 1 is the maximum value ). When
a correspondence in the set of candidate correspondences has all the six metrics
with the maximum value, it is added to the final alignment and removed from
the set of candidate correspondences. There are exceptions to this rule, some
correspondences that fall into some structural patterns are not put on the final
alignment and are not removed from the set of candidate correspondences.
4. The correspondences whose entities has one of its linguistic metrics less
than a given threshold are removed from the set of candidate correspondences.
These correspondences are put into a backup set, and can return to the set of
candidate correspondences using structural analysis. The use of this technique
can best be seen in [4], with the difference that, in [4], instead of applying a
threshold, it was removed the classes of correspondences that were not in the
same Wordnet synset.
5-11. At this point the interactions with the expert begin. The correspon-
dences in the set of candidate correspondences are sorted by the sum of similarity
metric values, with the greatest sum first. The correspondences are showed to the
expert. The set of candidate correspondences has, at first, only correspondences
of classes. When the expert answer one question, the set of candidate correspon-
dences is modified. Correspondences ( besides the correspondence answered by
expert ) can be removed and correspondences can be included into the set of
candidate correspondences, depending on the answer of the expert. If the expert
does not accept the correspondence it is removed from the set of candidate cor-
respondences. But if the expert accepts the correspondence it is removed from
the set of candidate correspondences and put in the final alignment.
At each interaction with the expert:
- We remove from the set of candidate correspondences and disregard all the
correspondences that are in correspondence anti-pattern [5] with the correspon-
dences accepted by the expert;
- We insert into the set of candidate correspondences, data property and
object property correspondences related to the class correspondences accepted
by the expert.
3 HESML. Available at https://www.researchgate.net/publication/313881253 HESML A
scalable ontologybased semantic similarity measures library with a set of reproducible
experiments and a replication dataset Last accessed on Oct, 10, 2017.
4 Stanford CoreNLP . Available at http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/ Last ac-
cessed on Oct, 10, 2017.
5 WS4J . Available at https://github.com/Sciss/ws4j Last accessed on Nov, 08, 2017.
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- We insert into the set of candidate correspondences, correspondences of
the backup set ( step 4 ) whose both entities are subclasses of the classes of a
correspondence accepted by expert.
This step continues until the set of candidate correspondences is empty.
Detailed information about the ALIN system can be seen in the master thesis
of Jomar da Silva6.
1.3 Link to the system and parameters file
ALIN is available through Google drive (
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1myVtcRoKKdUDHQTKNKsomna8AFbukanf)
as a package for running through the SEALS client.
2 Results
The system ALIN has been developed with its focus on interactive ontology
alignment. The approach performs better when the number of data and object
properties is proportionately large. ALIN considers properties associated to cor-
respondent classes when selecting entities for user feedback, thus allowing for
increased recall. When the number of properties in the ontologies is small, the
system still generates a very precise alignment, but its recall tends to decrease.
Another characteristic of ALIN is its reliance on an interactive phase. The
non-interactive phase of the system is quite simple, mainly based on maximum
string similarity, specializing in maintaining a high precision without worrying
about recall, generating initially a low f-measure. The recall increases in the in-
teractive phase. Finally, ALIN is also not robust to users errors. The system uses
a number of techniques that take advantage of the expert feedback to reach other
conclusions. When the expert gives a wrong answer it is propagated generating
other errors, thereby decreasing the f-measure.
2.1 Comments on the participation of the ALIN in non-interactive
tracks
As expected the participation of ALIN in non-interactive alignment processes
showed the following results: high precision and not so high recall, as can be
seen in Anatomy track7 shown in Table 1, where recall+ field refers to non-
trivial correspondences found and Coherent field filled by + indicates that the
generated alignment is consistent.
6 INTERACTIVE ONTOLOGY ALIGNMENT: AN APPROACH BASED ON
THE INTERACTIVE MODIFICATION OF THE SET OF CANDIDATE
CORRESPONDENCES . Available at http://www2.uniriotec.br/ppgi/banco-
de-dissertacoes-ppgi-unirio/ano-2017/interactive-ontology-alignment-an-approach-
based-on-the-interactive-modification-of-the-set-of-candidate-correspondences/view
Last accessed on Nov, 12, 2017.
7 Results for OAEI 2017 - Anatomy track . Available at
http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2017/results/anatomy/index.html Last accessed
on Nov, 012, 2017.
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Regarding the Conference track8, as ALIN evaluates only the properties as-
sociated with classes already evaluated as belonging to the alignment, the align-
ment of the M2 type (which take into account only the properties of ontologies)
were with the f-measure = 0, as can be seen in Table 2. As properties are eval-
uated only in the interactive phase in the ALIN, alignments of type M1 (only
classes) remained with a higher recall than M3 (classes and properties), as can be
seen in Table 2, because the reference alignments of type M3 contain properties
besides classes.
Table 1. Participation of ALIN in Anatomy non-interactive track
Runtime Size Precision F-Measure Recall Recall+ Coherent
836 516 0.996 0.506 0.339 0.0 +
Table 2. Participation of ALIN in Conference non-interactive track
Threshold Precision Recall F1-Measure F2-Measure F.5-Measure
ra1+m1 0.0 0.89 0.32 0.47 0.37 0.66
ra1+m2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ra1+m3 0.0 0.89 0.27 0.41 0.31 0.61
2.2 Comments on the participation of the ALIN in interactive
tracks
Table 3. Participation of ALIN in Anatomy interactive track - Error rate 0.0
Tool Run Time (sec) Precision Recall F-measure Total Requests Distinct Mappings
ALIN 1074 0.993 0.794 0.882 939 1472
AML 45 0.968 0.948 0.958 241 240
LogMap 23 0.982 0.846 0.909 388 1164
XMap 43 0.927 0.865 0.895 35 35
8 ”Results of Evaluation for the Conference track within OAEI 2017 . Available at
http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2017/conference/eval.html Last accessed on Nov,
12, 2017.
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Table 4. Participation of ALIN in Anatomy interactive track - Error rate 0.1
Tool Run Time (sec) Precision Recall F-measure Total Requests Distinct Mappings
ALIN 1000 0.94 0.745 0.831 905 1352
AML 45 0.956 0.946 0.95 266 264
LogMap 23 0.962 0.83 0.891 388 1164
XMap 44 0.927 0.865 0.895 35 35
Table 5. Participation of ALIN in Conference interactive track - Error rate 0.0
Tool Run Time (sec) Precision Recall F-measure Total Requests Distinct Mappings
ALIN 35 0.957 0.731 0.829 329 571
AML 30 0.912 0.711 0.799 271 270
LogMap 35 0.886 0.61 0.723 82 246
XMap 21 0.837 0.57 0.678 4 4
Table 6. Participation of ALIN in Conference interactive track - Error rate 0.1
Tool Run Time (sec) Precision Recall F-measure Total Requests Distinct Mappings
ALIN 35 0.804 0.669 0.73 321 549
AML 30 0.841 0.701 0.765 282 275
LogMap 35 0.851 0.598 0.702 82 246
XMap 21 0.837 0.57 0.678 4 4
Anatomy track In this track the program ALIN showed the highest precision
among the four evaluated tools when the error rate is zero, as can be seen in Table
3. When the error rate increases both the precision as the recall falls, reducing
the f-measure, as can be seen in Table 4. This is expected and explained earlier.
As ontologies of the Anatomy Track contains almost no properties, some
interactive techniques used in ALIN can not be utilized, like the selection of
properties associated with classes with positive feedback. This has limited the
increase in recall, which influenced the f-measure.
Conference Track In this track ALIN stood out, showing the greatest f-
measure among the four tools when the error rate is zero, as can be seen in
5, as with a loss of f-measure when the error rate increases, as can be seen in
Table 6.
Other results, including results with other error rates can be seen on the
OAEI 20179 page.
9 Results for OAEI 2017 - Interactive Track . Available at
http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2017/results/interactive/index.html Last ac-
cessed on Nov, 11, 2017.
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2.3 Comparison of the participation to ALIN in OAEI 2017 with
his participation in OAEI 2016
The difference between the participation of ALIN in OAEI 2016 and his partici-
pation in OAEI 2017 was the use of the HESML API in 2017 instead of the WS4J
API in calculating semantic similarities, which greatly increased the efficiency
in these calculations. In ALIN’s participation in OAEI 2016[6], three seman-
tic similarity metrics were used: Wu-Palmer, Jiang-Conrath and Lin. In ALIN’s
participation in OAEI 2017 the metrics Resnick, Jiang-Conrath and Lin were
used. Resnick’s exchange of Wu-Palmer is due to the fact that the Wu-Palmer
metric in the HESML API took longer to execute than the same metric in the
WS4J API. The Resnick metric proved to be much faster than the Wu-Palmer
metric in the HESML API and according to [7] as good as, so the Resnick metric
was chosen to take Wu-Palmer’s place in the implementation of ALIN at OAEI
2017. More information about the HESML API can be found in [8]. In table 7.
it can be seen that the ALIN runtime has decreased considerably with the use
of the HESML API instead of the WS4J API. In the Anatomy interactive track
of OAEI 2016, ALIN did not use the semantic metrics, only the string metrics,
since the semantic metrics were taking a long time, making it impossible to ex-
ecute it. In OAEI 2017, using the HESML API, it was possible to use semantic
metrics, which led to an increase in the quality of the alignment generated, but
with an increase in the expert’s participation. The execution time also increased
with the inclusion of semantic metrics, as we can see in table 8.
Table 7. Participation of ALIN in Conference interactive track - OAEI 2016/2017-
Error rate 0.0
Year Run Time (sec) Precision Recall F-measure Total Requests Distinct Mappings
2016 101 0.957 0.735 0.831 326 574
2017 35 0.957 0.731 0.829 329 571
Table 8. Participation of ALIN in Anatomy interactive track - OAEI 2016/2017- Error
rate 0.0
Year Run Time (sec) Precision Recall F-measure Total Requests Distinct Mappings
2016 505 0.993 0.749 0.854 803 1221
2017 1074 0.993 0.794 0.882 939 1472
3 General Comments
Evaluating the results it can be seen that the system can be improved towards:
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(a) handling user error rate;
(b) generating a higher quality (especially w.r.t. recall) initial alignment in
its non-interactive phase;
(c) reducing the number of interactions with the expert; and
(d) optimize the process to reduce its execution time, especially in alignments
with large numbers of correspondences, such as Anatomy.
3.1 Conclusions
Within certain characteristics, the ALIN system stands out in ontology align-
ment process in interactive application scenarios, especially when the amount
of data and object properties are relatively large and when the expert does not
make mistakes. With these features there is an alignment generated with rela-
tively high precision and recall.
The third author was partially funding by project PQ-UNIRIO N01/2017 (”
Aprendendo, adaptando e alinhando ontologias:metodologias e algoritmos.”) and
CAPES/PROAP.
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Abstract. AgreementMakerLight (AML) is an automated ontology matching
system that was developed with both extensibility and efficiency in mind. This
paper describes its configuration for the OAEI 2017 competition and discusses
its results. For this OAEI edition, we built upon the instance matching founda-
tions we laid last year, and tackled the new Hobbit track and its new evaluation
platform. AML was the only system to participate in all OAEI tracks this year,
and was the top performing system or among the top performing ones in nearly
all tracks, including the new Hobbit track. It was awarded the IBM Research prize
for the best performing system in all instance matching related tracks.
1 Presentation of the System
1.1 State, Purpose, General Statement
AgreementMakerLight (AML) is an ontology matching system inspired by Agreement-
Maker [2, 3] but more concerned with efficiency, in order to tackle large-scale matching
problems [7]. While it originally focused primarily on the biomedical domain, it has
since been expanded to address a broad range of ontology and instance matching prob-
lems. AML relies heavily on lexical matching techniques [10], with an emphasis on
the use of background knowledge [6], but also includes structural components for both
matching and filtering—namely it features a logical repair algorithm [11].
This year, our development of AML centered on the instance matching tasks from the
new Hobbit track, and to a lesser degree on the new tasks in the Process Model Match-
ing and Instance Matching tracks.
We maintained the solution of using configuration files we adopted last year, but only
for the instance matching tasks, as only for these is the goal of the matching tasks not
always inferable from the datasets (e.g., it is generally not possible to infer when the
goal is to match only instances of a given type).
1.2 Specific Techniques Used
For the sake of brevity, this section focuses mainly on the features of AML that are new
for this edition of the OAEI. For a complete description of AML’s matching strategy,
please refer to the results papers of the last two OAEI editions [4, 5].
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1.2.1 AML-Hobbit
The Hobbit track datasets required profound adaptations to AML. First, although the
ontology files were included in the training sets, in the Hobbit client only the instances
were provided to the matching systems. This meant that the datasets could not be cor-
rectly parsed using OWL API [8], and required us to create an N-Triples parser tailored
to these datasets (i.e., with the contextual information from the ontology files hard-
coded into the parser). Second, the unusual characteristics of the matching tasks, which
involve matching traces based on their geographical points, required that we implement
dedicated data structures and matching algorithms.
Linking
The Linking task focused on finding equivalent traces by matching their geographical
points. The information available for points could include geographical coordinates,
address, timestamp, and velocity. The target dataset resulted from a transformation of
the source dataset, where some information was omitted and other were altered. Of par-
ticular note was the conversion of the geographical coordinates to different coordinate
systems. This required us to do the reverse conversion to the decimal system, which we
performed during parsing.
The main difficulty of the task was its size, as each trace included on average ≈ 2000
points, and the full task consisted in matching 10000 traces. An efficient matching strat-
egy was therefore paramount.
To enable such a strategy, we adopted a HashMap-based data structure with inverted
indexes, analogous to AML’s other matching structures, but where geographical points
were used as keys. To this end, we defined a hash code for points based on the combi-
nation of their coordinates. This made it possible to find matching points in O(1) time
and therefore match the trace datasets in O(n) time, with n being the total number of
points in the ontology with the least points. We used the address and timestamp of the
points to filter the matches, and found the velocity to be unnecessary.
Spatial
The Spatial tasks focused on determining whether traces were related according to a
number of different topological relations (e.g., contains, crosses, disjoint). In this case,
the traces were given as a list of coordinate pairs corresponding to their points, and no
transformation of the data was necessary.
To tackle these tasks, we adopted the ESRI Geometry API, which can be used for
constructing geometries and performing spatial operations and topological relationship
tests on them.
1.2.2 AML-SEALS
Only a few changes were made to AML’s matching strategy for the SEALS tracks since
the OAEI 2016 edition [5].
Ontology Parser
We made a few changes to AML’s ontology parser to cope with typical omissions in
instance matching datasets, such as undeclared properties. By default, the OWL API
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interprets undeclared properties to be annotation properties, which leads to erroneous
parsing of the dataset, and hinders AML’s performance.
Additionally, we also modified the ontology parser to process OBO logical definitions
directly from OWL, as the new versions of the Disease and Phenotype track datasets
already included these definitions (last year they did not, and that required us to use
external files with the definitions).
Translator
We improved AML’s Translator by adding a translation to English of the input ontolo-
gies in addition to the reciprocal translation we were already performing. This not only
increases the likelihood that a direct match can be found between ontology entities, but
also enables the use of WordNet [9].
1.3 Adaptations made for the evaluation
The Hobbit submission of AML is, as a whole, an adaptation made for the evaluation, as
the specificities of the Hobbit evaluation (namely the absence of a Tbox) and the tasks
(which are almost exclusively based on spatial coordinates) demanded a dedicated sub-
mission.
In addition, as in previous years, our SEALS submission included precomputed trans-
lations, to circumvent Microsoftr Translator’s query limit.
1.4 Link to the system and parameters file




AML’s result in the Anatomy track was the same as last year, with 95% precision, 93.6%
recall, 94.4% F-measure, and 83.2% recall++. It remains the best performing system in
this track.
2.2 Conference
AML’s performance in the Conference track was also the same as last year. It remains
the best performing system in this track, with the highest F-measure on the full refer-
ence alignment 1 (74%), the full reference alignment 2 (70%), and on both evaluation
modalities with the uncertain reference alignment (Discrete: 78%; Continuous: 77%).
Concerning the logical reasoning evaluation, AML had no consistency principle viola-
tions, but did have conservativity principle violations as this is an aspect AML delib-
erately doesn’t take into account given that many of these violations were empirically
found to be false positives.
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2.3 Disease and Phenotype
AML generated 2029 mappings in the HP-MP task, 75 of which were unique. It had the
highest F-measure according to the 2-vote silver standard, with 87.2%. In the HP-MeSH
task, it generated 5638 mappings of which 678 were unique. It also had the highest F-
measure according to the 2-vote silver standard, with 87.1%. In the HP-OMIM task, it
generated 6681 mappings of which 679 were unique, and was third in F-measure with
87.8%. In the DOID-ORDO task, it generated the most mappings (4779) and the most
unique mappings (1520), and as a result had a relatively low F-measure according to
the 2-vote silver standard (66.1%).
2.4 Hobbit
AML produced a perfect result (100% F-measure) in Linking and all Spatial tasks, with
the sole exception of the Spatial disjoint mainbox task, where it timed out. In Linking,
it had the lowest run time in both the sandbox and mainbox modalities (the other partic-
ipant timed out in the mainbox task). In Spatial, it had generally the highest run time in
the sandbox modalities, but had the lowest run time in the mainbox modality of several
tasks, which suggests that it is more scalable than the other participants.
2.5 Instance Matching
In the SPIMBENCH sub-track, AML obtained the second highest F-measure in the
sandbox modality (91.8%) and the highest F-measure in the mainbox modality (92.2%).
In the Doremus sub-track, AML’s results were underwhelming, with only 61.3% F-
measure in the Heterogeneities task and 58.2% F-measure in the False Positives Trap
task. These tasks were considerably more difficult than the homonym tasks of last year.
2.6 Interactive Matching
AML had an equivalent performance to last year, as we were unable to devote time to
address the issues we detected on its user interaction module. In the Anatomy dataset,
AML had the highest F-measure (95.8% with 0% errors), the second lowest number of
oracle requests, and the lowest impact of errors, with a drop in performance under 3%
between 0 and 30% errors. In the Conference dataset, it was second in F-measure with
0% errors, but first when errors were introduced (for all error rates). Despite this, it was
more impacted by errors than LogMap, due to the fact that it made considerably more
user interactions.
2.7 Large Biomedical Ontologies
AML had the same results as last year in this track, except that the alignment it pro-
duced for the SNOMED-NCI whole ontologies tasks had more unsatisfiabilities. This
is a consequence of the fact that this year we opted to switch off the use of the ELK
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reasoner when parsing the ontologies, due to the SPIMBENCH ontologies being incon-
sistent. Although AML’s ontology parser captures most of the subclass and equivalence
relationships identified by ELK (which is why there are only differences in this task),
it doesn’t capture all of them. AML obtained either the highest or the second high-
est F-measure in all tasks, and had the highest average F-measure overall with 82.7%
(ignoring the XMAP results, since this system uses the UMLS metathesaurus as back-
ground knowledge, which is the basis of the reference alignments).
2.8 Multifarm
AML improved its results in matching different ontologies, and remains the system
with the highest F-measure (46%). However, its performance in matching the same
ontologies decreased, and it has only the fourth best F-measure (26%). This decrease
was reportedly due to some errors in parsing the alignments for which a confidence
higher than 1 was generated, an issue which we will investigate and address.
2.9 Process Model
AML obtained the same result as last year in the University Admission dataset, with
70.2% F-measure. This remains the highest F-measure of all OAEI and PMMC [1] par-
ticipants. In the new Birth Registration dataset, it obtained the highest F-measure among
OAEI participants (42.0%), but would rank only fifth among PMMC participants.
3 General comments
3.1 Comments on the results
AML was the only system to participate in all tracks this year, and was either the best
performing or among the top performing systems in nearly all tasks, including the new
Hobbit track and the new datasets in the Process Model Matching and Disease and
Phenotype tracks. AML was also consistently among the fastest systems and among
those that produced the most coherent alignments. As was the case last year, these
results reflect our continued effort to extend and improve AML while ensuring that it
remains both effective and efficient.
3.2 Comments on the OAEI test cases
While we welcome the efforts of the OAEI organizers to expand it with new datasets,
we must comment on some of the issues we encountered during this year’s competition,
and suggest some possible improvements for future editions.
In the new Hobbit track, even if it is understandable in a new massive venture such
as the Hobbit evaluation platform, the tardiness of the information on the submission
process and evaluation datasets hindered participation. More importantly, the fact that
Tbox data was unavailable through the platform meant that participating systems had
to be trained specifically to interpret the Hobbit Abox data, which we feel violates the
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spirit of the OAEI.
We were also not fully satisfied with the evaluation of the Disease and Phenotype track.
Generating silver standards from the alignments produced by the participating systems
via voting is a reasonable starting point for producing a reference alignment, but they
should not be used as-is for evaluating matching systems, as the evaluation will be
unreliable and superficial. We hope that future efforts focus on improving the evaluation
prior to adding more datasets.
4 Conclusion
In 2017, AML was the only system to participate in all tracks, and was among the best
performing systems in nearly all tasks (with the sole exception of the Instance Matching
DOREMUS sub-track). However, our efforts to participate in the new Hobbit track left
little time for making other improvements to AML, and as a result, its performance in
most tracks remained the same as last year. That said, our efforts were fully rewarded,
as AML was awarded the IBM Research prize for the best performing system in all
instance matching related tracks.
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Abstract. This paper presents the results obtained in the OAEI 2017 campaign
by our ontology matching system CroLOM. CroLOM is an automatic system
especially designed for aligning multilingual ontologies. This is our second par-
ticipation with CroLOM in the OAEI and the results have so far been positive.
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1 Introduction
With the growing number of ontologies defined in different languages, multilingualism
has become an issue of major interest in ontology matching field. Multilingual ontol-
ogy alignment, defined as the process of identification of semantic correspondences
between entities of different ontologies described in different natural language, repre-
sents the solution to the problem of semantic interoperability between different sources
of distributed information [1, 2]. Several methods have been elaborated to semantically
align multilingual ontologies. These methods can be generally split into two main cate-
gories direct and indirect matching approaches [3]. The approaches of the first category
are based on external resources (i.e. translation) to align cross-lingual ontologies. How-
ever, the approaches of the second category are based on the composition of alignments
such as the work proposed in [4] where the authors reuse the mappings between ontolo-
gies that already exist.
In this study, we consider the approaches of the first category, since we develop an
approach which implements a direct strategy. However, there are many questions re-
garding this approach to address the multilingualism issue. These questions are as fol-
lows: (1) Which machine translation should be used, (2) which translation path should
be considered and (3) which ontologies features and dictionaries can be exploited. In
the following paragraphs, we describe the points mentioned above.
First, several translators have been developed to translate automatically the text from
one natural language to another. We can mention for example: Google, Bing, SDL and
Gengo translators. Each translator has its specific characteristics such as: number of
source/target languages and execution time. However, selecting one or several transla-
tors (by combining them) remains an open problem. This choice is crucial in ”direct
approaches”, since they apply a monolingual matching techniques in cross-lingual on-
tology mapping.
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Second, the translation path also plays an important role to resolve the heterogeneity
problem. Two translation paths can be considered, (i) either considering the translation
path from one to another or (ii) selecting a pivot language which is often the English
language. This choice highly depends on available sources (dictionaries, thesaurus, etc.)
in different natural languages. Most matching systems consider the translation path
using English as a pivot language due to available sources in English language.
Finally, in some cases, the results of a translation machine could be poor, however,
to avoid this situation some ontology features can be exploited such Description Logics.
Most matching systems which implement a direct translation approach uses a well-
known translators mentioned above. The current work uses also a direct matching ap-
proach. However, unlike existing approaches, it addresses the multilingualism challenge
by using (a) the Yandex translator1, (b) a translation into a pivot language after apply-
ing NLP and (c) a similarity computation based on the categories of the words and
synonyms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we discuss the
top systems that participated in the last editions of the multifarm track. In section 3 we
describe the CroLOM system. Section 4 contains the experiment results. Finally, some
concluding remarks and future work are presented in Section 5.
2 Related Work
In this section, we continue our previous work [5, 20] by covering the main cross-lingual
ontology matching systems that have participated in the last editions of the Multifarm
track of OAEI evaluation campaign, we should note that the Multifarm track includes
the Arabic dataset [5, 6] since 2015. Most of systems which participated at OAEI use a
direct translation-based matching approach.
Table 1 summarizes the results of the systems achieving the best results in the Multi-
farm track in previous edition. Note that some of these systems participated in different
editions and they obtained low results due to problems such as parsing or accessing to
translator server. These results also includes the changes that have been made on Mul-
tifarm track. The purpose of these selection is to observe the best results obtained on
Multifarm track.
The AUTOMSv2 system [14] uses a free Java API named WebTranslator2 in order
to solve the multi-language problem by translating label and properties in English lan-
guage. The GOMMA system [15] uses a free translation API named ”mymemory”3
to automatically translate non-English terms. The WeSeE-Match system [16] trans-
lates the fragments, labels, and comments in English as a pivot language using the







Table 1: Top systems in the multifarm track
OAEI Top Systems Multifarm Track Precision F-measure Recall
2012 AUTOMSv2 without Arabic 0.49 0.36 0.10
2012 WeSeE // 0.61 0.41 0.32
2012 GOMMA // 0.29 0.31 0.36
2012 WikiMatch // 0.34 0.27 0.23
2013 YAM++ // 0.51 0.40 0.36
2014 AML // 0.57 0.54 0.53
2014 LogMap // 0.80 0.40 0.28
2014 XMap // 0.31 0.35 0.43
2015 AML 0.53 0.51 0.50
2015 LogMap 0.75 0.41 0.29
2015 XMap 0.23 0.25 0.28
2015 CLONA 0.46 0.39 0.35
2016 CroLOM 0.55 0.36 0.28
2017 KEPLER 0.43 0.31 0.25
2017 Wikiv3 0.30 0.25 0.21
Google Translation API5 for addressing multi-lingual ontologies. The CLONA system
[18] translates the entities described in different natural languages into English as a
pivot language using Bing translator. Then it uses Lucene search engine and WordNet
to determine alignment candidates. The XMap system [7] uses an automatic translation
for obtaining correct matching pairs in multilingual ontology matching. The transla-
tion is done by querying Microsoft Translator for the full name. The AML system [8]
uses an automatic translation module based on Microsoft Translator. The translation is
done by querying Microsoft Translator for the full name (rather than word-by-word).
To improve performance, AML stores locally all translation results in dictionary files,
and queries the Translator only when no stored translation is found. The LogMap sys-
tem that participated in the OAEI 2014 campaign used a multilingual module based on
Google translate; however the new version of the LogMap system uses both Microsoft
and Google translator APIs [11]. The YAM++ system [9] uses a multilingual transla-
tor based on Microsoft Bing to translate the annotations to English. The KEPLER and
Wikiv3 systems participated for the first time at OAEI2017....
We have also observed that, at OAEI2017 the best results are still those obtained by
AML system in 2015, achieving an F-measure equals to 0.51. This is surprising, in spite




3 CroLOM: Cross-Lingual Ontology Matching System
We summarize the process of our approach to provide a general idea of the proposed
solution. It consists in the following successive phases:
3.1 Extraction and Normalization
CroLOM extracts first the entities of the input ontologies. Then, it employs NLP to nor-
malize the entities described in different natural languages. Unlike existing approaches,
we have applied lemmatization, stemming and stopword elimination for each natural
language separately before translation step. First, for each language considered by mul-
tifarm, we have established the stop words of each language in order to eliminate them
from entities labels. Second, we have developed morphological algorithms to obtain
lemmatization of the entities words.
This step is important 6, since one of matchers used is (1) based on string compar-
ison algorithm to compute similarity and (2) the categories of the words are stoked in
lemma form.
3.2 Translation
Once the entities are normalized, CroLOM uses the Yandex translator in order to trans-
late the entities described in different natural languages in English as a pivot language.
After translation, CroLOM employs for the second time the normalization step in order
to eliminate the stop words of the English language from entities labels.
We have mentioned before that the translation path and the used translator play im-
portant role to resolve the multilingualism heterogeneity problem. Our choice for the
Yandex translator is justified by the fact that it is ranked as the 4th largest search engine
in the world and it has not previously used to align multilingual ontologies. However, we
have chosen English as a pivot language because there a lot dictionaries that are avail-
able in English language. These dictionaries could be exploited in order to improve our
system in the future. In addition, to compute the similarity between entities, we have
used dictionaries (word categories and WordNet) in English. Due to automatic transla-
tion, we have observed that some stop words can be appeared in translated entities. For
this purpose, we have employed the normalization for the second time.
3.3 Similarity Computation
Once the translation and standardization are carried out, CroLOM applies first, a case
conversion by converting all entities words in lower case then it passes to the simi-
larity computation step. Unlike existing systems, which use well known matchers, we
have developed a matcher which calculates the similarity between entities based on the
categories of the Words, string-based algorithm and synonyms using Wordnet7.
6 This step allows to obtain good results such as the results of our previous work [19] (STRIM
system) in instance matching.
7 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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The matcher developed establishes a Cartesian product between the two entities
words, then it returns the maximum similarity value using Levenshtein distance, simi-
larity based on WordNet and similarity based on the categories of the words. The sim-
ilarity based on the categories of the words has been adapted with some modification
from the project ”Calculate Semantic Similarity” 8. The project has been developed to
match sentences, however we have modified the code in order to compute similarity
between words.
3.4 Alignment Identification
Finally, CroLOM applies a filter to select candidate correspondences which possess the
maximum similarity value in each line of Cartesian product between entities. Then it
applies a second a filter to identify the correspondences that possess similarity value
upper than a given threshold.
4 Experimental Study
The results obtained by running our CroLOM system on multifarm track of OAEI2017
are the same as in OAEI2016 since we partipated with the same version. The re-
sults are available at the following website: http://oaei.ontologymatching.
org/2017/results/multifarm/index.html.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented our CroLOM system, a cross-lingual ontology match-
ing system. CroLOM unlike existing approaches, applies first NLP on each natural lan-
guage before translation. Then, it uses the Yandex translator in order to translate all en-
tities in English as pivot language. Finally, CroLOM computes the similarity between
translated entities based on the category of the words and WordNet, hybridizing statistic
and semantic similarity.
As future challenges, we aim to (1) improving the quality results of our system and
especially the execution time, (2) conduct a survey study that addresses all the issues
mentioned above, (3) taking into account the indirect approaches.
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Abstract. Presenting a set of similar or diverse ideas during the idea generation
process leads ideators to come-up with more creative and diverse ideas. How-
ever, to better assess the similarity between the ideas, we designed two matching
systems, namely I-Match and OntoIdea. In the context of the idea generation pro-
cess, each idea is represented by a set of instances from DBpedia describing the
main concepts of the idea. Then, the developed matching systems are applied to
compute the similarity between a set of instances that represent the ideas. The
purpose of our participation at OAEI is to evaluate our designed instance match-
ing algorithm in order to apply it to assess the similarity between ideas. The re-
sults obtained for the first participation of I-Match and OntoIdea systems at OAEI
2017, on different instance matching tracks are so far quite promising.
Keywords: Collaborative Ideation, Semantic Annotation, Ontology, Instance Match-
ing, OAEI.
1 Introduction
The idea generation process is the key part of innovation. This process aims to gener-
ate ideas to solve problems and challenges. A promising approach for supporting such
process is the ”brainstorming method” [3]. This method seeks to increase the number
of ideas based on ideas of collaborating individuals while restricting criticism.
In addition to leveraging the crowd [10], prior work has shown that generating ideas
that are both creative and diverse can be greatly enhanced through presenting inspira-
tional examples [6]. However, a major issue is ”how to find inspiring ideas from hun-
dreds” [9]. To overcome this challenge, research has shown three ways of selecting a set
of inspiring examples systematically [4, 5]: (1) presenting diverse ideas, (2) presenting
similar ideas and (3) visualizing all ideas.
Our work is in line with approaches that assess the diversity (i.e. low similarity
rating) of inspiring examples automatically [8]. However, assessing similarity between
ideas is challenging due to the form of the ideas, i.e. the ideas are described in a short
unstructured text.
To solve this problem, we propose another strategy from our prior work proposed
in [2]. This strategy consists of two main parts: (1) concepts annotation and (2) an in-
stance matching mechanism. Firstly, we annotated the main concepts of an idea with
instances from DBpedia, a validation through user-based selection of images are car-
ried out in order to obtain the right meaning of the identified concepts. Secondly, these
annotated concepts with a set of instances are used as a support to calculate the sim-
ilarity between ideas using an instance matching system. Using our approach, we can
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assess the similarity of two ideas, which can then be used further to select (1) a set of
diverse ideas (low similarity rating), (2) a set of similar ideas (high similarity rating)
that inspire the user to generate more creative ideas. Furthermore, we use the similar-
ity ratings obtained to provide a visualisation of the solution space to give ideators an
overview of the collaborative effort.
In this paper, we focus on the matching part of the proposed solution by describ-
ing our two instance matching systems I-Match and OntoIdea. The designed systems
implement an enhancing algorithm that we proposed in our previous work [1]. The pro-
posed algorithm extracts first all information about the two instances to be matched
and normalizes them using NLP. Then, it applies edit distance as a matcher to calcu-
late the similarities between the normalized information. Finally, the approach selects
the equivalent instances based on the maximum of shared information between the two
instances.
2 Instance Matching Algorithm
We summarize the algorithm of our developed systems to provide a general idea of the
proposed solution. It consists of the following successive phases:
2.1 Extraction and Normalization
The system extracts from each individual Ii P1 m1; P2 m2,... a set of information m1,
m2, ... using different properties P1, P2, .... Then, NLP techniques are applied to nor-
malize these information. In particular, three pre-processing steps are performed: (1)
case conversion (conversion of all words in same upper or lower case) (2) lemmatiza-
tion stemming and (3) stop word elimination. Since String based algorithm is used to
calculate the similarities between information, these steps are necessary.
2.2 Similarity Calculation
In this step, the system calculates the similarities between the normalized informations
using edit distance as string matcher. Our system selects the maximum similarity values
calculated between different informations by edit distance. If two informations are the
same (based on maximum similarity values) the counter is incremented to 1, etc.
2.3 Identification
Finally, we apply a filter on maximum counter values in order to select the correspon-
dences which mean that the selected correspondences (equivalent individuals) are those
who share maximum informations.
3 Experimentation
The I-Match and Ontoidea systems participated only for instance matching tracks of




In this paper, we have introduced I-Match and OntoIdea, two systems specially designed
to compute similarity between instances. The proposed algorithm is useful, especially
when the instances contain terminological information. The developed systems provide
a quite promising results, thus, we will be applied in the context of the idea generation
process to asses similarity between ideas.
As future perspective, we attempt to apply enhance our instance matching algorithm
especially for DORUMUS track.
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Abstract. This paper presents and discusses the results produced by KEPLER for
the 2017 Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI 2017). This method is
based on the exploitation of three different strategy levels. The proposed align-
ment method KEPLER is enhanced by the integration of powerful treatments in-
herited from other related domains, such as Information Retrieval (IR) [1]. For
scaling, the method is equipped with a partitioning module. For the management
of multilingualism, KEPLER develops a well-defined strategy based on the use of
a translator, and this provides very encouraging results.
1 Presentation of the system
Given the substantial growth of the semantic Web users that create and update knowl-
edge all over the world in a multitude of conceptualizations. This process has been
accelerated due to a few initiatives which encourage all the active participants to make
their data available to the public. These actors often publish their data sources in their
own respective languages, in order to make this information interoperable and accessi-
ble to members of all communities [2]. As a solution, the ontology alignment process
aims to provide semantic interoperable bridges between heterogeneous and distributed
information systems. Indeed, the informative volume reachable via the semantic Web
stresses needs of techniques guaranteeing the share, reuse and interaction of all re-
sources [3]. The explicitation of the associated concepts related to a particular domain
of interest resorts to ontologies, considered as the kernel of the semantic Web. In this
register, KEPLER is an ontology alignment system dealing with the key challenges re-
lated to heterogeneous ontologies on the semantic Web, and it uses several hybrid align-
ment strategies. KEPLER is designed to discover alignments for both normal size and
large scale ontologies. In addition, the proposed alignment approach has the ability to
treat multilingual ontologies as well as monolingual ones.
1.1 State, purpose, general statement
The proposed method, KEPLER, exploits besides the classic techniques, an external re-
source, i.e., a translator to deal with multilingualism. KEPLER implements an alignment
strategy which aims at exploiting all the wealth of the used ontologies.
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1.2 Specific techniques used
The main idea of KEPLER is to exploit the expressiveness of the OWL language to
detect and compute the similarity between entities of two given ontologies through 6
complementary modules as presented in figure 1.
Fig. 1. KEPLER workflow.
Entities are described using OWL primitives with their semantics. We can then con-
sider ontology as a semantic graph where entities are nodes connected by links which
are OWL primitives. These links have specified semantic primitives. Consequently, if
two ontologies in the same domain are similar, their semantic graphs are also the same.
Parsing and pretreatment This module allows to extract the ontological entities
initially represented by a primary form of lists. In other words, at the parsing stage,
we seek primarily to transform an OWL ontology in a well defined structure that pre-
serves and highlight all the information contained in this ontology. Furthermore, in the
resulting informative format, it has a considerable impact on the results of the similarity
computation thereafter. Thus, we get couples formed by the entity name and its associ-
ated labels.
Partitioning This module aims at splitting ontologies into smaller parts to support
the alignment task [4]. Consequently, partitioning a set B(C) is to find subsets B1, B2,...,
Bn, encompassing semantically close elements bound by a relevant set of relationships,
i.e., O = ∪{B1,B2, ...,Bn}, where Bi is an ontological block, and n is the resulting
number of extracted blocks. Hence, we can define an ontological portion as a reduced
ontology that could be extracted from another larger one by splitting up the latter ac-
cording to its both constituants : structures and semantics. One way to obtain such a
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partitioning, can be to maximize the relationships inside a block and minimize the rela-
tionship between the blocks themselves. The partitioning quality result can be evaluated
using different criteria:
– The size of the generated blocks: that must have a reasonable size, i.e., a number of
elements that can be handled by an alignment tool;
– The number of the generated blocks: this number should be as small as possible to
limit the number of block pairs to be aligned;
– The compactness degree of a block: a block is said to be substantially compact if
relations (lexical and structural ones) are stronger inside the block and low outside.
Translation : An originality of our system, is to solve the heterogeneity problem
mainly due to multilingualism, given the importance of this research area [5, 6]. This
challenge brings us to choose between two alternatives, either we consider the transla-
tion path to one of the languages according to the two input ontologies, or we consider
the translation path to a chosen pivot language. At this stage, we must have a foresee-
able vision for the rest of our approach. Specifically, at the semantic alignment stage we
use an external resource, i.e., WordNet3. The latter is a lexical database for the English
language. Therefore, the choice is governed by the use of WordNet, and we will prepare
a translation of the two ontologies to the pivot language, which is English. To perform
the translation phase we chose Bing Microsoft4 tool.
Indexation : Indexing is one of the novelties of our approach. It consists in reducing
the search space through the use of effective search strategy on the built indexes which
represent the input ontologies components. To enable faster searching, the driving idea
that was previously used in some works [1] is to execute the analysis in advance and
store it in an optimized format for the search.
Candidate Mappings Identification : The role of this module is to find the entities
in common between the indexes. Once the indexes are set up, the querying step of the
latter is activated. Thus, the query implementation satisfies the terminology search and
semantic aspects at once as we are querying documents in a vector representation that
contain a given ontological entity and its synonyms obtained via WordNet. It is worthy
to mention that indexes querying is done in both senses.
Filtering and Recovery : The filtering module consists of two complementary sub-
modules, each one is responsible of a specific task in order to refine the set of primarily
aligned candidates. At this stage, once the list of candidates is ready, the alignment
method uses the first filter. We should note that indexes querying may includes a set of
redundant mappings. Doing so, this filter eliminates the redundancy. It goes through the
list of candidates and for each candidate, it checks if there are duplicates. If this is the
case, it removes the redundant element(s). At the end of filtering phase, we have a can-




in fact, there was the need to establish a second filter. Once the redundant candidates
are deleted, the system uses the second filter that eliminates false positives. This filter is
applied to what we call partially redundant entities. An entity is considered as partially
redundant if it belongs to two different mappings (i.e., being given three ontological
entities e1, e2 and e3. If on the one hand, e1 is aligned to e2, and secondly, e1 is aligned
to e3, this last alignment is qualified as doubtful. We note that our method generates
(1 : 1) alignments. To overcome this challenge, the alignment method compares the
topology of the two suspicious entities (e3 neighbors with e1 neighbors, e2 neighbors
with e1 neighbors ) with respect to the redundant entity e1, and retains the couple hav-
ing the highest topological proximity value. All candidates are subject of this filter, and
as output we have the final alignment file.
Alignment Generation : The result of the alignment process provides a set of map-
pings, which are serialized in the RDF format.
2 Results
In this section, we present the results obtained by KEPLER in the OAEI 2017.
2.1 Anatomy
This track consists of two real world ontologies to be matched, the source ontology
describing the Adult Mouse Anatomy (with 2744 classes) and the target ontology is the
NCI Thesaurus describing the Human Anatomy (with 3304 classes). For this track, and
according to figure 2, KEPLER succeeded to extract 74% of correct mappings with a
precision about 95%. Figure 2 summarizes the evaluation metrics values for Anatomy
track. To this end, it is important to mention that KEPLER has managed to support the
ontologies of the Anatomy database thanks to the Ontopart module [7, 4].
Fig. 2. KEPLER evaluation metrics among other pioneering systems for Anatomy track.
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2.2 Conference
The conference track consists of 15 ontologies from the conference organization do-
main and each ontology must be matched against every other ontologies. The dataset
describes the domain of organizing conferences from different perspectives. Precision
values varies between 76% and 58%. Recall values varies between 48% and 68%. The
metrics are obtained according to several evaluation scenarios.
2.3 Multifarm
This dataset is composed of a subset of the Conference track, translated in nine dif-
ferent languages (i.e., Chinese, Czech, Dutch, French, German, Portuguese, Russian,
Spanish and Arabic). With a special focus on multilingualism, it is possible to evaluate
and compare the performance of alignment approaches through these test cases. Based
on several previous contributions [8–13], the designed main goal of the MultiFarm track
is to evaluate the ability of the alignment systems to deal with multilingual ontologies.
It serves the purpose of evaluating the strength and weakness of a given system across
languages.
KEPLER uses a specific technique to determine the equivalence between ontology
entities described in different natural languages. We chose to use the English as a pivot
language. The use of a pivot language ensures greater consistency of obtained transla-
tions since it starts from the same text. In the different ontologies case, the method is
ranked fourth with a recall value of 0.31 as depicted by figure 3.
Fig. 3. KEPLER evaluation metrics among other pioneering systems for Multifarm track (different
ontologies).
Whereas in the same ontologies case, the method occupies the first place with a
recall value of 0.52 as flagged by figure 4.
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Fig. 4. KEPLER evaluation metrics among other pioneering systems for Multifarm track (same
ontologies).
2.4 Large Biomedical Ontologies and Phenotype
In the scalability register, this track consists of finding alignments between the Foun-
dational Model of Anatomy (FMA), SNOMED CT, and the National Cancer Institute
Thesaurus (NCI). These ontologies are semantically rich and contain tens of thousands
of classes. The Large BioMed Track consists of three matching problems, i.e., (1) FMA-
NCI matching problem, (2) FMA-SNOMED matching problem and (3) SNOMED-NCI
matching problem. KEPLER handles large ontologies in two phases: the first phase con-
sists on partitioning the ontologies into a set of blocks and the second phase selects
two suitable blocks giving the highest value of similarity to be aligned. KEPLER treated
(Task 1: FMA-NCI small fragments)[Precision : 0.96 / Recall : 0.83]
according to figure 5.
Fig. 5. KEPLER evaluation metrics among other pioneering systems for LargeBio track.
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As depicted by figure 6, KEPLER processed also the task 3 of the LargeBio dataset
(FMA-SNOMED small fragments) with a Precision of 0.82 and Recall of 0.55. In the
Phenotype track, our method succeeds in processing only the DOID-ORDO sub-case
by identifying 1824 matches for 1237 expected ones.
Fig. 6. KEPLER evaluation metrics among other pioneering systems for LargeBio track.
3 Conclusion
In this paper, we briefly presented the alignment system KEPLER with comments of
the results obtained according to the OAEI 2017 tracks, corresponding to the SEALS
platform evaluation modalities. Several observations regarding these results were high-
lighted, in particular the impact of the elimination of any ontological resource on the
similarity values. KEPLER is an ongoing work which borrows its idea from two previ-
ous systems, CLONA [12] and SERVOMAP [1]. It showed promising results for its first
participation. As future work, we plan to consolidate our system to more support the
instance based ontology alignment in a wider range and context. We have dealt with
this issue before [14, 15], but the test base update imposes other challenges, in terms of
the used ontological languages and the evolutive semantic description formalisms.
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Abstract. Legato is an automatic data linking system handling datasets
containing blocks of highly similar in their descriptions but yet distinct
resources, as well as resources with highly heterogeneous descriptions.
This paper presents the results of Legato on the Instance Matching track
of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative 2017 via the SEALS
platforme. Legato participated in the two sub-tracks of the instance
matching track. We briefly describe the Legato framework, we present
the different techniques used by the system in the accomplishment of
the data linking task and we present and discuss the alignment results
of the system as compared to the other tools participating to the 2017-
edition of the evaluation campaign.
1 Presentation of the System
We begin by providing an overview of the main characteristics of Legato, as
well as describing briefly the specific techniques applied in the different parts of
its workflow.
1.1 General Features and Purpose
Legato is a data linking tool developed in the framework of the DOREMUS
project1. It is designed to match entities from highly heterogeneous graphs,
effectively disambiguating highly similar (yet distinct) resources. Legato is based
on indexing techniques, with a preliminary phase of data cleaning allowing to
prune properties that make the comparison task difficult, as well as a post-
processing phase allowing to discard erroneous links and to lower the rate of false
positives. An important feature of our system is that it requires very little manual
configuration – neither similarity measures and thresholds, nor properties to
align are required as input. The values of the various thresholds inherent to the
algorithm are set empirically so as to ensure a maximum performance on a large
variety of heterogeneous data. With this, we aim at placing Legato among the few
fully automatic instance matchers in the state of the art. The system is openly
available at the following link: https://github.com/DOREMUS-ANR/legato.
1 http://www.doremus.org/
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1.2 Specific Techniques Used
This section briefly describes the overall workflow of Legato, shown in Fig-
ure 1. Its configuration takes one single parameter: the type of resources for
comparing and linking. The system then proceeds to automatically process, com-
pare, repair and provide a set of identity links (owl:sameAs statements). More
precisely, Legato implements the following successive steps.
Fig. 1: The processing pipeline of Legato
Data cleaning. The first step before representing the resources in a compa-
rable form consists in filtering the problematic properties from the two input
datasets. Legato considers a property as problematic if it hinders the comparison
of resources. Consider the example given in Table 1, issued from the DOREMUS
track data from the IM@OAEI2017 (Instance Matching track of the Ontology
Alignment Evaluation Initiative).
The descriptions mw1 and mw1’ are about two equivalent musical works re-
trieved from Philharmonie de Paris (PP) and Bibliothèque Nationale de France
(BNF), respectively. These descriptions are highly similar, with the notable ex-
ception of the respective ecrm:P3 has note property values. Considering this
property, we would yield a very low value of the similarity score, and still it is
likely that this property is discovered as a key (because of its unique values) and
therefore used in a configuration file of a linking system.
Properties identified as problematic may concern those that have values in a
free text format, i.e., comments (as in the example above), as well as resource-
specific values, that the publisher cannot describe freely. For example, for the
same musical work, two institutions would generally assign different identifiers
in their respective catalogs. The way we propose to identify automatically prob-
lematic properties, is to discover mono-property keys valid on both datasets,
i.e., each object for such a property has at most one subject in both datasets.
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mw12 a efrbroo:F22 SelfContained Expression
mus:U70 has title “Sonates”
mus:U12 has genre sonate3
ecrm:P3 has note “Cette sonate est constituée de cinq f̈ormants̈: Antiphonie,
Trope, Constellation, Strophe et Séquence. Seuls les 2e et 3e formants sont
publiés. Le Formant 2 (Trope) est composé de quatre sections : Commentaire,
Glose , Texte, Parenthèse, qui peuvent être jouées dans différents ordres. Cette
oeuvre nécessite un piano à 3 pédales. - Durée d’exécution : 20 minutes envi-
ron”
mw1’4 a efrbroo:F22 SelfContained Expression
mus:U70 has title “Sonates”
mus:U12 has genre sonate5
ecrm:P3 has note “Date de révision : 1963, comprend : Antiphonie; Trope;
Constellation (ou Constellation-Miroir); Strophe; Séquence”
Table 1: ecrm:P3 has note — An example of a problematic property in DORE-
MUS data
Instance profiling. Legato creates instance profiles by exploiting the infor-
mation in the CBDs (for Concise Bounded Description) of the resources.6 We
extend the CBD notion by also considering the descriptions of neighboring nodes
of a resource in its graph. At this step, Legato extracts a subgraph for each re-
source r that includes all the triples from the CBD of r, the CBDs of its direct
predecessors (linked by incoming links to r), and the CBDs of its direct suc-
cessors (linked through outgoing links to r). For instance profiling, Legato only
considers datatype properties. In that, each resource is represented by a set of
literals in its profile (subgraph) considered as relevant for its description. This
strategy allows to avoid manually setting the graph traversal distance to which
the information should be collected.
Instance pre-matching. Once all resources in both datasets are profiled,
Legato employs an indexing technique to project each profile onto a vector space
where terms are weighted by their TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency) values. Two standard NLP (Natural Language Processing) filters
are applied: tokenization and stop-words removal. Finally, Legato pre-selects the
identity links by computing the correlation between vectors by using the well-
known cosine similarity. In order to increase recall and to automate the threshold
setting independently on the data, at this stage Legato generates links with a
very low threshold (empirically fixed at 0.2).
Link repairing. To ensure coherence, the alignments selected at the pre-
matching step are passed to the repair module. Note that decreasing the simi-
larity threshold may increase the number of false positive matches. As indicated
above, a source resource may be erroneously aligned to many target resources
6 https://www.w3.org/Submission/CBD/
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(and vice versa). This is due to the fact that we can have highly similar de-
scriptions of different resources in a single dataset. Therefore, Legato includes a
post-processing phase allowing to disambiguate between such resources and to
repair the erroneous links generated between them in the previous phase. We
employ a clustering algorithm [1] within each dataset aiming to group together
the similar resources. Then, for each pair of similar clusters (identified by a clus-
ter matching algorithm) across the two datasets, the resources are compared on
a best-key basis. We apply the RANKey algorithm for identifying and ranking
the key properties [2]. For each link l=(rs, rt) produced in the earlier step, the
repair module begins by searching for a link of rs to a target resource r
′
t 6= rt,
based on the key strategy. If found, the target resource rt in l is then replaced
by r′t. In case multiple matches are found in that scenario, the one with the
highest similarity score is kept. The repair module aims at improving precision.
Link to the System and Parameters File. We provide an open source implemen-
tation of Legato in a GitHub project under the following link: https://github.
com/DOREMUS-ANR/legato. It is available as an eclipse project. Legato provides
an appropriate user interface allowing the user to select the source, target and
alignment (if it is available) files for aligning and evaluating the produced links.
If no alignment file exists, Legato produces a set of identity links without eval-
uating them.
Link to the Set of Provided Alignments. The alignments produced by Legato
on the instance matching track of OAEI2017 can be downloaded at https:
//github.com/manoach/Legato-at-OAEI-2017.
2 Results
In this section, we present the results obtained by Legato on the data coming
from the instance matching track of the OAEI2017 campaign.7 This year, the in-
stance matching track contains two tasks and four datasets. Legato participated
to all these tasks.
2.1 Synthetic Task
This task contains synthetic data about creative works. They have been gen-
erated through the Semantic Publishing Instance Matching Benchmark (SPIM-
BENCH) [3] by transforming the source instances based on their values, struc-
ture and semantics. The task contains two matching sub-tasks on two different
datasets: SPIMBENCH sandbox and SPIMBENCH mainbox (datasets of differ-
ent sizes). The first one contains 380 resources while the second one – 1800.
Tables 2 and 3 show Legato’s results as compared to those of the other systems
that have participated at this task, namely, AML, I-Match and LogMap. As it
7 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2017/
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System Precision Recall F-measure
AML 0.849 1.000 0.918
I-Match 0.854 0.997 0.920
Legato 0.980 0.730 0.840
LogMap 0.938 0.763 0.841
Table 2: Results for SPIMBENCH
sandbox.
System Precision Recall F-measure
AML 0.855 1.000 0.922
I-Match 0.856 0.997 0.921
Legato 0.970 0.700 0.810
LogMap 0.893 0.709 0.790
Table 3: Results for SPIMBENCH
mainbox.
can be seen, Legato achieves the highest score in terms of precision for both
SPIMBENCH sandbox and SPIMBENCH mainbox (98% and 97%, respectively).
We notice that Legato performs overall well on this task achieving a recall of
73% and 70%, and F-measures of 84% and 81% for SPIMBENCH sandbox and
SPIMBENCH mainbox, respectively.
2.2 DOREMUS Task
The data from the DOREMUS track contain descriptions of real-world clas-
sical music works and events, coming from the catalogs of two major French cul-
tural institutions (the Philharmonie de Paris and the National Library). These
data have been converted to RDF from their original MARC format by the
help the specifically designed for that purpose by the DOREMUS team tool
marc2rdf.8 These data follow a common ontology [4] given by the DOREMUS
model, extending well-established models for intellectual works description, his-
torically used by libraries.9
System Precision Recall F-measure
AML 0.851 0.479 0.613
I-Match 0.680 0.071 0.129
Legato 0.930 0.920 0.930
LogMap 0.406 0.882 0.556
NjuLink 0.966 0.945 0.955
Table 4: Results for HT of the
DOREMUS task
System Precision Recall F-measure
AML 0.914 0.427 0.582
I-Match 1.000 0.053 0.101
Legato 1.000 0.980 0.990
LogMap 0.119 0.880 0.210
NjuLink 0.959 0.933 0.946
Table 5: Results for FPT of the
DOREMUS task
Tables 4 and 5 show Legato’s results and those of the four other systems
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On both subtasks, two systems stand out in terms of performance – Legato
and NjuLink, achieving comparable results and outperforming considerably the
other participant systems. More precisely, on the Heterogeneities task (HT data),
Legato ranks second after NjuLink with a precision of 93%, a recall of 92% and
F-measure of 93%. As for the False Positives Trap task (FTP data), it can be
seen in Table 5 that Legato achieves the best results in terms of precision (100%),
recall (98%) and F-measure (99%). It is worth noting that the DOREMUS track
appeared to be problematic for the majority of the systems, with average F-
measure scores of around 0.6 over all participants on both tasks.
3 Discussion
As seen in the previous section, our system proves to be very effective for
the two sub-tracks of the instance matching track of OAEI 2017, showing its
strength of producing high scores in terms of F-measure (above 80% on all
tasks). Legato produced the best precision in 3 of the 4 instance matching tasks.
Thanks to its repair module, Legato ensures a very high accuracy, which is no
less than 93% on all instance matching tasks. In terms of recall, Legato scored
well on the DOREMUS track, but obtained the lowest rank on the synthetic
data track. We explain that result by the fact that Legato does not yet tackle
value-based variations that are characteristic for the synthetic data – the lack of
lemmatization in the indexing process of our system equates to looking only for
exact matches between string values.
Proposed Improvements of the System Legato implements an approach handling
structurally heterogeneous descriptions. However, the limit of the current ver-
sion of our system is that it is not dealing with value-based heterogeneity, but
rather considers exact matches only. Therefore, this will be the main base of fu-
ture improvements. Furthermore, we plan to discover matches between resources
coming from multiple data sources simultaneously.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented Legato—an automatic and generic data linking
tool. Legato participates for the first time at the OAEI campaign and it was
evaluated on data from the two sub-tracks of the Instance Matching track. The
results showed that Legato is capable of effectively linking both synthetic and
real-world data of highly heterogeneous nature achieving comparable results to
the best systems and outperforming most of them in terms of precision while
keeping a decent recall level. In addition, Legato achieved the best score on
the FPT DOREMUS data containing highly similar resources, thanks to its
post-processing link repairing step. Finally, Legato is among the few participant
systems that are freely available and ready to use by researchers or practitioners.
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Abstract. We present the participation of LogMap and its variants in the OAEI
2017 campaign. The LogMap project started in January 2011 with the objective
of developing a scalable and logic-based ontology matching system. This is our
seventh participation in the OAEI and the experience has so far been very positive.
LogMap is one of the few systems that participates in (almost) all OAEI tracks.
1 Presentation of the system
Ontology matching systems typically rely on lexical and structural heuristics and the
integration of the input ontologies and the mappings may lead to many undesired log-
ical consequences. In [13] three principles were proposed to minimize the number of
potentially unintended consequences, namely: (i) consistency principle, the mappings
should not lead to unsatisfiable classes in the integrated ontology; (ii) locality principle,
the mappings should link entities that have similar neighbourhoods; (iii) conservativ-
ity principle, the mappings should not introduce alterations in the classification of the
input ontologies. Violations to these principles may hinder the usefulness of ontology
mappings. The practical effect of these violations, however, is clearly evident when
ontology alignments are involved in complex tasks such as query answering [22].
LogMap [12, 14] is a highly scalable ontology matching system that implements the
consistency and locality principles. LogMap also supports (real-time) user interaction
during the matching process, which is essential for use cases requiring very accurate
mappings. LogMap is one of the few ontology matching system that (i) can efficiently
match semantically rich ontologies containing tens (and even hundreds) of thousands
of classes, (ii) incorporates sophisticated reasoning and repair techniques to minimise
the number of logical inconsistencies, and (iii) provides support for user intervention
during the matching process.
LogMap relies on the following elements, which are keys to its favourable scalabil-
ity behaviour (see [12, 14] for details).
Lexical indexation. An inverted index is used to store the lexical information contained
in the input ontologies. This index is the key to efficiently computing an initial set of
mappings of manageable size. Similar indexes have been successfully used in informa-
tion retrieval and search engine technologies [2].
Logic-based module extraction. The practical feasibility of unsatisfiability detection
and repair critically depends on the size of the input ontologies. To reduce the size of
the problem, we exploit ontology modularisation techniques. Ontology modules with
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well-understood semantic properties can be efficiently computed and are typically much
smaller than the input ontology (e.g. [5]).
Propositional Horn reasoning. The relevant modules in the input ontologies together
with (a subset of) the candidate mappings are encoded in LogMap using a Horn propo-
sitional representation. Furthermore, LogMap implements the classic Dowling-Gallier
algorithm for propositional Horn satisfiability [6]. Such encoding, although incomplete,
allows LogMap to detect unsatisfiable classes soundly and efficiently.
Axiom tracking. LogMap extends Dowling-Gallier’s algorithm to track all mappings
that may be involved in the unsatisfiability of a class. This extension is key to imple-
menting a highly scalable repair algorithm.
Local repair. LogMap performs a greedy local repair; that is, it repairs unsatisfiabilities
on-the-fly and only looks for the first available repair plan.
Semantic indexation. The Horn propositional representation of the ontology modules
and the mappings is efficiently indexed using an interval labelling schema [1] — an
optimised data structure for storing directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) that significantly
reduces the cost of answering taxonomic queries [4, 23]. In particular, this semantic
index allows us to answer many entailment queries as an index lookup operation over
the input ontologies and the mappings computed thus far, and hence without the need
for reasoning. The semantic index complements the use of the propositional encoding
to detect and repair unsatisfiable classes.
1.1 LogMap variants in the 2017 campaign
As in previous campaigns, in the OAEI 2017 we have participated with two additional
variants:
LogMapLt is a “lightweight” variant of LogMap, which essentially only applies (effi-
cient) string matching techniques.
LogMapBio includes an extension to use BioPortal [8, 9] as a (dynamic) provider of
mediating ontologies instead of relying on a few preselected ontologies [3].
In previous years we also participated with LogMapC4.
1.2 Adaptations made for the 2017 evaluation
LogMap’s algorithm described in [12, 14, 16, 15] has been adapted with the following
new functionalities:
i Extended instance matching support. We have adapted LogMap’s instance match-
ing module to be more flexible and adaptable to new matching tasks.
ii Overlapping estimation. We have also slighly improved the overlapping estima-
tion module to reduce the search space. It now considers an extended set of labels
necessary to apply the overlapping estimation in the new datasets of the Disease &
Phenotype track [11].
4 LogMapC is a variant of LogMap which, in addition to the consistency and locality principles,
also implements the conservativity principle (see details in [24–26, 19]).
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iii Extended interactive support. The interactive algorithm makes now use of the
functionalities of the SEALS client and allows to make several related questions in
one go.
1.3 Link to the system and parameters file
LogMap is open-source and released under GNU Lesser General Public License 3.0.5
LogMap components and source code are available from the LogMap’s GitHub page:
https://github.com/ernestojimenezruiz/logmap-matcher/.
LogMap distributions can be easily customized through a configuration file contain-
ing the matching parameters.
LogMap, including support for interactive ontology matching, can also be used
directly through an AJAX-based Web interface: http://krrwebtools.cs.ox.
ac.uk/. This interface has been very well received by the community since it was
deployed in 2012. More than 2,800 requests coming from a broad range of users have
been processed so far.
1.4 Modular support for mapping repair
Only a very few systems participating in the OAEI competition implement repair tech-
niques. As a result, existing matching systems (even those that typically achieve very
high precision scores) compute mappings that lead in many cases to a large number of
unsatisfiable classes.
We believe that these systems could significantly improve their output if they were
to implement repair techniques similar to those available in LogMap. Therefore, with
the goal of providing a useful service to the community, we have made LogMap’s ontol-
ogy repair module (LogMap-Repair) available as a self-contained software component
that can be seamlessly integrated in most existing ontology matching systems [18, 7].
2 General comments and conclusions
Please refer to http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2017/results/ for
the results of the LogMap family in the OAEI 2017 campaign.
2.1 Comments on the results
LogMap has been one of the top systems in the OAEI 2017 and one of the few systems
that participates in (almost) all tracks.6 Furthermore, it has also been one of the few
systems implementing repair techniques and providing (almost) coherent mappings in
all tracks.
LogMap’s main weakness is that the computation of candidate mappings is based
on the similarities between the vocabularies of the input ontologies; hence, in the cases
where the ontologies are lexically disparate or do not provide enough lexical informa-
tion LogMap is at a disadvantage.
5 http://www.gnu.org/licenses/
6 Participates in all SEALS tracks, but does not participate in the HOBBIT track.
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2.2 Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system
LogMap is now a stable and mature system that has been made available to the com-
munity and has been extensively tested. There are, however, many exciting possibilities
for future work. For example we aim at improving the current multilingual features
and the current use of external resources like BioPortal. Furthremore, we are applying
LogMap in practice in the domain of oil and gas industry [21, 17, 10, 20]. This practical
application presents a very challenging problem.
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Abstract. njuLink is a tool designed for instance matching. It mainly
matches instances by finding discriminative property pairs. Also, to meet
1:1 equivalence relationship for the OAEI 2017 DORUMES task, we make
several improvements. In this report, we describe the design ideas and
show our evaluation results.
1 Presentation of the System
1.1 State, purpose, general statement
With the rapid development of the Semantic Web, the amount of RDF data on
the Semantic Web is growing in an unprecedented pace. This also brings great
challenges to instance matching. On the Semantic Web, an instance describes
a real-world object, it is composed of a subject and many 〈p, v〉 pairs, where p
denotes a “property” and v denotes a “value”. Subject serves as unique token
for a real-world object, and 〈p, v〉 pairs describe the features of this real-world
object. Instance matching aims to find the instances that describe the same
real-world object and establish links between them. If two instances describe the
same real-world object, we consider them as coreferent instances or a coreferent
instance pair. Thanks to a lot of existing work, e.g., the Linked Open Data
(LOD) Initiative, millions of links have been established. But, there are still a
huge number of instances that potentially refer to the same object but have not
been interlinked yet.
Our previous work tries to find coreferent instances by discriminative prop-
erties [2]. This approach is very effective but needs some improvements to meet
the requirements of the DOREMUS task, which is to find 1:1 equivalence rela-
tionship between two datasets. So, we design njuLink, where “nju” represents
“Nanjing University”. The key idea of njuLink lies in finding what is essential
to determine whether two instances are coreferent. Driven by this, first, njuLink
builds a small-scale training set via predicting coreferent and non-coreferent in-
stance pairs. Then, by analyzing the value similarity of every instance pair in
training set, njuLink finds some property pairs named discriminative property
pairs, which have the ability to identify whether two instances are coreferent.
Finally, for an instance pair, njuLink calculates the similarity of values based
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on the discriminative property pairs, the similarity of values based on common
property pairs and the similarity of properties that they have to determine if the
instances in this pair is coreferent.
1.2 Specific techniques used
There are four steps in the workflow of njuLink, which is shown in Fig. 1. We
will describe the strategies to calculate the similarity of values and the similarity
of properties shortly.
Fig. 1. The work flow of njuLink
The task we participated in is to find coreferent instance pairs between two
datasets. To make our descriptions more clear, we give some notations as follows:
(1) Let Dx and Dy be two different datasets, respectively; (2) The elements
with superscript x are from Dx and those with superscript y are from Dy, e.g.,
instances, properties and values in Dx are ix, px and vx, respectively; and (3)
Every instance pair 〈ix, iy〉 mentioned in this article is composed of an instance
ix from Dx and an instance iy from Dy, and ix is written to the left and iy is
written to the right, this also applies to property pairs 〈px, py〉 and value pairs
〈vx, vy〉.
Preprocess Data. For an instance, njuLink preprocesses the values describing
it. There are three types of values: Blank node, URI and Literal (plain or typed).
If a value is blank node, njuLink ignores it. Literal is divided into two kinds: typed
literal, like boolean and integer, and plain literal, which is often accompanied
with a language tag.
First, njuLink records the type of each value. Then, if the value has a language
tag, njuLink also records it. Thirdly, for literals, njuLink replaces punctuations
and stop words like “at”, “in”, “for” with space by a NLP tool, and then njuLink
removes all space. For URIs, njuLink only records its local name. Finally, njuLink
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transforms subjects, properties and values to lowercase letters and stores them
for the next step.
Strategies to Calculate Similarity. We describe our strategies to obtain the
similarity of a value pair and the similarity of a property pair next.
Calculate similarity of a value pair. Let vx and vy be two values owned
by properties px and py, respectively. First, njuLink judges whether vx and vy are
meaningful to be compared. There are three situations under which comparing
them are not meaningful: (1) They both have language tags and their language
tags are different; (2) The types of them are different; and (3) One of them is
blank node.
Second, let T (vx) be the type of vx. If vx and vy are meaningful to be com-
pared, the strategies to find their similarity, denoted by V alSim(vx, vy | px, py),
vary with their types:
V alSim(vx, vy | px, py) =
{
indicatorFunc(vx, vy), T (vx) = typed literal
I-Sub(vx, vy), otherwise
(1)
where for typed literal, njuLink uses indicator function (indicatorFunc(vx, vy))
to get their similarity, e.g., when two literals are both date time type, their
similarity is 1 if the two literals are equal, and 0 otherwise. For URI and plain
literal, njuLink uses I-Sub [3] to calculate the similarity. When the similarity of
vx and vy is higher than a threshold, they are considered as a similar value pair.
The threshold is set to 0.65, which is suggested by the authors of I-Sub [3].
Calculate similarity of a property pair. Let px and py be two properties
owned by instances ix and iy, respectively. A property may have more than
one value, we let the sets of values of px and py be V al(px, ix) and V al(py, iy),
respectively. First, we find value set that has a smaller size. Without loss of
generality, we assume that V al(px, ix) is the smaller one here. For a value vx
in V al(px, ix), the maximum similarity between it and the values in V al(py, iy)
is calculated by MaxV alSim(vx, V al(py, iy)). The maximum similarity between
values of V al(px, ix) and V al(py, iy), which is also considered as the maximum
similarity of property pair 〈px, py〉, is denoted by MaxPropSim(px, py | ix, iy):
MaxV alSim(vx, V al(py, iy)) = max
vyn∈V al(py,iy)
V alSim(vx, vyn | px, py), (2)
MaxPropSim(px, py | ix, iy) = max
vxm
∈V al(px,ix)
MaxV alSim(vxm, V al(p
y, iy)). (3)
If MaxV alSim(vx, V al(px, ix)) of vx is higher than a threshold (i.e. 0.65),
value vx is considered as a matched value, we define the sets of matched values
and unmatched values between px of ix and py of iy as follows:
MatV al(px, py | ix, iy) = {v | v ∈ V al(px, ix)
∩MaxV alSim(v, V al(py, iy))>0.65)}, (4)
UnmatV al(px, py | ix, iy) = {v | v ∈ V al(px, ix)
∩ v /∈MatV al(px, py | ix, iy)}. (5)
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If MaxPropSim(px, py | ix, iy) is higher than a threshold (0.65), the property
pair 〈px, py〉 is similar w.r.t. instance pair 〈ix, iy〉. Note that this property pair is
not guaranteed to be similar in another instance pair. For every matched value
vx of V al(px, ix), we sum up its similarity by MatV alSimSum(px, py | ix, iy):




MaxV alSim(vxm, V al(p
y, iy)).
(6)
Construct Training Set. Let Dx and Dy be two different datasets and 〈ixm, iyn〉
be an instance pair, where ixm is from D
x and iyn is from D
y. The training set is
divided into two parts, Positives and Negatives. Positives consist of coreferent
instance pairs and Negatives are composed of non-coreferent instance pairs.
To construct Positives, njuLink picks up 20 instance pairs that have at least
one property pair whose maximum similarity is very high. The threshold of
similarity under this situation is 1.
When it comes to Negatives, njuLink chooses 20 instances from Dy randomly
to form an instance set, namely instSety. These 20 instances should be under
the same class of iyn in Positives, i.e., if instances in Positives are to describe
“student”, the instances selected should describe “student”, too.
Then, njuLink picks up instances ixm from every instance pair 〈ixm, iyn〉 in
Positives to form another instance set, namely instSetx. So, instSetx contains 20
instances because there are 20 instance pairs in Positives. After that, for every
one in instSetx, njuLink selects an instance from instSety and makes them an
instance pair. Note that every instance in instSetx and instSety is used only
once. Finally, 20 generated instance pairs constitute the Negatives.
These 20 generated instance pairs can be considered as non-conferent ones
approximately because the number of non-coreferent instances is much more
than that of coreferent instances and njuLink constitutes instSety by selecting
instances randomly.
Identify Discriminative Property Pairs. For every instance pair 〈ixm, iyn〉
from Positives, where ixm and i
y
n represent two different instances, njuLink makes
every property of ixm and every property of i
y
n a pair. Then, njuLink finds out
which property pair is similar and records it. So, njuLink can get the frequency
of every similar property pair recorded after checking all instance pairs. If the
frequency of a property pair is more than half of the size of Positives, which
equals 10 in this case, njuLink records it in candidate property pair set.
For every property pair 〈pxk, pyj 〉 in candidate property pair set, where pxk
and pyj represent properties, njuLink calculates the maximum similarity that an
instance pair 〈ix, iy〉 on it (MaxPropSim(pxk, pyj | ix, iy)). If the similarity is
higher than a threshold, which is 0.65, this instance pair is a coreferent instance
pair found by 〈pxk, pyj 〉, otherwise, this instance pair is not coreferent judged by
〈pxk, pyj 〉.
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The percentage of the number of coreferent instances found can measure the
discriminability of a property pair, but we found a better approach in [1] to use
information gain, which is widely used in classification.
Every property pair 〈pxk, pyj 〉 of candidate property pair set can classify the
whole training set to four sets, TP, FP, TN and FN, which denote true positives,
false positives, true negatives and false negatives respectively. When an instance
pair is coreferent, if it is also a coreferent one found by 〈pxk, pyj 〉, it is put into
TP, otherwise, it is put into FP. When an instance pair is not coreferent, if it is
also a non-coreferent one judged by 〈pxk, pyj 〉, it is put into TN, otherwise, it is
put into FN.
Finally, let T be the training set, which is the union of Positives (T+) and
Negatives (T−). For every property pair 〈pxk, pyj 〉 in candidate property pair set,
njuLink uses four sets generated by it to obtain the information gain of it,








































P = TP + FN, (12)
Q = FP + TN, (13)
where E(T ) measures the information entropy of the original training set T ,
and E(T〈pxk,p
y




j 〉 to classify
instance pairs in T . If IG(pxk, p
y
j ) is higher than a threshold, 〈pxk, pyj 〉 is considered
as a discriminative property pair. We set the threshold 0.2 in our tool. njuLink
gets a set of discriminative property pairs after checking all property pairs in
candidate property pair set.
Find Coreferent Instances. The key ideas to find coreferent instances are
from two aspects: (1) Get detailed similarity w.r.t. an instance pair; and (2)
Find the most coreferent instance pair, e.g., for an instance i and an instance set
instSet, we assume that every instance in instSet seems to be coreferent with i.
To find the real coreferent instance pair, first, we use every instance in instSet to
form an instance pair with i, and then, we compare the detailed similarity of each
instance pair formed and only record the instance pair with highest similarity.
It guarantees 1:1 equivalence relationship between two datasets.
Let DiscrPropSet(Dx, Dy) denote the set of discriminative property pairs.
First, for every instance in Dx, njuLink combines it with every instance in Dy
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to generate many instance pairs, and for every generated instance pair 〈ixm, iyn〉,
njuLink finds the set of similar discriminative property pair for it, which is





n) ={〈px, py〉 | 〈px, py〉 ∈ DiscrPropSet(Dx, Dy)
& px ∈ Prop(ixm) & py ∈ Prop(iyn)
& MaxPropSim(px, py | ixm, iyn) > 0.65}.
(14)
where Prop(ixm) and Prop(i
x





Secondly, njuLink calculates seven features below to represent the similarity of
the pair:
1) The size of SimDiscrPropSet(ixm, i
y
n).
























j | ixm, iyn), (16)
DIG(pxk, p
y
j | ixm, iyn) = (|MatV al(pxk, pyj | ixm, iyn)|




j | ixm, iyn) denotes the detailed information gain of a similar
discriminative property pair w.r.t. 〈ixm, iyn〉.












j | ixm, iyn), (18)
DSim(pxk, p
y
j | ixm, iyn) = MatV alSimSum(pxk, pyj | ixm, iyn)




j | ixm, iyn) denotes the detailed similarity sum of a similar
discriminative property w.r.t. 〈ixm, iyn〉.
5) The number of similar common property pairs.
6) The sum of maximum similarity of each similar common property pair w.r.t.
〈ixm, iyn〉.
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7) The number of property pairs that two properties of each one have the same
local names. We make every property in Prop(ixm) and every property in
Prop(iyn) a property pair and check them all.
Besides discriminative property pairs, we also use three features from common
property pairs because we find discriminative property pairs are not enough to
separate the most coreferent instance pairs from those that seem to be coreferent.
A common property pair should meet two requirements: this property pair is not
a discriminative property pair and two properties of it have the same local names.
Thirdly, njuLink sorts the instance pairs generated in descending order ac-
cording to these seven scores of each one. The importance of these seven features
is 1) > 2) > 3) > 4) > 5) > 6) > 7). Finally, njuLink selects instances in sorted
instance pairs set from top to bottom, meanwhile, when we pick up instance pairs
from top to bottom, if two instances of an instance pair are both the first time
to be checked, we record it, otherwise, drop it. It guarantees the 1:1 equivalence
relationship between two datasets Dx and Dy.
1.3 Link to the system and parameters file
You can find the source code and the jar tested by SEALS client successfully on
GitHub: https://github.com/nju-websoft/njuLink.
1.4 Link to the set of provided alignments (in align format)
The alignment files for DOREMUS task should be available at the official web-
site: http://islab.di.unimi.it/content/im_oaei/2017/.
2 Results for DOREMUS
There are two sub-tasks under DOREMUS, namely HT and FPT. HT aims to
obtain 1:1 equivalence relationship between instances whose data have different
types of heterogeneities, while FPT aims to get the same relationship as that of
HT between instances with high similarity.
njuLink succeeds in finding property pairs with high discriminability, which
are shown in Table 1. The results of evaluation are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.
3 Discussions about improvements
How to apply different approaches according to different datasets au-
tomatically? During the development of njuLink, we adjust the way to find
coreferent instances according to the requirements of DOREMUS. But the ad-
justed approach is not applicable for all tasks. So, finding a way to decide ap-
propriate approaches automatically is necessary.
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Table 1. Discriminative property pairs on the DOREMUS task
Properties in dataset 1 Properties in dataset 2
HT
U70 has title U70 has title
U70 has title label
label label
label U70 has title
U16 has catalogue statement U16 has catalogue statement
FPT
U70 has title U70 has title
U70 has title label
label label
label U70 has title
Table 2. Results for HT
Precision Recall F1-score
AML 0.851 0.479 0.613
I-Match 0.680 0.071 0.129
Legato 0.930 0.920 0.930
LogMap 0.406 0.882 0.556
njuLink 0.966 0.945 0.955
Table 3. Results for FPT
Precision Recall F1-score
AML 0.914 0.427 0.582
I-Match 1.000 0.053 0.101
Legato 1.000 0.980 0.990
LogMap 0.119 0.880 0.210
njuLink 0.959 0.933 0.946
4 Conclusion
njuLink is dedicated to finding coreferent instances by utilizing discriminative
property pairs. The Instance Matching track of this year show many new things
to us. This helps us find the weaknesses of njuLink and makes our original ideas
better. Technical problems happened during the development also forced us to
pay more attention to the way of realizing our tool. In the future, we will continue
following the trends of instance matching with interests and try to solve issues
on which we have not achieved good performance.
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presents the results obtained for the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative 
(OAEI) 2017. ONTMAT is an ontology matching process, which compares the 
instances of ontologies to align in order to deduce the relations between their 
concepts. Then, based on hierarchical and binary relations between the concepts 
inside the ontologies it performs entities matching. 
Keywords: Ontology, Alignment, OWL. 
1 Presentation of the system 
ONTMAT (ONTology MATching) is an ontology alignment tool, aiming to align 
OWL entities (classes, object properties i.e. binary relations), participating for the first 
time in OAEI (Conference track). 
1.1 State, purpose, general statement 
 
ONTMAT uses a terminological methods based on WordNet dictionary [2],which is 
exploited as background knowledge to provide a set of the relations between  individ-
uals names of  the ontologies source (  ) and target(  ). Then, if the name does not 
exist in WordNet the approach handles the n-gram measure instead of the dictionary. 
Moreover, from this set of individual relations we will deduce the equivalence or 
subsumption relation among their concepts. The equivalent concepts are recorded in 
an alignment matrix (AM), and the concepts related by subsumptions relations are 
registered within a temporary alignment matrix (TAM) [4].   
Furthermore, the TAM elements and the concepts neighbors of AM are compared 
by using the inference roles with the terminological techniques cited previously and 
the retained alignment will be added to AM. The concepts neighbors are those related 
by hierarchical or binary relations with AM concepts. Here, we first align the neigh-
boring concepts because they have more chance to be similar [1], after we will align 
the other concepts by using the same technics. Next, inference technics are applied on 
AM to align the binary relations.  
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1.2 Approach description 
In our proposition we suppose that Wordnet is hierarchically organized as 
W(S,≤,Ag,g), where S is a set of synsets {s1,s2,…,si}(i is a positive integer), and an 
annotate function Ag associates the gloss g to each synset. Furthermore, the relations 
≤ between concepts   ,    may be presented in the following logical relations [4] as: 
1)       ;means that   is a hyponym or meronym of   ;  
2)      ; express that    is a hypernym or holonym of   ;  
3)      ; signified that    and    belong to the same synset are similar[1]; 
4)       when    and    are the siblings in the part of  hierarchy they are con-
nected by a relation of antonymy. 
 The entities aligned can be related by one of the hierarchical relation presented in 
the set      , ,  where ( : equivalence;    subclass),  fuzzy relation symbol-
ized by “&”, or binary relation. Further, the binary ontologies relations  (O1, O2)are 
also aligned by an element of the set HR. The algorithm will explain in the following 
items: 
1. In level 1 we compare the instances names (IO1,IO2) of ontologies(  ,   )to deduce 
the relations among their concepts. To do this, WordNet is exploited because we 
cannot assume with certainty that two entities are dissimilar if they have different 
names (synonyms), or they are equivalent if they have the same name(homonyms). 
If the name does not existed in WordNet we will measure the similarity among 
names by the n-gram measure. Then the equivalent instances will construct the in-
stances matrix IM. The concepts (C1,C2) of (  ,   ) that have the same sets of in-
stances in IM are considered as equivalent concepts as proven in [4], and 
(  ,   ,  ) can be added to AM. Although, if the instances set of C1 are included in 
the instances set of C2then (  ,   ,  ) will be inserted in TAM. 
2. The level 2 starts by applying terminological techniques on the concepts names. 
Next the results obtained will be combined with inferences methods illustrated in 
[4] to be inserted in AM: (  ,   ,     ) of TAM confirmed or modified, where 
       , , ,   . 
3. The concepts neighbors sorted by hierarchical relations of the AM elements 
(  ,   ,     ), are (  
 ,   
  linked to (  ,    respectively by an element of the set 
HR. The neighbors   
 ,   
  joined by " " with   ,    of AM in (  ,   ), will be 
aligned by using the inferences techniques applied on the background knowledge 
[3]. The background knowledge is the ontology source when the neighbors belong 
to O1, and ontology target if we match the neighbors existing in O2. The other 
neighbors will be matched using the terminological methods. 
4. The fourth level exploits the description logic roles proven in [4] to match the con-
cepts (  
 ,   
   associated to (  ,     by binary relations (  ,   ) in (  ,   ), as fol-
lowing: 
─ If (  ,   ,       (  ,   
 ,     then (  ,   
 ,     will be inserted to ABRSM (Align-
ment Binary Relation Source Matrix) 
─ If (  ,   ,       (  ,   
 ,     then (  ,   
 ,     will be added to ABRTM (Alignment 
Binary Relation Target Matrix) 
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 Thus, binary relations can be aligned because we have:   hR   Iff dom(  ) hR 
dom(  ) and ran(  ) hR ran(  ); where      [4], for instance;  
If (  ,   ,           ,   
 ,           
 ,   
 ,        (  ,   
 ,     then (  ,   , ) will 
be added to ABR (Alignment Binary Relation Matrix). 
5. Finally, the concepts not yet aligned, will be matched via the terminological meth-
ods.  
1.3 Adaptations made for the evaluation 
We have adapted the format of the alignment result to the reference alignments re-
stricted to name classes, using the “=” sign for equivalence relation with confidence 
of 1. Although our system provides other relations as subsumption, and binary rela-
tions without measure, as well as the alignment of binary relation by the HR. 
 
2 Results 
In this version we wish to test the techniques used by ONTMAT, such as, the infer-
ences mechanisms applied onWordNet and the ontologies source and target, and the 
deduction of the matching among entities based on instances. The most appropriate 
track to do these tests is the conference track.  
Conference track comprises 16 ontologies from the domain of conference organiza-
tion. Most ontologies of this track were equipped with OWL DL axioms; which is 
useful to test our inferences approach. Table 1shows the evaluation result obtained by 
running ONTMAT under the SEALS client with the command: 
java -jar F:/temp/seals-omt-client.jar F:/temp/ONTMAT  -t 
This command tests two predefined ontologies from the Conference. From Table 1 
we can write that ONTMAT perform well because these ontologies are the same 
structure.  
Table 1. Results for two predefined ontologies 
Precision Recall F-Measure 
1.0 0.455 0.625 
 
The results obtained by the global test as illustrated in Table 2, are not well as the 
results of the precedent table in term of precision and F-measure. Although, the global 
recall is 0.434. 
Table 2.Results for conference track  
Test Case ID Precision Recall F-measure 
cmt-conference 0.6 0.2 0.3 
cmt-confof 0.4 0.25 0.308 
cmt-edas 0.444 0.615 0.516 
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cmt-ekaw 0.217 0.455 0.294 
cmt-iasted 0.143 1.0 0.25 
cmt-sigkdd 0.176 0.5 0.26 
conference-confof 0.052 0.467 0.094 
conference-edas 0.052 0.412 0.092 
conference-ekaw 0.059 0.32 0.1 
conference-iasted 0.03 0.286 0.054 
conference-sigkdd 0.059 0.533 0.106 
confof-edas 0.04 0.421 0.073 
confof-ekaw 0.04 0.4 0.073 
confof-iasted 0.02 0.444 0.038 
confof-sigkdd 0.02 0.571 0.039 
edas-ekaw 0.016 0.217 0.03 
edas-sigkdd 0.022 0.467 0.042 
ekaw-iasted 0.015 0.6 0.029 
ekaw-sigkdd 0.017 0.636 0.033 
iasted-sigkdd 0.02 0.733 0.039 
Global 0.034 0.434 0.063 
 
 
2.1 Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system 
To improve our application, we will also align the properties of ontologies 
(  ,   ). Then, adapt it to read all files type, and integrate the translator to test our 
tool under other tracks as: Instance Matching, MultiFarm. 
2.2 Comments on the OAEI test cases 
The application seals-omt-client from seal, only test files where the alignment rela-
tion between concepts is itself the equivalence relation. However ONTOMAT, offers 
other possibilities in terms alignment relations between entities such as; & : Fuzzy 
and binary relations. We hope that OAEI takes into consideration those types of rela-
tions in the reference alignment file. 
3 Conclusion and future work 
We have briefly described the mechanisms exploited by our proposition ONTMAT, 
and presented the results obtained under the conference track of OAEI 2017.  
This is our first participation in OAEI, the results are not satisfying, and the system 
presents some limitations. In the future, we will make great efforts to improve 
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Abstract. Ontology matching is an effective strategy to find the corre-
spondences among different ontologies in a scalable and a heterogeneous
semantic web. In order to find these correspondences, a matching system
should be built aiming to ensure the interoperability between ontologies.
POMap (Pairwise Ontology Mapping) is an automated ontology match-
ing system dealing with the three main types of heterogeneity: syntactic,
semantic and structural. During our first participation in the OAEI cam-
paign, POMap succeeded to be one of the top three performing systems
in the Anatomy track. In the remaining of this paper, we briefly intro-
duce POMap and discuss its OAEI 2017 results according to four tracks:
Anatomy, Conference, Large Biomedical Ontologies, Disease and Pheno-
type.
Keywords: Semantic web, ontology matching, semantic matching, syn-
tactic matching, structural matching
1 Presentation of the system
1.1 State, purpose, general statement
An ontology can model a particular domain as well as the semantic relation-
ships between its entities in order to ensure its reuse by different stakeholders.
Several ontologies describing the similar domain can be generated and used by
various parties defined by different terminologies. Despite the standardization
of the ontology representation, the heterogeneity problem emerges. Therefore,
it is important to overcome this heterogeneity to ensure the reusability of var-
ious ontologies. Indeed, many researchers has been proposing and developing
many automated ontology matching systems. Ontology matching is the process
of finding a set of correspondences between the entities of two or more ontologies
representing a similar domain. Therefore, these systems are using a variety of
strategies relying on the combination of several techniques such as: Syntactic,
semantic and structural based strategies. As depicted in figure 1, POMap is pur-
suing a sequential composition during the mentioned three matching techniques.
POMap is exploring all these three techniques in order to ensure a high quality
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matching. Only dealing with the anatomy track, we employ a semantic matcher.
Then, for all the other OAEI tracks, we used a syntactic matcher, which follows
an all-against-all strategy. Next, our structural matcher takes as an input the
generated mappings from the semantic matcher and the syntactic matcher in
order to find new correspondences. The adopted sequential composition aims to
prune the search space used by the structural matcher. This structural matcher
is composed of two structural sub-matchers: siblings and subclasses. A broader
explanation of POMap could be found in [1]. In the next subsection, we will
briefly describe each component of our system as well as the used techniques.
1.2 Specific techniques used
The POMap workflow for our first participation on the OAEI comprises three
main steps, as flagged by the figure 1: Ontology indexing and loading, ontology
matching and output alignment generation.
Fig. 1. The architecture of POMap.
Step 1: Ontlogy indexing and loading
The initial step of POMap is the extraction of all the annotations within the
two input ontologies. In terms of lexical indexing, POMap builts a multimap
data structure that contains the triplet: the set of entities, their annotations
as well as the property type of each annotation. For the structural indexing,
all relationships between the extracted entities are stored in a multimap data
structure. Every record of this multimap contains two entities and the relation-
ship property between them. After accomplishing the lexical and the structural
indexing, we perform several preprocessing strategies, such as: the removal of
non-alphanumeric characters, the removal of stopwords, the stemming process
and the lowercasing.
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Step 2: Ontology matching
Step 2.1: The semantic Matcher
The first step in the matching process is performing the semantic matcher.
We argue this choice by the high precision of the adopted semantic matcher.
Therefore, we will be based on it to enrich the resulted mappings by new ones
through the use of syntactic and structural strategies. During this first partici-
pation in the OAEI campaign, we adopted the semantic matching only for the
Anatomy track. We plan to expand the use of this matcher in our future partici-
pation. In order to ensure the semantic matching, we employed Uberon [3] as an
external biomedical knowledge source for the alignment of the Anatomy track.
Uberon is an integrated cross-species ontology covering anatomical structures
and includes relationships to taxon-specific anatomical ontologies. Indeed, we
explored the property ”hasDbXref”, which is mentioned in almost every class of
Uberon. This property references the classes’ URI of some external ontologies
such as the human and mouse of the Anatomy track. Consequently, we align
every two entities of the Anatomy track in case if they are both referenced in a
single class of Uberon.
Step 2.2: The syntactic Matcher
After performing the semantic matching process, we are able now to apply the
syntactic matcher. This syntactic matcher computes the similarity score between
every two names of the two input ontologies using a string similarity measure.
The variety of the existing state of the art similarity measure arises the problem
of choosing the right one associated with its optimal threshold. Therefore, we
tested the available syntactic similarity measure (https://goo.gl/1kUgkH) while
variating the associated threshold value. Hence, we selected ISUB combined with
a threshold of 0.9. Only the couple of entities having a similarity score above
0.9 are considered as new mappings candidates. As we are performing a pairwise
(1:1) matching process, for every single entity from the first ontology, we select
only one entity with the maximum similarity score. In case of two candidate
mappings have the exactly same similarity score, we consider randomly one of
them as the final alignment.
Step 2.3: The structural Matcher
For the set of available correspondences derived from the semantic and the
syntactic matcher, we are able to enrich them by a set of new correspondences
through the use of the structural matching. This structural matcher is composed
of two sub-matchers based on siblings and subclasses.
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Step 2.3.1: The structural Matcher based on siblings
For the structural matcher based on siblings, we follow the intuition of: if two
entities match, then their sibling should somehow similar [2]. Therefore, if two
entities are aligned using the syntactic matcher, we compute the similarity score
between their siblings. Then, following an alignment multiplicity of 1:1, we match
the siblings having a similarity score between ISUB 0.9 (syntactic threshold) and
ISUB 0.8. The resulted mappings from the structural matcher based on siblings
are added to the already discovered correspondences by the two earlier matchers.
Step 2.3.2: The structural Matcher based on subclasses
Concerning the structural matcher based on subclasses, we pursue the in-
tuition that if two classes are similar, then their subclasses should be similar
[2]. This intuition should be straightforward applied if two classes are having a
very small number of subclasses. Nonetheless, this will be complicated in case of
there are many descendants. Therefore, as a first step, we remove all the com-
mon tokens between an already aligned entity and its descendants. We argue
that there is a syntactic inheritance between an entity an their descendants.
Therefore, the removal of these similar tokens, will permits to better capture the
similarity between two entities. Then, we compute the similarity score among
all the descendants of two already aligned entities while applying the similar-
ity measure of Monge Elkan 0.85 [4]. Unlike ISUB, we argue the use of Monge
Elkan due to its particularity in capturing the dissimilarity between two textual
sequences containing numerical values. However, this similarity measure is not
recommended for a heavy matching process, due to its time consuming.
Step 3: Output alignment generation
As a final step, we generate an RDF file, which contains the alignment based
on the resulted mappings resulted by all the employed matchers.
1.3 Link to the system and parameters file
The SEALS wrapped version of POMap for the OAEI 2017 is available at:
https://goo.gl/mZ4PzR
1.4 Link to the set of provided alignments
The resulted alignments by POMap as well as the results for each track during




The Anatomy track consists of finding the alignments between the Adult Mouse
Anatomy and the NCI Thesaurus describing the human anatomy. The evalua-
tion was run on a server coupled with 3.46 GHz (6 cores) and 8GB of RAM.
Table 1 draws the performance of POMap compared to the five top matching
systems. Our matching system achieved the third best result for this dataset
with an F-measure of 93.3%, which is very close to the top results. We argue
the importance of the obtained results by the effectivenesses of the overall em-
ployed matchers, the use of all the names of the input ontologies and applying
an efficient preprocessing process. The remaining challenge is to speed up the
execution time by applying more optimizations. We also target the improvement
of precision value for our next participation in the OAEI.
Table 1. POMap results in the anatomy track compared to the OAEI 2017 systems.
System Precision Recall F-Measure Runtime
AML 0.95 0.936 .943 47
YAM-BIO 0.948 0.922 0.935 70
POMap 0.94 0.925 0.933 808
LogMapBio 0.889 0.899 0.894 820
XMap 0.926 .836 .893 37
2.2 Conference
The purpose of the conference track is to find the correspondences within a col-
lection of ontologies describing the domain of organizing conferences. Matching
systems are evaluated according to the combination of three reference alignments
along with three evaluation modalities (M1,M2 and M3). These evaluation mod-
ularities are containing respectively: only classes, properties as well as classes
and properties. Since we did not focus on the matching of properties, the table
2 draws the obtained results by POMap results only for the first modularity
and partially for the third modularity. Therefore, we plan for our next partici-
pation in the OAEI to include the property matching in order to make a more
comprehensive evaluation of this track.
2.3 Large biomedical ontologies
This tracks aims to find the alignment between three large ontologies: Foun-
dational Model of Anatomy (FMA), SNOMED CT, and the National Cancer
Institute Thesaurus (NCI). Among six matching tasks between these three on-
tologies, POMap succeeded to perform the matching between FMA-NCI (small
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Table 2. POMap results for the conference track
Precision Recall F1-Measure
Ra1-M1 0.88 0.47 .61
Ra1-M3 0.73 0.4 0.52
Ra2-M1 0.83 0.43 0.57
Ra2-M3 0.67 .37 .48
Ra2-M1 0.889 0.899 0.894
Ra2-M3 0.69 0.38 0.49
fragments) and FMA-SNOMED (small fragments) with an F-Measure respec-
tively of 86.1% and 41.6%. For the other tasks of the large biomedical track,
POMap exceeded the defined timeout. As a future work, we are planning to
cope with the matching process of the larger ontologies in a shorter time.
2.4 Disease and Phenotype
This track is based on a real use case in order to find alignments between disease
and phenotype ontologies. Specifically, the selected ontologies are the Human
Phenotype Ontology (HPO), the Mammalian Phenotype Ontology (MP), the
Human Disease Ontology (DOID) and the Orphanet and Rare Diseases Ontol-
ogy(ORDO). The evaluation was run on an Ubuntu Laptop with an Intel Core
i7-4600U CPU @ 2.10GHz x 4 coupled with 15Gb RAM. Due to the timeout
limit, POMap succeeded to complete tow tasks (HP-MP and DOID-ORDO) out
the four tasks of this track. POMap produced 2024 mappings in the HP-MP
task associated with 402 unique mappings. Among twelve matching systems,
POMap achieved the fifth highest F-measure according to the 2-vote silver stan-
dard, with an F-Measure of 73.2%. In the DOID-ORDO task, POMap generated
3222 mappings with 666 unique ones. According to the 2-vote silver standard, it
scored an F-Measure of 80.5%.
3 Conclusion
The first version of POMap ontology matching system as well as its obtained
results in the OAEI campaign were presented in this paper. We proposed three
matchers: semantic, syntactic and structural. We performed the structural match-
ing without any propagation syntactic similarity score or computation of a struc-
tural similarity score. We are guided only by the syntactic treatment of both
subclasses and siblings. The obtained results are promising especially for disease
and phenotype as well as the anatomy track in which we ranked as the third top
performing matching system. However, we did not opt to match larger ontologies
in the given runtime threshold. Consequently, we are planning to optimize our
matching system for larger biomedical tasks while taking into consideration the
automatic tuning of the matching configuration.
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Abstract. Datasets containing billions of geospatial resources are increasingly
being represented according to the Linked Data principles. Radon is an efficient
solution for the discovery of topological relations between such geospatial re-
sources according to the DE9-IM standard. Radon uses a sparse space tiling index
in combination with minimum bounding boxes to reduce the computation time of
topological relations. In this paper, we present the participation of Radon in the
OAEI 2017 campaign. The OAEI results show that Radon outperforms the other
state of the art significantly in most of the cases.
1 Presentation of the system
Radon is a time-efficient link discovery algorithm for topological relations between
geospatial resources, implemented within Limes [3].
Given two sets of RDF resources S and T and a relation R, the goal of link discovery
is to find the mapping M = {(s, t) ∈ S × T : R(s, t)}. Radon enables the time-efficient
discovery of all topological relations that can be defined in terms of the DE-9IM stan-
dard [1]. In order to achieve time-efficiency, two optimization techniques are utilized:
optimized sparse space tiling on the dataset level and Minimum Bounding Box (MBB)-
based filtering on the resource level.
In the following, we introduce the basic concepts needed to understand Radon be-
fore we outline the aforementioned optimization techniques. More detailed explana-
tions can be found in [5].
The Minimum Bounding Box (MBB) of a geometry g in n dimensions is the rectangular
box with the smallest measure (area, volume, or hypervolume in higher dimensions)
within which all points of g lie. Another term for MBB is envelope.
Space tiling is a technique for indexing spatial data, where n-dimensional affine spaces
are split into any number of hyperrectangles with edge lengths `i and granularity factors
∆i = (`i)−1 where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. These hyperrectangles can then be addressed using
vectors from Nn, which allows for various optimizations.
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1.1 Optimized Sparse Space Tiling
The goal of the optimized sparse space tiling is to generate an index I for mapping all
geometries s ∈ S , t ∈ T to sets of hyperrectangles. For the sake of clarity, the following
description focuses on the two-dimensional case. As a first step, we use a heuristic to
get good granularity factors for both latitude and longitude dimensions (∆ϕ, ∆λ). Then,
we apply space tiling, in which we map a geometry g to the set of hyperrectangles over
which its MBB spans. To implement this idea, we insert a reference to g into all those
hyperrectangles, that are realized as entries of a HashMap. To optimize (i.e. sparsify)
the generated index, we start by computing estimated total hypervolumes (eth) of the
datasets S and T . We first index the dataset with the smaller eth for each resource of
the other dataset. We then add only to I the subset of resources from the second dataset
which shares the same hyperrectangles from the first dataset resources contained in I.
Using this technique together with the HashMap implementation of the hyperrectangle
index significantly reduces the size of the generated data structure and consequently
also the time to traverse it.
1.2 MBB-based Filtering
After the optimized sparse space tiling step described above, we traverse the gener-
ated index, visiting one hyperrectangle at a time. As a consequence of our approach,
each generated hyperrectangle contains references to at least one geometry from each
dataset. For each pair (s, t) of geometries, where s ∈ S and t ∈ T , we then employ a
filtering step before actually triggering the potentially expensive (in cases of large ge-
ometries) computation that checks if the given relation holds. Let (g) denote the MBB
of geometry g. The filtering step leverages the fact that ¬r((s),(t)) ⇒ ¬r(s, t) holds
for every relation r, where one geometry has no interior or boundary points in the ex-
terior of the other geometry, i.e. s ⊆ t or t ⊆ s. For these relations, we can return false
and skip further computations, iff the geometries MBB’s do not satisfy the relation.
2 Adaptations made for the evaluation
No specific adaptations were made to the original Radon algorithm [5], we only provide
a Java SystemAdapter according to the campaign guidelines3. The final Radon Java
SystemAdapter source code is available online in the project website4.
3 Evaluation Results
Radon has been evaluated only in the Hobbit Link Discovery Track Task 2 (Spatial).
The basic idea behind this task was to measure how well the systems can identify DE-
9IM (Dimensionally Extended nine-Intersection Model) topological relations. The sup-




Intersects, Crosses, Overlaps. The geospatial resources traces were represented in Well-
known text (WKT) format as LineStrings .
Given two sets of LineString geometries S and T and a DE-9IM topological re-
lation R, the participants were assigned the task of retrieving the mapping M = {(s, t) ∈
S×T : R(s, t)}. All the systems were tested against two datasets: (1) the sandbox dataset,
with a scale of 10 instances, and (2) the mainbox dataset with a scale of 2K instances.
The other participants to this task in addition to Radonwere AgreementMakerLight
(AML), OntoIdea, and Silk. The systems were judged on the basis of precision, recall,
F-Measure and run time. The final results are shown in Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2.
Note that we are only presenting the time performance and not precision, recall and
F-Measure, as all were equal to 1.0 except OntoIdea Touches and Overlaps which is
equal to 0.99.
From these results we can see that, while Radon performs in the middle field of
the the sandbox dataset, Radon outperforms the other participants on most relations for
the sandbox dataset. Notably, the optimization described in Section 1.2 speeds up the
relations Equals, Contains, Within, Covers and CoveredBy significantly in comparison
to the remaining relations. The differences in performance between Touches, Intersects,
where AML outperforms Radon, and Overlaps cannot be explained from an implemen-
tation point of view, as these three relations share the exact optimizations. However,
due to the datasets consisting exclusively of LineStrings, it is apparent that Touches
and Intersects are much more likely to hold between any two geometries than Overlaps.
Therefore, the benchmarks on these relations are the hardest in this task.
4 Conclusion
We priefly presented Radon, an approach for rapid discovery of topological relations
among geo-spatial resources. To achieve a high scalability, Radon combines space
tiling, minimum bounding box approximation and a sparse index. The presented evalu-
ation during the OAEI 2017 showed that, in addition to being complete and correct (i.e.
achieving an F-Measure of 1.0), Radon also outperforms the other participating systems
in most of the cases. In future work, we aim to apply the particle-swarm-optimization
load balancing approaches [6]. To improve the performance of Radon on high resolu-
tion datasets, i.e. datasets whose containing geometries consist of a large set of points,
we will optimize the computation of relation checks. In order to further reduce the
amount of computations, we will consider adaptive granularity factors, i.e. granularity
factors as functions of latitude and longitude. In addition, we aim to combine Radon
with the machine learning approaches already implemented in Limes such as the Wom-
bat [4] algorithm. Finally, we will consider the discovery of temporospatial relations,
by integrating the Aegle[2] algorithm with the Radon approach.
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Fig. 2. Runtime comparison for Mainbox dataset
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Table 1. Hobbit link discovery task evaluation results for all participants. Note that we used — for
systems which were not participating in the specified sub-task and × for systems that exceeded
the time limit.
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Abstract
Simulated annealing-based ontology matching [1], or SANOM, is an ontology alignment system which ex-
ploits the well-known simulated annealing to find the correspondences. The system considers three differ-
ent similarity measures, namely string-based, linguistic-based and structural-based measures. A rudimen-
tary version of the proposed method is participated in Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI)
2017, and the results are report accordingly.
Keywords: SANOM, ontology alignment, OAEI.
1. System Representation
SANOM is an energy-based ontology alignment system which tries to find the most possible alignment
through the minimization of a predefined energy function by the well-known simulated annealing method.
To define the energy function for a given alignment, we need to process each existing correspondence. To
do so, three different similarity measures is taken into account. For each correspondence in the alignment,
the minus sum of all the similarity measures is considered as the energy; therefore, the alignment with
minimum energy entails more similar concepts. In the following, the potential similarity measures are
reviewed along with the simulated annealing.
1.1. Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing is a probabilistic approach to estimate the global optimum of problems which cannot
be solved by the standard optimization techniques. As the name suggests, this technique simulates the
annealing in metallurgy which slowly cool the materials to decrease their defects.
The controlled cooling in the simulated annealing method is implemented as the decrease in the probability
of accepting the worse solution. It is fundamental in this algorithm to accept the worse solutions with some
probability in order to escape the local optimum.
Let S be the current state and S ′ be the successor (or the neighbor) created based on the current state.
Simulated annealing needs a fitness function to estimate the fineness of each state. The transition form
the current state to the next is probabilistic: If the successor has a better fitness than the current state,
then the transition to the successor will definitely happen (or with the probability of 1.) In other words, the
transition to the successor is made if ∆Eng = f itness(successor)− f itness(current) > 0 where ∆Eng is the
difference between the fitness of two states and fitness(a) indicates the fineness of the state a. Otherwise, if
the successor is not as good as the current state, e.g. ∆Eng < 0, the transition happens with the probability
of P = e
∆E
T where T is the temperature. It is plain to see that transition to the worse solution is less likely
when the temperature is lower. The simulated annealing algorithm starts with higher temperature and
gradually decreases the temperature. This means that the probability of transition to the worse solution is




The ontology alignment is the relation between the concepts of two given ontologies. The relation (or map)
could be seen as a bipartite graph, in which each part represents the concepts of one ontology and the edges
indicate the similarity among concepts.
Let G be the bipartite graph depicting the relation between the concepts of two given ontologies. Assume
that C1 and C2 are the concepts of two given ontologies, the nodes of the graph are the concepts of two
ontologies, i.e. V = C1 + C2, and the edges connect each concept from one side of the graph to the other.
The weights w of edges are the similarity among the concepts, which can be shown by w : E → R, where
E ⊆ C1 ×C2.
The cardinality is assumed to be 1 : 1, meaning that each concept from the first ontology is mapped only
with (maximum) one concept from the target. Let S (e), e ∈ E be the similarity between two arbitrary





To gauge the similarity of two given concepts, various measures are considered. The similarity measures
are classified into string, linguistic and structural measures. Thus, S (e) can be defined as
S (e) = S s(e) + S l(e) + S st(e) (2)
where S s(.), S l(.) and S st are the string, linguistic and structural similarity measures, respectively.
1.3. SANOM





then the output alignment of the above energy function from the simulated annealing method is the final
result of the system.
2. Results
In this section, the results of various tracks in which SANOM has participated are reported.
2.1. The Anatomy track
The Anatomy track is the challenge of matching two different anatomy ontologies from human and mouse.
The result of SANOM is compared with other systems via McNemars test. There are two ways to apply
McNemars test in which the difference is if we consider the false correspondences or not [2].
Figures 1 shows the directed graph from the outcome of McNemars test over the systems participated in
OAEI 2017 while false correspondences are not taken into account. From another angle, Figure 2 shows
the same graph but considering the false correspondences. The nodes in the directed graphs are the systems
and each directed edge A→ B indicates that System A is better than System B.
According to these figures, SANOM has outperformed ONTOEMMA, WikiV3 and Alin in both cases
while AML, POMap, YAM-Bio and Xmap has a better performance than SANOM. Further, SANOM and
KEPLER is quite competitive: If the false correspondences are taken into account KEPLER is better while
SANOM is superior if only correct correspondences are taken into account. It means that SANOM has












Figure 1: Comparison of alignment systems participated in OAEI 2017 on the anatomy track while the false correspondences are not
considered.
Table 1: The average F-measure obtained of the systems over the Conference track
AML LogMap Xmap KEPLER LogMapLite Wiki3 POMap ALIN SANOM ONTMAT
ra1-m1 0.76 0.73 0.73 0.68 0.66 0.66 0.61 0.47 0.43 0.18
ra1-m2 0.58 0.39 0.32 0.21 0.23 0.16 0 0 0 0
ra1-m3 0.74 0.69 0.68 0.59 0.59 0.57 0.52 0.41 0.38 0.11
ra2-m1 0.71 0.67 0.67 0.62 0.6 0.6 0.57 0.44 0.42 0.18
ra2-m2 0.58 0.39 0.35 0.21 0.23 0.16 0 0 0 0
ra2-m3 0.7 0.63 0.63 0.54 0.54 0.52 0.48 0.39 0.37 0.1
rar2-m1 0.71 0.69 0.68 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.58 0.46 0.44 0.18
rar2-m2 0.56 0.4 0.35 0.21 0.23 0.16 0 0 0 0
rar2-m3 0.69 0.66 0.65 0.55 0.56 0.54 0.49 0.41 0.38 0.1
2.2. The Multifarm track
This track includes the alignment between ontologies coming from different languages. SANOM, in the
current version, does not use any translator so that it is not able to find good correspondences in this track.
However, it has produced some results due to the structural similarity between two ontologies. SANOM
is compared with other participants via the Friedman test [3], and the outcome is visualized by the critical
difference diagram, as shown in Figure 3. The x-axis in this figure shows the average rank of each system
obtained by the Friedman test: The lower the rank, the better the system. The systems with equivalent
performance from the statistical point of view are connected to each other by a line.
According to this diagram, AML is the best system in comparison with others. As expected, SANOM
does have not a good performance because of lack of a translator, but its performance is slightly better than
XMap and LogMapLite.
2.3. The Conference track
The conference track consists of 21 different matching tasks coming from coupling of 6 different ontolo-












Figure 2: Comparison of alignment systems participated in OAEI 2017 on the anatomy track while the false correspondences are
taken into account.








Figure 3: The critical difference diagram obtained from the Friedman test for the systems participated in the MultiFarm track. The
x-axis is the rank obtained by the Friedman test and the equivalent systems are connected to each other by the red line. 3
4
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and mapping both (M3). For the reference alignment, three different reference alignments, e.g. ra1, ra2
and rar2, are considered. Therefore, there are overally 9 different types of matching, each of which has
21 mapping tasks. Table 1 tabulates the average F-measure of SANOM in each type of matching. For the
tasks which the properties is desired, SANOM has a degraded performance as its current version does not
consider the matching of properties.
2.4. Conclusion
SANOM participated in OAEI 2017 for the first time. The system is in its rudimentary state, but we plan
to more advance it to be able to compete with top systems. Nonetheless, the performance of SANOM is
quite fair in the tracks it participated this year.
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Abstract. WikiV3 is the successor of WikiMatch (participated in OAEI
2012 and 2013) which explores Wikipedia as one external knowledgebase
for ontology matching. The results show that the matcher is slightly
better than matchers based on string equality and can get higher recall
values. Moreover due to the construction of the system it is able to
compute mappings in a multilingual setup.
1 Presentation of the system
1.1 State, purpose, general statement
WikiV3 is a system which exploits external knowledgebases - in this case Wikipedia.
It uses the MediaWiki API and searches pages which corresponds to a given re-
source. When exploring the interlanguage links of Wikipedia the system is also
able to find mapping between ontologies of different languages. These links point
from a Wikipedia page to a correspondent page in Wikipedia with a different lan-
guage. In contrast to the previous version of the matcher (WikiMatch [1] which
participated in OAEI 2012 and 2013) all interlanguage links are now stored in
Wikidata 1.
Wikidata is a separate project which allows to build a collaboratively edited
knowledge base. One part of this project is to centralize the interlanguage links.
Thus the text of Wikipedia is used to better map to Wikidata entities than just
using the text available in Wikidata. The search engine of Wikipedia is based
on Elasticsearch and is wrapped by a MediaWiki plugin called CirrusSearch2.
The service provided by this plugin is heavily used by this matcher to find
corresponding resources.
The general approach is shown in figure 1.
For each resource of the first ontology a list of corresponding Wikidata con-
cepts is generated. A resource can be a class, datatype property or a object
property. All of them are handled seperately to ensure that no mapping between
different type of resources is generated (e.g. no class is matched to a datatype
or object property). In the same way a list of Wikidata IDs (WIDs) is created
for the second ontology. If there is at least one WID of a list in ontology 2 ap-










































Fig. 1. Matching strategy of WikiV3
result in a n:m mapping which means one concept can be mapped to multiple
other concepts. This will be reduced in a further step. The confidence value of a




where M represents the mapping, Ont1 and Ont2 selects the corresponding re-
source in Ontology one or two and the function WID returns the set of all
Wikidata IDs for the corresponding resource.
The retrieval of WIDs for one resource is now described in more detail. The
goal is to generate a list of WIDs which represents a given resource. In the best
case there is a WID which directly represents the resource but most of the time
there will be only Wikidata entries which partially represents the concept. For
achieving that goal, the search API of Wikipedia is used3.
We queried the search API for all labels, comments and for the fragment of
the URI for each resource. The text length is reduced in case it is longer than 300
characters because otherwise the endpoint do not process the query. Furthermore
we do not consult the endpoint if 50% of the characters are numbers. Due to the
fact that the search endpoint is sensitive to tokenization (compare results from
3 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Search
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“Review preference”4 and “Review preference”5), the text is tokenized (using
the following characters as a splitting point:“,;:()?!. - ”). Afterwards all tokens
are joined with a single whitespace.
The search URI6 is parameterized and the language variable is replaced with
the ISO 639-1 language code of the literal. In case there is no language tag the
default language of the ontology is used (the most used language of all literals).
The variable text is replaced with the processed string of the literal. With this
query the suggestions of Wikipedia are also explored. Thus misspellings can be
detected and fixed.
The results of this API call are Wikipedia page titles. These are converted to
WIDs by using the page properties call7 and the remaining variable joinedTitles
is replaced with the Wikipedia page titles. For faster processing all queries are
cached.
After comparing the WID lists from each ontology the result is a n:m mapping
of the concepts with a computed confidence value which is used in a second step
to increase the precision of the matcher. This step will filter all mappings below
a given threshold. There are two different thresholds depending if the matching
task is multilingual or not. This is detected through the default languages of
both ontologies. If they differ then the threshold is not applied because in a
multilingual setup the recall would drop drastically. In monolingual setup we
choose a threshold of 0.28 which means that more than a quarter of the WIDs
of two resources have to match.
The confidence filter does not ensure that we get a 1:1 mapping. Therefore an
additional cardinality filter is applied. In case there is an n:m mapping it chooses
the one with the best confidence score. As a last step all mappings which do not
have the same host URI as the majority of the ontology will be deleted. This
ensures that the final mapping does not contain trivial mappings.
1.2 Specific techniques used
The main technique is the usage of Wikipedia API as an external source to find
mappings in Wikidata. With this information it is possible to also deal with
a multilingual ontology matching setup. The filter steps of the postprocessing
ensures a 1:1 mapping which is generally applicable.
1.3 Adaptations made for the evaluation
The only adaption of the system is the threshold setting. In a multilingual setup









context of the matching system this value represents the overlap in percentage
of two sets consisting of WIDs representing a resource.
1.4 Link to the system and parameters file




WikiV3 has by far the highest runtime due to Wikipedia API calls (nearly 37
minutes). In comparison to the string equivalence base line the system has only
a little bit higher F-measure (+0.036) but a better recall (+0.112).
The system is able to match the follwing resources but only with a low
threshold.
Table 1. True positive matches in Anatomy
left label confidence right label
osseus spiral lamina 0.2857 Lamina Spiralis Ossea
thoracic vertebra 9 0.3333 T9 Vertebra
trigeminal V spinal sensory nucleus 0.3333 Nucleus of the Spinal Tract
of the Trigeminal Nerve
zygomatic bone 0.3333 Zygomatic Arch
lumbar vertebra 2 0.3333 L2 Vertebra
nasopharyngeal tonsil 0.3333 Pharyngeal Tonsil
endocrine pancreas secretion 0.3636 Pancreatic Endocrine Secretion
synovium 8 0.4000 Synovial Membrane
xiphoid cartilage 9 0.4286 Xiphoid Process
If the text is more and more equal then the confidence will also arise. But
these examples can be clearly also found by string comparison approaches [3].
2.2 Conference
In conference track the situation is same as in anatomy. WikiV3 is slightly better
than the string equivalence baseline (+0.02 F-measure in ra1-M1). Neverthe-
less it finds correspondences like http://iasted#Sponsor = http://sigkdd#
Sponzor (different spelling) and http://iasted#Student_registration_fee






In the interesting case of matching different ontologies in different languages our
system achieves 0.25 F-measure. Most problematic is the recall of 0.25 because
we already reduced the threshold in a multilingual setup. In most cases the
concept at hand is not represented as its own Wikipedia article. Nevertheless
the system is able to find mappings (exemplary for english-german) like
Table 2. True positive matches in Multifarm
left label right label
Autor@de author@en
Konferenz@de conference@en
hat E-Mailadresse@de has email@en
Dokument@de document@en
3 General comments
3.1 Comments on the results
The overall results shows that WikiV3 is able to beat at least the string equiv-
alence matching approaches in terms of F-measure. The recall values are higher
than the one of the baselines but could be even higher.
The main drawback of the system is that most of the resources in the ontolo-
gies are not described by exactly one concept in Wikipedia (and thus Wikidata).
Furthermore the Elasticsearch cluster can only deal with small misspellings and
not with semantic equivalent terms or more sophisticated approaches like rewrit-
ing the query or applying any machine learning approaches. But this allows
reproducible results when fixing a specific version of the cirrussearch dumps.
3.2 Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system
One improvement concern the runtime of WikiV3. Each call to Wikipedia API
costs a lot of time. For a future version of this matcher it would be possible
to replicate the cirrussearch dumps 10 with the given setting11 and mapping12
files. Querying this Elasticsearch cluster is also possible due to the ability to









of the results are feasible. This setup enables a change of the index settings and
preprocessing steps to further improve the results.
In the classification of elementary matching approaches [2] the system works
at the syntactic element-level and do not use any graph or model based tech-
niques. This is a desired property for this matching system but it can be extended
to also use structural information.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we analyzed the results for WikiV3 - an ontology matching sys-
tem which explores Wikipedia as an external knowledge base. It is able to find
more correspondences than a simple string comparison approach. Nevertheless
it is only slightly better than that in terms of F-measure. Thus such a map-
ping approach can be used as a intermediate step to increase the recall also in
multilingual setups.
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Abstract. We describe in this paper the XMap system and the results achieved
during the 2017 edition of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative. XMap
aims to tackle the issue of matching large scale ontologies by involving particular
parallel matching on multiple cores or machines.
1 Presentation of the system
XMap, as for eXtended Mapping, is one of the leading ontology matching systems for
large-scale ontology matching relying on the notion of context in order to deal with lex-
ical ambiguity as well as a divide-and-conquer approach to tackle the issue of matching
large ontologies.
In XMap, the measurement of lexical similarity in ontology matching is performed
using a synset, defined in WordNet [1] and UMLS [2]. In our approach, the similarity
between two entities of different ontologies is evaluated not only by investigating the
semantics of the entities names, but also taking into account the context, through which
the effective meaning is described. The translation into many languages is based on the
Microsoft R⃝Translator. Our system stores locally all translation results from Microsoft
R⃝Translator in dictionary files. The translator will also be queried only when no stored
translation are found in order to gain time and avoid overloading the server.
2 State, purpose, general statement
XMap using an oracle by modifying the validation process of the candidate mappings
according to the quality of the interactive matching in terms of F-measure and number
of required interactions. This process is performed after each round of candidate retriev-
ing. Our approach is based on semantic techniques and on a parallel execution strategy
adapted from [3], to address the challenge of scalability and efficiency of matching tech-
niques. One of the main trusts of the introduced approach is the increasing scalability
and speed of ontology alignment by matching linguistic and structural features.
At a glance, the mapping process of XMap is depicted in Figure 1. XMap uses var-
ious similarity measures of different categories such as string, linguistic, and structural
based similarity measures, each contributing to some extent to the alignment results. Af-
terwards, the alignments from all matchers can be aggregated to obtain a final alignment
through the use of sequential composition [4]. Finally, a fast repair method is applied
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Fig. 1. The different steps for scoring a multiple network alignment.
so as to detect and remove the inconsistent classes by ”‘Applying Logical Constraints
on Matching Ontologies”’ (ALCOMO) [5]. The main goal is to try to remove less un-
satisfiable classes (discovering disjointness relationships) without having an impact on
the F-measure score.
3 Results
In this section, we present the evaluation results obtained by running XMap under the
SEALS client with Anatomy, Conference, Multifarm, Interactive matching evaluation,
Large Biomedical Ontologies and Disease and Phenotype tracks.
Anatomy The Anatomy track consists of finding an alignment between the Adult
Mouse Anatomy (2744 classes) and a part of the NCI Thesaurus (3304 classes) de-
scribing the human anatomy. XMap achieves a good F-Measure value of ≈89% in
a reasonable amount of time (37 sec.) (see Table 1). In terms of F-Measure/runtime,
XMap is ranked 2nd among the tools participated in this track.
Table 1. Results for Anatomy track.
System Precision F-Measure Recall Time(s)
XMap 0.926 0.893 0.863 37
Conference The Conference track uses a collection of 16 ontologies from the domain
of academic conferences. Most ontologies were equipped with OWL-DL axioms of
various types; this opens a useful way to test our semantic matchers. For each reference
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alignment, three evaluation modalities are applied : a) crisp reference alignments, b) the
uncertain version of the reference alignment, c) logical reasoning.
Table 2. Results based on the crisp reference alignments.
Precision F-Measure 1 Recall
Original reference alignment (ra1)
ra1-M1 0.84 0.73 0.64
ra1-M2 0.75 0.32 0.2
ra1-M3 0.84 0.68 0.57
Entailed reference alignment (ra2)
ra2-M1 0.79 0.67 0.58
ra2-M2 0.83 0.35 0.22
ra2-M3 0.79 0.63 0.52
Violation reference alignment (rar2)
rar2-M1 0.78 0.68 0.6
rar2-M2 0.83 0.35 0.22
rar2-M3 0.78 0.65 0.55
Uncertain reference alignments (Sharp)
- 0.84 0.57 0.6
Table 3. Results based on the uncertain version of the reference alignment.
Precision F-Measure 1 Recall
Uncertain reference alignments (Sharp)
0.84 0.68 0.57
Uncertain reference alignments (Discrete)
0.79 0.72 0.67
Uncertain reference alignments (Continuous)
0.81 0.73 0.67
As depicted in Table 2 and 3, XMap produces fairly consistent alignments when
matching the conference ontologies. Finally, XMap generated only one incoherent align-
ment for the evaluation based on logical reasoning.
Multifarm This track is based on the translation of the OntoFarm collection of on-
tologies into 9 different languages. XMap have low performance due to many internal
exceptions. The results are showed in Table 4.
Interactive matching evaluation The goal of this evaluation is to imitate interactive
alignment [6, 7], where a oracle user is involved to validate the correspondences found
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Table 4. Results for Multifarm track.
System Different ontologies Same ontologies
P F R P F R
XMap 0.24 0.06 0.04 0.66 0.10 0.06
by the alignment approach by checking the reference alignment, and changing error val-
ues in order to assess their influence on the performance of alignment systems. For the
2017 edition, participating systems are evaluated on the Conference, Anatomy, Large
biomedical and Phenotype datasets using an oracle based on the reference alignment.
XMap uses various similarity measures to generate candidate mappings. It applies
two thresholds to filter the candidate mappings: one for the mappings that are directly
added to the final alignment and another for those that are presented to the user for
validation. The latter threshold is selected to be high in order to minimize the number of
requests and the rejected candidate mappings from the oracle; the requests are mainly
about incorrect mappings. The mappings accepted by the user are moved to the final
alignment. For the two years 2016 and 2017, XMap preserved roughly the same F-
Measure value, and it benefits the least from the interaction with the oracle. All XMap’s
measures differ with less than 0.2% from the non-interactive runs, and performance
does not change at all with the increasing error rates.
Large biomedical ontologies This track consists of finding alignments between the
Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA), SNOMED CT, and the National Cancer Insti-
tute Thesaurus (NCI). The results obtained by XMap are depicted by Table 5.
Table 5. Results for the Large BioMedical track.
Test set Precision Recall F-Measure Time(s)
Small FMA-NCI 0.977 0.901 0.937 20
Whole FMA-NCI 0.884 0.847 0.865 130
Small FMA-SNOMED 0.974 0.847 0.906 62
Whole FMA- Large SNOMED 0.774 0.843 0.807 625
Small SNOMED-NCI 0.894 0.566 0.693 106
Whole SNOMED-NCI 0.819 0.553 0.660 563
In general, we can conclude that XMap achieved a good precision/recall values. The
high recall value can be explained by the fact that UMLS thesaurus contains definitions
of highly technical medical terms.
Disease and Phenotype This track based on a real use case where it is required to find
alignments between disease and phenotype ontologies. Specifically, the selected ontolo-
gies are the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO), the Mammalian Phenotype Ontology
(MP), the Human Disease Ontology (DOID), and the Orphanet and Rare Diseases On-
tology (ORDO).
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XMap achieved fair results according to the three evaluation (Silver standard, Man-
ually generated mappings and Manual assessment of unique mappings).
4 General comments
4.1 Comments on the results
This is the 5th time that we participate in the OAEI campaign. The official results of
OAEI 2017 show that XMap is competitive with other well-known ontology matching
systems in all OAEI tracks.
4.2 Comments on the OAEI 2017 procedure
As a fifth participation, we found the OAEI procedure very convenient and the organiz-
ers very supportive. The OAEI test cases are various, and this leads to a comparison on
different levels of difficulty, which is very interesting. We found that SEALS platform
is a precious tool to compare the performance of our system with the others.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the results achieved during the 2017 edition of the OAEI
campaign. The used benchmark helped greatly identify the power and weaknesses of
the algorithm. In addition, XMap showed the feasibility of our approach especially on
large-scale biomedical ontologies which was a thriving challenge in ontology matching
domain.
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Abstract. The YAM-BIO ontology alignment system is an extension
of YAM++ but dedicated to aligning biomedical ontologies. YAM++
has successfully participated in several editions of the Ontology Align-
ment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) between 2011 and 2013, but this is
the first participation of YAM-BIO. The biomedical extension includes a
new component that uses existing mappings between multiple biomedi-
cal ontologies as background knowledge. In this short system paper, we
present YAM-BIO’s workflow and the results obtained in the Anatomy
and Large Biomedical Ontologies tracks of the OAEI 2017 campaign.
1 Presentation of the YAM-BIO system
1.1 State, purpose, general statement
YAM-BIO may be seen as an extension of YAM++ [5] that uses existing map-
pings between multiple biomedical ontologies as background knowledge to en-
hance the matching results. The latest version of YAM++, which we reused in
YAM-BIO, obtained excellent results in multiple Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative (OAEI) campaigns, especially in 2013 [11]. YAM++ did not partici-
pate more since then. Four years on from the last participation, our objective
this year was to establish a comparison between the potential performance of
a bio-customized YAM++, and state-of-the-art systems in matching biomedical
ontologies.
Over last OAEI campaigns, state-of-the-art systems such as AML [7] and
LogMapBio [9] used specialized background knowledge to improve their re-
sults. More generally, the use of background knowledge –or indirect matching
techniques– as recently allowed to obtain better results. YAM-BIO is an equiv-
alent evolution of YAM++ in which we added a component that uses existing
mappings as background knowledge. With YAM-BIO, we participated this year
to the Anatomy and Large Biomedical Ontologies (Largebio) tracks.
1.2 YAM-BIO’s general alignment worklfow
As illustrated in Fig. 1, YAM-BIO’s workflow contains three main steps: First, to
compute direct matching between source and target ontologies using YAM++.
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Second, to compose relevant existing mappings in the background knowledge for
concepts not aligned during first step. Third, to compute union of the alignments
produced by the two previous steps.
Direct matching with YAM++: Annotations (labels, comments, etc.)
and structures of source and target ontologies are indexed as well as the context
of each entity that may be a concept or a property. Then, candidate mappings
with a low annotation similarity are pre-filtered. Other advanced lexical and
structural similarity measures are applied on the remaining candidate mappings,
before updating their similarity scores using the structure information of source
and target ontologies. Finally, a threshold is dynamically computed to select the
most relevant mapping candidates. For more details on each steps of the execu-
tion of YAM++, readers may refer to [5].
Indirect matching and union: During this step YAM-BIO finds map-
pings for the concepts that have not been matched during direct matching with
YAM++. First, background knowledge existing mappings are loaded in a list of
lists noted A as follows:
1. Identifiers of all concepts in the background knowledge are added to A. The
identifier of a given concept is the last part of its URI, for example the
identifier of the concept that has the URI http://mouse.owl#MA 0000031
is MA 0000031.
2. Each element x of A points to a list that contains identifiers of all concepts
matched to x in the background knowledge.
Then, for each source concept y that is not matched yet, YAM-BIO checks if
y’s identifier exists in A. If yes, YAM-BIO gets the corresponding list –pointed
by y– and for each element of this list, YAM-BIO verifies if itself points to a
list that contains a concept identifier from the target ontology. If so, YAM-BIO
derives a new mapping and adds it to the alignment produced previously by the
direct matching.
1.3 Adaptations made for the OAEI campaign
The existing mappings used as background knowledge have been extracted from
Uberon [10] and the Human Disease Ontology (DOID) [13]. These ontologies
contain several manually edited/curated cross references to other biomedical
ontologies that we may consider as mappings.
In addition, concept identifiers of the ontologies provided for the Largebio
track are not the original ones, but have been replaced by their standardized
preferred labels. For this reason, we have used the NCBO BioPortal’s REST
API [6] to replace concept identifiers within Uberon and DOID by their stan-
dardized preferred labels.
1.4 Availability
YAM++ has now a publicly accessible online prototype version [16] and is reg-
istered on Maven repositories: http://yamplusplus.lirmm.fr. YAM-BIO has not

















Fig. 1. YAM-BIO’s general workflow




The Anatomy track consists of finding an alignment between the Adult Mouse
Anatomy [8] (2744 classes) and a subset of the National Cancer Institute (NCI)
Thesaurus [14] (3304 classes) describing human anatomy. Table 1 shows YAM-
BIO’s evaluation result and runtime on this track. YAM-BIO scored in second
position among the 12 systems that have participated in 2017 with almost the
same precision and a slightly lower recall comparing to the top ranked system.
Table 1. YAM-BIO’s Anatomy track results
Test set Precision Recall F-Score Time (s)
Anatomy 0.948 0.922 0.935 70
2.2 Large Biomedical Ontologies (Largebio) track
The Largebio track consists of respective finding alignments between the Foun-
dational Model of Anatomy (FMA) [12], SNOMED-CT [4], and the NCI The-
saurus. There are six tasks with different input ontology sizes: small fragment,
large fragment and whole ontologies. Table 2 shows YAM-BIO’s evaluation re-
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sults and runtime on those tasks. With the exception of the XMAP system4,
YAM-BIO is the top ranked system in Task 1 and Task 4 and obtained almost
the same results as the best system in Task 3 with an F-measure of 0.834 vs
0.835. In Task 2 and Task 6, YAM-BIO scored in second position with a better
recall than the best system and a lower precision. In Task 5, it shared third
position with LogMapBio. In terms of running time, YAM-BIO completed the
different tasks in acceptable time.
Table 2. YAM-BIO’s LargeBio track results
Test set Precision Recall F-Score Time (s)
Task 1: Small fragments FMA-NCI 0.968 0.896 0.931 56
Task 2: FMA Whole-NCI Whole 0.816 0.888 0.850 279
Task 3: Small fragments FMA-SNOMED 0.966 0.733 0.834 60
Task 4: FMA Whole-SNOMED Large fragment 0.887 0.728 0.800 468
Task 5: Small fragments SNOMED-NCI 0.899 0.677 0.772 2202
Task 6: SNOMED Large fragment-NCI Whole 0.827 0.698 0.757 490
3 Discussion
3.1 Comments on the results and ways of improvement
YAM-BIO scored second position in the Anatomy track and scored first or second
also in the Largebio track (except Task 5). As expected, using existing mappings
as background knowledge has improved YAM++ results in terms of recall and
consequently F-measure. Mapping compositions extracted from Uberon allowed
YAM-BIO to discover non trivial mappings, specifically in Anatomy track and
in Task 1 and Task 2 of Largebio track. Similarly, the composition of mappings
extracted from DOID allowed to increase the recall of Task 5 and Task 6. How-
ever, the incoherence analysis shows that YAM-BIO returns some incoherent
mappings. This may be explained by the fact that the mappings derived us-
ing background knowledge have been added to the final alignment without any
semantic verification.
In our current system, mappings derived using background knowledge are
not post-filtered and semantically verified as in YAM++. A simple union of the
direct and indirect alignments is performed to obtain the final alignment. In the
future, our goal would be to integrate the use of background knowledge directly
inside YAM++’s internal architecture which, we believe, will improve coherence
of the final results. More specifically, we will implement the approach proposed
in [1].
In addition, we are aware of the importance of the dynamic selection of
ontologies to use as background knowledge [15, 2]. Indeed, from the selected on-
tologies we may extract manual/automatic mappings as background knowledge.
For this reason, we will extend YAM-BIO to dynamically select a set of ontolo-
4 We note XMAP uses UMLS Metathesaurus as background knowledge, which is the
same from which Largebio reference alignments are extracted.
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gies from a given ontology library such as the NCBO BioPortal or Watson [3],
if we want to go beyond biomedicine.
3.2 Comments on the OAEI evaluation
When possible, we think it would be interesting to publish participants results
with and without use of specialized background knowledge. On one hand, this
will allow to better evaluate the influence of background knowledge in matching
quality and running time. On the other hand, this will allow a fair comparison
with systems that do not use background knowledge.
Some components are common in all ontology matching system architectures;
others do not always exist —such as background knowledge selection or semantic
verification. This makes the comparison of running time executions particularly
cumbersome and not always fair. According to us, it would be more appropriate
to evaluate execution times for each separate component. For example, YAM-
BIO used a predefined background knowledge while LogMapBio made a dynamic
selection from an online repository necessarily taking additional time. Splitting
running time by components will also help the community to identify less efficient
components to improve them, and most efficient ones to reuse them.
4 Conclusion
In 2017 YAM-BIO participated in two tracks: Anatomy and LargeBio. The re-
sults obtained in those tracks are very close to top ranked state-of-the-art sys-
tems, thanks to different content matching techniques implemented in YAM++
and to the use of background knowledge. Due to the high heterogeneity of on-
tologies, we believe that an advanced generic (i.e., not restricted to biomedicine)
module that selects and uses background knowledge should be implemented in
the internal architecture of YAM++ to improve its results. In the future, we will
work on such a module and hopefully participate in different OAEI tracks.
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1 Introduction
Discovering semantic relations between entities (entity linking) is one of the most im-
portant activity for both semantic web and linked data areas. Either we need link sets
of instances or concepts we can rely on automatic systems only to a certain extent. As
a result, an automatic linking is accompanied with a user interaction which enables to
increase the quality of resulted link sets. Often, in order to reach as much quality of link
set as possible the user should be a domain expert for an area of linking task [1]. This
user specifics should be considered by designers of interactive entity linking tools. This
work presents an experience from an experiment of building a link set for two fiscal
code lists where domain experts have been involved. The experiment has been done
using the Alignment tool.45
2 The Alignment Tool
While the Alignment tool is now a general linking tool, it has originally been developed
in order to facilitate linking heterogeneous fiscal code lists in the OpenBudgets project.
It is a web application for online, collaborative, system aided manual entity linking.
The tool can be used to manually create link sets between two knowledge graphs or to
validate already existing link sets. It further offers a number of utilities to aid the linking
such as a graph visualization as a tree, a search bar, an entity description and finally
suggestions based on linking algorithms provided by Silk [2] or by other automated
linking tools. Multiple users can work on the same linking project simultaneously, thus
enabling crowdsourcing of a link set creation and reducing required time and effort.
The user can select a semantic meaning of the link by selecting from a number of
predefined link types (e.g skos:related,6 skos:broadMatch, owl:sameAs etc.) or provide
a custom one. The tool can also be used to crowdsource a link validation using a voting
system. You can upload links produced by an automated procedure or the tool itself




6 Skos prefix refers to http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core# namespace.
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3 Building a Link Set by Involving Domain Experts
European union countries often apply their own different categorization systems for
funded projects. As a consequence, this hinders straightforward fiscal analyses. Since
there is already integrated European categorization system for funded projects, one of
possible solutions to enhance fiscal analyses is to interlink categorization systems of
individual EU countries to the European one. For improving this situation we started
with building the one link set, the Czech code list (44 items) to the European one (142
items).7 In order to ensure the quality of the link set we involved two domain experts
and we used the Alignment tool. Thus this work enabled us testing the Alignment tool
in action and examining the task of interlinking code lists with domain experts.
Our two domain experts worked separately. They followed detail guidelines8 where
they were informed about the goal of correctly interlinking as many source items to
target items as possible. The guidelines also includes a brief manual how to use the
Alignment tool and the instruction that experts should prefer certain types of links more,
i.e. there was the following preference skos:exactMatch, then skos:narrowMatch and
skos:broadMatch and then the others.
Both experts interlinked 32 same items where expert 1 linked 84% (37) items from
the source code list and expert 2 linked 82% (36) items from the source code list. While
the expert 1 employed all skos link types (out of all 53 links) more or less uniformly
(21 skos:narrowMatch, 11 skos:closeMatch, 9 skos:exactMatch, 8 skos:relatedMatch,
4 skos:broadMatch), the expert 2 created mainly skos:narrowMatch links (116), addi-
tionally 8 skos:exactMatch and 1 skos:broadMatch, out of all 125 links. Both experts
managed 32 times to linked the same two entities in one link and, more importantly, they
managed to create the very same link 23 times where there were 7 skos:exactMatch, 1
skos:broadMatch and 15 skos:narrowMatch.9 The resulted link set of 23 links repre-
sents the nucleus of the reference link set. Since there are many links created by only
one expert (57% in the case of expert 1 and 82% in the case of expert 2) we further plan
to let experts discuss those not agreed links to extend the current reference link set.
During the interlinking by experts we continually received a feedback in terms of
bugs and improvement suggestions for the Alignment tool as also reflected via GitHub.
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Abstract. We address the problem of benchmarking ontology matching and link
discovery frameworks at large scale. In particular, we aim to ensure that the
benchmarks generate comparable results for the various systems and approaches.
Our solution lies in implementing our benchmarks into the HOBBIT benchmark-
ing platform, which provide means for the unified benchmarking of Big Linked
Data solutions.
The HOBBIT platform serves as a framework for benchmarking Big Linked Data
systems. Benchmarks that focus on the evaluation of the quality of a system using sin-
gle consecutive requests can be run on the platform as well as benchmarks aiming at
efficiency, e.g., by generating a lot of parallel requests leading to a high workload. Espe-
cially for the latter case, the platform supports the handling of Big Linked Data to make
sure that even for high-performance systems a maximum load can be generated. The
HOBBIT project1 that designs and develops the HOBBIT platform aims at two goals:
firstly, it offers an open-source evaluation platform that can be downloaded and exe-
cuted locally. Secondly, it offers an online instance of the platform for a) running public
challenges and b) making sure that even people without the required infrastructure are
able to run the benchmarks they are interested in.
The platform, as well as the benchmarks that are designed and implemented in
HOBBIT are modelled as actors with which the platform interacts. The following use
cases are supported by the platform:
– Benchmark a System: the user selects the benchmark to test his system with. The
platform loads the appropriate configuration parameters for the benchmark, as well
as the list of available systems for this benchmark. The user configures the bench-
mark and selects one of the available systems to benchmark.
– Show and Compare Benchmark Results: the user can view the results of a single
benchmark run or select multiple, e.g., to compare several systems that have been
evaluated with the same benchmark.
– Add a System: the user adds the system that he wants to benchmark in the platform
by providing a docker image of his system and a system adapter which serves as a
proxy between the benchmark and the system.
The platform can be separated into two parts. The first part comprises platform com-
ponents that are always running. The second part contains all components that belong
1 http://project-hobbit.eu
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to a certain experiment, i.e., the benchmark components as well as the benchmarked
system. Figure 1 shows the layout of the HOBBIT platform components and how the
different parts interact for the Linking and Spatial Benchmarks that are introduced in
HOBBIT Link Discovery Track.2 Below we provide a brief overview of the operation of







































Fig. 1: Interaction of the components for the Linking and Spatial Benchmarks
The Platform Controller makes sure that the benchmark chosen by the user can
be started and ensures that all nodes of the cluster are available. It communicates with
the system to be benchmarked, ensures that it is working properly and generates the
benchmark controller that is responsible for producing the data and task generators as
well as the evaluation storage. The Data Generator produces the source dataset that is
sent to the Benchmarked System, and the target dataset as well as the Gold Standard
which are sent to the Task Generator. The Task Generator sends the target dataset to
the Benchmarked System and forwards the Gold Standard to the Evaluation Storage.
When the system finishes its task, it sends the answers to the Evaluation Storage. The
Evaluation Module receives the system and the Gold Standard answers and returns the
Key Performance Indicators for the experiment.
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1 Introduction
Ontology matching is a crucial problem in the world of Semantic Web and other
distributed, open world applications. Diversity in tools, knowledge, habits, lan-
guage, interests and usually level of detail may drive in heterogeneity. Thus,
many automated applications have been developed, implementing a large va-
riety of matching techniques and similarity measures, with impressive results.
However, there are situations where this is not enough and there must be hu-
man decision in order to create a link[2]. In this poster we showcase Alignment
platform45, a novel tool developed to aid crowdsourced entity linking.
2 Alignment: The interactive, collaborative, Link
Creation Web Platform
Alignment is a collaborative, system aided, user driven ontology matching plat-
form. As previous studies have shown[1], users should not be overwhelmed with
too much information, but enough in order to decide if a mapping should be
created or not. With this in mind, we designed our GUI to be as minimal as
can be with enough utilities to aid users, either domain or ontology engineering
experts on the linking workflow. Multiple users can work on the same project
and provide their own links simultaneously and interactively. The platform also
offers evaluation and social features, as users can give a positive or negative vote,
as well as comment on a specific link between two entities, providing feedback
on the produced linksets. The produced linksets are then automatically avail-
able through both a SPARQL endpoint and an API. You can see an overview





2 Alignment: interactive entity linking
Fig. 1: Alignment GUI
project within the platform. First it is needed to upload the ontologies he wants
to produce a linkset. The ontologies get validated and stored on the platform.
Then the user has to define which ontology will be used as source and target on-
tologies consequently. Also he needs to define which similarity algorithm will be
used for the system provided suggestions. The user can also choose if the project
will be private or public, where multiple users can cooperate to create linksets.
Then, upon creation of the project, the platform calculates similarities between
the entities of the ontologies and renders the GUI. None of the suggestions pro-
vided by the system is realised as a valid link, unless some user decide to create
the link. Finally, produced linksets can be exported, or send for crowdsourced
validation, through the Voting service.
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1 Introduction
The evolution of semantic structured data, such as those behind the deep web or social
networks, requires mapping between sources to enable a high level integration. Sev-
eral ontology matching systems have been developed to establish mappings between
multilingual ontologies, however, employing these systems in real world requires an
assessment of the ontologies capability and performance which is conducted by the
MultiFarm Track. Yet, this track still lacks of ontologies from different language fami-
lies. In this paper, we contribute to the OAEI initiative with a Turkish dataset to extend
the coverage of languages for the matching systems.
2 The Proposed Dataset
The Turkish language comes from a different branch of the language family than the
existing datasets in the Multifarm Track, we believe it will add a different perspective
to the assessments of matching systems. The dataset is valuable for the OM domain for
several reasons: i) Since the Mutltifarm track is composed of a set of ontologies of the
conference domain, to the best of our knowledge no such dataset exists for the confer-
ence domain in Turkish, ii) we will integrate Turkish datasets to the OAEI campaign
to assess the performance of cross-lingual ontology alignment systems along with other
languages and iii) we will close the gap of lacking datasets for Turkish in the OAEI.
We followed the steps detailed in [3] to create our dataset, to validate it and then to
generate the reference alignments for other ontologies. The Multifarm track has been
translated from English to Turkish semi-automatically, and then reviewed and corrected
by a professional English-Turkish speaker. During dataset generation, we have taken
advantage of our experiences of generating Arabic datasets [2]. We first generated the
Turkish ontologies via regular expressions with the regex API and, then, translated enti-
ties are replaced by the original ones. Finally, the alignments between Turkish and other
languages are constructed by replacing English entity IDs by Turkish entity IDs.
However, we have a different level of difficulty for generating alignments between
English-Turkish than we have experienced when we were constructing the alignments
for Arabic datasets. The difficulty for English-Arabic datasets was to find an automatic
solution for generating alignments between files where each one contains a high number
of semantic correspondences. On the other hand, thanks to our automation of the frame-
work, it was easier to create English-Turkish alignments by implementing a generator
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for the solution. The solution consists of (1) considering the dataset that contains a high
number of semantic correspondences (e.g. English-French), (2) replacing English enti-
ties by the new language (e.g. Turkish) (3) replacing entities of the other language (e.g.
French) with corresponding English entities, using the alignments of the same ontolo-
gies between English and the other language (e.g. French in this case).
3 Experiments
The experimental study conducted on the Turkish datasets is performed using the CroLOM
system due to its good results (ranked third) obtained in the OAEI2016 edition. CroLOM[1]
uses the Yandex translator, NLP techniques and a similarity computation based on the
categories of words and synonyms. The experimental results are presented in Table 1
for each language pair. The results are good for the pairs English and Spanish. However,
they are less satisfactory for the pairs Chinese, Arabic and German. This is explained
by the fact that CroLOM uses English as pivot to align multilingual ontologies. We can
also observe that, on average Turkish ontologies bring an additional complexity to the
Multifarm track, w.r.t. the results without Turkish dataset obtained via CroLOM.
Table 1: Results of the CroLOM System on the Turkish Dataset
Dataset Pairs H-Mean Pre. H-Mean F-mea. H-Mean Rec.
Arabic-Turkish 0.77 0.29 0.18
English-Turkish 0.74 0.47 0.34
German-Turkish 0.59 0.36 0.26
Czech-Turkish 0.71 0.40 0.27
Chinese-Turkish 0.47 0.25 0.17
Spanish-Turkish 0.65 0.48 0.38
French-Turkish 0.60 0.42 0.33
Dutch-Turkish 0.64 0.43 0.33
Portuguese-Turkish 0.70 0.45 0.34
Russian-Turkish 0.69 0.41 0.29
The CroLOM system completed all the tests involving the Turkish language and
the experimental study shows that the dataset is suitable to evaluate state-of-the-art
ontology matching systems.
Acknowledgements We would like to thank Lecturer Nuriye In for her contributions
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Abstract. We replicate and demonstrate that the performance of the
WikiMatch automated ontology alignment system may be driven not by
the particular information from Wikipedia directly used by the system,
but rather by string similarity and Wikipedia’s manually curated syn-
onym sets, as encoded in the site’s query resolution and page redirection
system. In order to gain a detailed understanding of how Wikipedia con-
tributes to WikiMatch, we replicate results reported for WikiMatch and
analyze the results to evaluate our hypothesis.
1 Introduction
This paper reviews an ontology alignment system called WikiMatch. We attempt
to replicate the results of the system in order to understand how Wikipedia
contributes to its performance. Additionally, we conduct experiments to analyze
where the performance comes from. We find that using Wikipedia can in fact find
more non-syntactic pairs then using only string similarity. However, the results
showed that the performance on both the conference and anatomy datasets were
driven primarily by the syntactic similarity of entity labels and secondarily by
the Wikipedia page redirection system.
2 Replication and Analysis
The idea behind WikiMatch is to use Wikipedia’s general search functionality
(through the MediaWiki API1) to retrieve a list of related article titles for each
of the entities in the two ontologies to be aligned. After retrieving the list of
titles, the similarity of each pair of entities is computed by the Jaccard index2
on these titles. If the similarity exceeds a threshold, WikiMatch considers the
entities equivalent. We began our WikiMatch replication effort by downloading
the source code from the link specified in [1]. We were able to compile and run
the code with minimal effort, and our results were very similar to those in the
[1]. Then we used two different datasets: the conference track and anatomy track





2 Zhou and Cheatham
Dataset Features Precision Recall F-measure TP FP FN
Conference
Levenshtein String Similarity(Baseline) 0.74 0.49 0.58 150 52 155
Directed + Redirected Queries 0.74 0.49 0.58 150 52 155
WikiMatch(Directed + Redirected + Article Titles) 0.70 0.50 0.58 152 64 153
Anatomy
Levenshtein String Similarity(Baseline) 0.99 0.62 0.77 937 11 579
Directed + Redirected Queries 0.99 0.62 0.77 947 11 569
WikiMatch(Directed + Redirected + Article Titles) 0.96 0.64 0.77 966 43 550
Table 1: Comparison of different approaches on the OAEI conference (Line 1-3)
and Anatomy (Line 4-6) Track (TP = True Positives, FP = False Positives, FN
= False Negatives, Directed = Identical Terms with Same Title List, Redirected
= Different Terms with Same Title List, Article Titles = Different Terms with
Different Title List)
Table 1 shows the performance of WikiMatch compared with two other ap-
proaches to ontology alignment on two datasets. The first row of each dataset
shows the performance achieved by considering two entities equivalent if their
labels have a Levenstein string similarity above a threshold of 0.95. The second
row shows the performance achieved by considering two entities to be equivalent
if querying Wikipedia for them returns the same article. This is possible even
when the entity labels are not identical because every article in Wikipedia has
a primary term associated with it, as well as zero or more secondary terms that
redirect to that article. For example, the primary term associated with the article
on the United States of America is “United State of America”, while secondary
terms include “United States of America”, “America”, “US”, and “USA”. So,
“United States of America” in one ontology would be found equivalent to “USA”
in another ontology through this method. The final row shows the performance
of the full WikiMatch system. Note that WikiMatch performs a general search
of Wikipedia, meaning that if no article has the search term as a primary or
secondary term, the search will continue over the article contents.
Overall, the percentages of correctness from string matching in the conference
and anatomy dataset are 98.7% (150/152) and 98.1% (947/966) respectively.
These results show that the performance of WikiMatch is mainly driven not by
the article titles from Wikipedia that were used, but rather by equivalent labels
string matching and the Wikipedia redirection system.
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1 Motivation and background
Simple ontology alignments, largely studied, link one entity from a source ontol-
ogy to one entity of a target ontology. One of the limitations of these alignments
is, however, their lack of expressiveness which can be overcome by complex align-
ments. Different approaches for generating complex alignments have emerged in
the literature [4,5,6]. However, there is a lack of datasets on which they can be
evaluated.
Ontology matching is the process of generating an alignment. An alignment
A between a source o1 and a target o2 ontologies is a set of correspondences [2].
Each correspondence is a triple 〈eo1, eo2, r〉. eo1 and eo2 are the members of the
correspondence: they can be single ontology entities or constructions of these
entities using constructors or transformation functions. r is a relation (e.g., ≡,
≤, ≥) between eo1 and eo2. We consider two types of correspondences:
– simple correspondence when both eo1 and eo2 are single entities: e.g. ∀x,
o1:Person(x) ≡ o2:Human(x) is a simple correspondence.
– complex correspondence when at least one of eo1 or eo2 is a construction of
entities, i.e. involving at least a constructor or a transformation function. For
example, ∀x,y, o1:priceInDollars(x,y) ≡ ∃y1, o2:priceInEuro(x,conversion(y))
is a complex correspondence with a transformation function (conversion
that states that y1 = changeRate × y). ∀x, o1:AcceptedPaper(x) ≡ ∃y,
o2:Paper(x) ∧ o2:acceptedBy(x,y) is a complex correspondence with con-
structors.
A complex alignment contains at least one complex correspondence.
2 The evaluation dataset
The proposed dataset is based on the OntoFarm dataset [9] composed of 16 on-
tologies on the conference organisation domain and simple reference alignments
between 7 of these ontologies. This dataset has been widely used in the ontology
alignment evaluation domain [8]. The dataset proposed here is a first version of
an extension of the OntoFarm dataset including complex correspondences. 3 out
of the 7 ontologies of the reference alignments have been manually aligned (cmt,
conference and edas), resulting in 3 alignments: cmt-conference, cmt-edas and
conference-edas. The methodology applied to create the complex dataset consists
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in manually finding an equivalent construction of target entities for each source
entity. All correspondences have a single entity member and an other member
that is either a single entity (simple correspondence) or a construction (complex
correspondence). The correspondences are diverse for they can be classified with
8 different correspondence patterns or compositions of them [7]. In the 3 align-
ments, the dataset contains 51 complex correspondences. The alignments are
expressed in First Order Logic and in EDOAL1. The resulting alignments were
translated into OWL axioms as an ontology merging process. The HermiT rea-
soner [3] was used to check the consistency of the merged ontology. The dataset is
available online at http://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4986368.v4 under
a CC-BY License.
3 Conclusion and future work
We have proposed a complex coherent dataset with complex correspondences
between 3 ontologies of the OntoFarm dataset. As perspectives, the dataset will
be extended with other ontologies of this dataset. The confidence of a correspon-
dence (a value associated with a correspondence to express its confidence degree)
could be added to the dataset. This could express, as in [1], the consensus level
of experts on each correspondence. Finally, we aim at using this dataset for the
purpose of evaluating complex matchers.
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1 Methods
Ontology alignment (OA) for two very large ontologies becomes time consuming and
memory intensive. A general approach to address these challenges is to partition each
ontology into cohesive blocks. (i.e., partitions). Ontology partitioning brings new chal-
lenges: how best to partition each ontology into blocks and whether the partitioning
process on each ontology should be independent of each other. In this paper, we present
preliminary work to determine the suitability of partitioning strategies to improve the
performance of OA systems, especially those unable to cope with the largest datasets.
The PBM (Partition Block Matching) [2,3], PAP (partition, anchor, partition) and
APP (anchor, partition, partition) [1] partitioning methods have been implemented as
independent methods from the alignment system. In the preliminary experiments in-
cluded in this paper we report results for the systems LogMap [4] and FCA-Map [7].
In [1], [2], and [3] a path-based semantic [6] similarity measure is used to determine
link strength between concepts within an ontology when creating blocks. In these ex-
periments, the path-based Wu-Palmer [6] as well as information content based Lin [5]
semantic similarity measures are considered. The ontology structure is used in deter-
mining the information content (IC) for a concept. The link strengths are calculated
between concepts that only differ by one in their depth within the ontology. The authors
of the PBM method use ISUB to find the anchors between concepts. In our experiments,
anchors are found using an exact label match between two concepts in the two different
ontologies. Each identified block pair represents a matching (sub)task, however, since
blocks are only characterized by a set of concepts, they are first converted to (logical)
ontology modules and then given to the ontology alignment system as input.
The initial experiments were performed on task 1 of the OAEI largebio track,1 in-
volving small fragments of FMA and NCI, using all three methods. The results using
Wu-Palmer are shown below in Table 1 and those for Lin in Table 2. The parameters
used are an η of 0.05 for PBM, an α of 0.75 for APP. A maximum block size of 500 and
a depth difference of one for semantic similarity calculation is used for all three meth-
ods. Blocks with only one concept are considered isolated blocks. Coverage represents
how many of the entities occurring in the OAEI reference alignments are present in the
identified block pairs. The precision and recall are calculated over the combined align-
ment results for all the matching tasks (i.e., pair of modules extracted from the block
pairs). FMA blocks (resp. NCI blocks) represents the number of total blocks produced
after partitioning of the FMA ontology (resp. NCI ontology).
The results from task 1 suggest that the PBM method provides much higher recall
values than the other two methods. The Wu-Palmer measure performed slightly better
than Lin. The next experiments examined how the PBM with the Wu-Palmer performed
on the OAEI largebio tasks that use the whole ontologies, that is, task 2, task 4 and task
6. The maximum block size is 3000. Table 3 presents these results.
1 http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/projects/SEALS/oaei/
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Table 1. Experiments in largebio task 1 suing Wu-Palmer. Matching with LogMap.
Method FMA Blocks NCI Blocks Matching Coverage Precision Recall Time (s)# Isolated # Isolated Tasks Partitioning Matching
PBM 55 15 141 60 87 0.821 0.845 0.743 40.248 85.162
PAP 60 13 141 60 58 0.451 0.870 0.410 39.827 58.517
APP 50 15 143 60 48 0.518 0.870 0.472 41.644 53.157
Table 2. Experiments in largebio task 1 using Lin. Matching with LogMap.
Method FMA Blocks NCI Blocks Matching Coverage Precision Recall Time (s)# Isolated # Isolated Tasks Partitioning Matching
PBM 46 6 180 53 83 0.801 0.833 0.728 52.454 81.689
PAP 37 5 180 53 37 0.348 0.861 0.321 56.508 39.423
APP 46 6 180 53 46 0.483 0.862 0.439 56.704 49.938
Table 3. Experiments with largebio whole ontologies using PBM with Wu-Palmer.
Task System Source Blocks Target Blocks Matching Coverage Precision Recall Time (s)# Isolated # Isolated Tasks Partitioning Matching
FMA-NCI LogMap 151 2 256 91 69 0.763 0.468 0.675 649 76.7FCA-Map 0.506 0.698 ≈ 8 hrs
FMA-SNOMED LogMap 388 9 3352 3273 154 0.594 0.571 0.423 4,807 385
SNOWMED-NCI LogMap 3357 3160 693 427 443 0.666 0.725 0.491 6,623 937
2 Discussion and future work
In this paper we have presented a preliminary evaluation of state of the art partitioning
algorithms for ontology alignment. The obtained results are not good as expected since,
after the partitioning and identification of the (sub)matching tasks, the coverage of the
entities in the reference alignments is rather low. For example, in the FMA-SNOMED
case only 59% of the entities appearing in the reference alignment are covered by the
modules in the identified matching tasks. In this case 41% of the entities were lost in
either isolated blocks or blocks for which a suitable pair could not be found.
As expected, given the coverage of entities in the reference alignment, the results
obtained by LogMap are very low as compared to the results reported for LogMap in last
OAEI campaign. In addition the partitioning step represents a considerable overhead
with respect LogMap’s computation times. Nevertheless, FCA-Map was successfully
run in task 2 of the largebio track using partitioning,2 while the system could not cope
with the task when given the whole FMA and NCI ontologies.
In the close future we aim at investigating new algorithms to provide a suitable parti-
tioning for ontology alignment where the loss of coverage in the identified (sub)matching
tasks, in terms of entities of the reference alignments, is minimized. We also intend to
perform an extensive evaluation of the novel partitioning algorithms with all OAEI par-
ticipating systems, especially those failing to cope with the largest tasks.
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Abstract.  Network of ontologies is the pairwise match of a set of ontologies, which be-
came recently relevant due to its applicability in different domains, such as cultural evo -
lution. However, the challenges faced in this area are not completely known and under-
stood, neither are their relations to ontology matching counterpart problems.   The goal
of this paper is to identify challenges and applications of a network of ontologies and
compare them to the 8 existing challenges of ontology matching. We identified four new
challenges and related them with the eight challenges presented in [3]. 
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1 Introducing research challenges on Network of Ontologies
After years of research and work on the Ontology field, different ontologies for de -
scribing the same domain of discourse were developed, either from scratch or based
on existing ones. To deal with a number of distinct ontologies for the same domain,
various Ontology matching systems were developed towards improving the process of
aligning ontologies in a pair wise manner. The field of Ontology Matching evolved
significantly; yet, some challenges still remain, as highlighted in [3]. 
With the advances on matching techniques, a network structure naturally arose,
composed by the set of discovered alignments and their respective ontologies.  The
network environment brings new tasks that were not necessary when we were dealing
with single or pairs of ontologies.  So to explore the network of ontologies issues, and
try to understand the relation with the matching problems, we performed a systematic
mapping study and compared the challenges we have found with the challenges pre -
sented in [3]. The complete study and its results are detailed in [5].
Network of Ontologies (N.O.) is a set of ontologies with a set of alignments be-
tween them [1], or a set of theories linked by different kind of relations [2]. At some
point, an application may look for alignments options in a network or a network has
to be maintained with supporting tools. 
We investigated, through a systematic mapping study, a research question of " How
similar is the N.O. alignment task when compared to the ontology matching" ? We
have identified four challenges: network consistency detection, network revision and
repair, network creation and management and inter-network matching. The first two
1 This research is partially funded by CNPq and CAPES Brazilian agencies, grant number 401505/2014-6
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were mentioned in the articles selected and the last two were inferred by the N.O. def -
initions presented in some articles. 
Figueroa et al. [4] presented a methodology to build ontologies and a tool to man -
age lifecycles. However, the approach does not address the definition of activities re-
lated to N.O. administration including user access and rights, node management, net-
work troubleshooting and other typical activities in network environments. These
problems were also not covered in [3]. If we relate the known research areas in [3] to
the four “new” challenges we found after this systematic mapping, as illustrated in
Figure 1, we may reveal some characteristics of the challenges. 
Fig. 1. Ontology Matching and N.O. challenges, and inter-related research areas
2 Final Considerations
This work provides a first roadmap for research on Network of Ontologies, by point-
ing a set of challenges found through the use of a systematic mapping in the literature.
Interestingly, the identified challenges interrelate to previous Ontology Matching
challenges posed in [3] by addressing overlapping research areas. Moreover, the new
challenges found also transcend previous one with regard to specific issues such as
consistency detection and alignment repair. 
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1 Introduction
On ontology Matching, many works make use of word semantics to align the
ontologies. One commonly used resource is WordNet[4][5], which groups words
that share the same meaning together. Thesaurus and lexicons like WordNet
indeed provide rich semantic information but require large amounts of human
effort to be created and maintained.
Vector space representations of word semantics are a family of language mod-
els that associate words with vectors in a semantic space, where each dimension
represents a component of the meaning of words[2][1][3]. The semantic similarity
of words is exploited by these methods, providing vectors close in space when
their related words are close in meaning. These vectors are usually calculated by
a learning algorithm on large corpora like Wikipedia and then used to evaluate
the similarity between two words.
In this work, we exploit the word-word similarities in the GloVe model as
external resources for Ontology Matching. The hypothesis is that two entities can
be matched based on the words in their names using the word-word similarity
provided by the model. We built a prototype and evaluated its performance
against the baselines from OAEI.
2 Prototype
To build the simplest prototype, we used pre-trained vectors1 from GloVe and
two ontologies O1 and O2. Then, each entity e defined in O1 or O2 is associated
with one vector #»ve = (a1, . . . , an), based on its name, where each component ai
represents the semantic dimension of words that have related meaning. In case
entity e has a compound name, we average the vectors of each word in its name,
and set the resulting vector as #»ve.
To generate a correspondence between two entities e1 and e2, from O1 and O2
respectively, we calculate the cosine similarity on vectors #»v1 and
#»v2, associated
with e1 and e2, respectively. If the value of cosine similarity is above a lower
bound, we continue with this correspondence, otherwise, it is discarded. This
lower bound was empirically set to 0.7 as this value showed the better results.
1 Obtained at http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.6B.zip
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After doing this procedure for all entity pairs, we have the complete align-
ment. Finally, we compare this alignment with the baseline alignments edna(edit
distance based) and StringEquiv(string equivalence based) from OAEI 2016 on
the conference and benchmark data sets. The results are presented in table 1.
Dataset (method) Precision Recall F1-measure
Conference (edna) 0.74 0.45 0.56
Conference (StringEquiv) 0.76 0.41 0.53
Conference (Prototype) 0.71 0.45 0.54
Benchmark (edna) 0.35 0.51 0.41
Benchmark (Prototype) 0.72 0.26 0.34
Table 1. Comparison between the prototype and baselines of each data set
The prototype obtained low recall on both data sets. The majority of errors
on the benchmark data set were on tests with random entity names, resulting
in the low recall. This is expected since our method uses only this source of
information to gather the entity semantics and then generate correspondences.
On the conference data set, the prototype performed between the two base-
lines. Many words from entity names were not in the vocabulary of the vectors,
and were assigned the vector
#»
0 , which contributes to the average recall.
3 Conclusion
These results are not ground-breaking, but also promising. Furthermore, given
the simplicity of the prototype, there are many places where it can be improved.
For example, in a future experiment, we should train our own vectors and fine
tune the hyperparameters of the model. We believe that these improvements
may provide increased performance and lead to further research in the area.
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1 Context and proposed approach
Matching domain and top-level ontologies is an important task but still an open problem
in the ontology matching field. The main difficulties are particularly due to their differ-
ent levels of abstraction. In this paper, we propose an approach that exploits existing
alignments between WordNet and top-level ontologies, as an intermediate layer, and
that relies on the notion of context of concepts [1,3,5]. Contexts are constructed from
all information about an ontology entity (e.g., entity naming, annotation properties and
information on the neighbors of entities) and are used for disambiguating the senses
that better express the meaning of ontology entities in WordNet. After selecting an ap-
propriated synset for a given domain ontology, we verify if there is a relation between
that synset and a top-level concept, via existing alignments between WordNet and the
top-level ontology. Here, we focus on DOLCE top-level ontology and OntoWordNet
[2]. This choice is motivated by the fact that DOLCE is one of the most used top-level
ontologies and serves as a reference for the modeling and integration of ontologies [4].
2 Experiments
In order to evaluate our approach, we run experiments involving a set of 7 domain
ontologies from the OAEI Conference data set1 regarding DOLCE-Lite-Plus and On-
toWordNet [2]. We focused on the first-level of domain concepts hierarchy, what cor-
responds to 70 concepts. This choice is motivated by the fact that correspondences can
be assigned by inheritance to the child concepts. Compounds have been pre-processed
and we removed the modifier (e.g. conference document is a document). As the domain
ontologies are not equipped with descriptions of their concepts, we manually enriched
the first-level concepts with such definitions. For that, we adopt the Cambridge online
dictionary2 where we chosen the definition of each concept considering the most related
one to the conference domain. The experiments were executed with the original and en-
riched versions of the domain ontologies and DOLCE-Lite-Plus (resulting in 7 pairs).




found in the two versions of the domain ontologies). These 71 correspondences were
presented, separately, to an expert on top-level ontologies, via an online form. The form
shows the pair of concepts, their hierarchy and description. The expert was instructed
to select one of the options among “equivalent”, “sub concept”, “none” or “other”. For
“other”, a description of the kind of relation was required.
Results and discussion Regarding the expert judgment, 36 correspondences out of 63
for the original ontology were judged as correct. For the dictionary-enriched ontology,
there are also 36 pairs considered as correct, from a total of 62. For 7 concepts in the
original ontologies and 8 in the enriched ontologies, no corresponding concepts in On-
toWordNet were found. Assuming that all first-level concepts in the domain ontology
have potentially a corresponding concept in the top-level ontology, we compute preci-
sion, recall and F-measure. We observe similar results for both ontology versions. In
fact, we expected that the descriptions would improve the synset selection and there-
fore produce an impact on the alignments, however the improvements were not that
significant between the two versions. As we adopted plain dictionary descriptions for
the terms, it might be the case that these descriptions were simply too general.
3 Concluding remarks and future work
This paper presented an approach to automatically match domain and top-level ontolo-
gies. We consider that existing top-level and WordNet alignments are a valuable re-
source for the task, at least for certain general domains. For most of the concepts from
the domain ontologies we found a correspondence with the top ontology. In addition,
the precision was better than available matching systems considered in previous exper-
iments [6]. We are aware that the experiment settings were different, but it is possibly
an indication that the proposed approach might be an option for certain domains and
it development should be continued and refined. As future work, we intend to improve
the description of the concepts to include a more closer information about the domain,
apply alternative similarity metrics for measuring the overlap between contexts, deal
with logical reasoning and involve more experts in the evaluation process.
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